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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 

and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 

7 , memorandum entitled, "Comments of Rudolfo Ghioldi, Leading 
f ἡ Member of the Communist ‘Party of Argentina, Regarding 

a + Leadership Matters in. Cuba," Vl 

΄ The information. appearing in thé. @nélosed letter- 
- head memorandum was furnished on 4/26 and 88/65 to SAs WALTE 
A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG 5824-S*, who has: furnisied 
reliable information in the past. 

oh 

I 
ἜΘ 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
"per" SPeter" since it contains: information furnished by. ς, 
CG: 5824-5Ὲ, a very highly placed source: furnishing. information 
on the highest level concerning the initernational, ‘communist 
movement. ' The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824~S* as the source, jeopardizing. ‘his security, and thus 
adversely affecting the national security. , ᾿ 

. ' The information set forth. in the enclosed ietter~ 
‘ head memorandum was received during the course of a meeting 

- with RUDOLFO: GHIOLDI held in Moscow, USSR, on’ 2/28/65. ἮΝ 

in order to provide additional sécurity ‘to ‘the - 1 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has ‘beeh shown 
as vay: te Tae Sh at Washington ;. Reg" 
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axl in AUTHORITY DREIWVED FROM: 

1 DECLABSS IFICATION GOIDE 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

* Washington, D.C. In Reply, Please R ᾽ nee eee May 4, 1965 
be Pert 

Yo 
i fy? j'' 

COMMENTS OF RUDOLFO GHIOLDI, ᾿ 
LEADING MEMBER OF THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF ARGENTINA, REGARDING ee 
LEADERSHIP MATTERS IN CUBA κι πο 

A source, who has. furnished reliablé information in 
the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

RudolfeAGhioldi, leading member of the Communist 
Party (CP) of Argentina, and a recent visitor to Cuba, in 
late February, 1965, discussed generally the subject of 

| leadership matters in Cuba. The essence of his remarks was 
as follows: 

On the question of the “struggle” between the old 
Partido Socialista Popular (CP) of Cuba and The July 26 
Movement of Premier Fidel Castro Ruz. This is natural but as 
time goes on these groups are getting closer. Both Fidel -and 

S brother, Raul Castro Ruz, will heip to see that Emilo 
/Aragones , Secreta of the United Party_of the Socialist 

! Revolution (SURS) ΟἹ “ΖΦ ccomplishes this. 

vi 
As to Carlos) afelhodriquez. He still is in the 

leadership of the PURS' and has the confidence of Fidel. Why 
then the change of Rodriquez? This was because agriculture 
had become the most important problem in Cuba and Fidel took 
this into his own hands. Now both the positm of Ministry of 
Agrarian Reform and Ministry of Agriculture. are in the hands 
of Fidel - in order to better concentrate. By 1970, he wants 
to harvest ten million tons of sugar and expand the base for 
livestock production, as well as undertake an expansion of the 
citrus industry. This is a very big agricultural program. 
This was proposed by Fidel and because it is an ambitious 
plan, the decision to merge authority was made. Comrade 
Rodriquez is still a member of the Ministry of the Cuban 
Government and two possible posts. are open to him - ideology 

or economics. 

the Se ὦ aa per Speer 



τε COMMENTS. OF RUDOLFO GHIOLDI, _ 
LEADING MEMBER OF THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF ARGENTINA, REGARDING . 
LEADERSHIP MATTERS IN CUBA POP ἢ Sper 

"+" While there are some contradictions, the Latin 
American CPs are now drawing closer to Cuba. Our contacts 
with both Fidel and Raul prove that there are no disagree~ 
ments between the CPs of Latin America and Cuba, and that 
they are seeking to re~establish old contacts. 

This document contains. neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Jt is 
‘the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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7 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

᾿ Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 2 
TO : Mr. Conrad Le Ww DATE: May 7, 1965 

Trotter - 
Tele. Room nea 
Holmes 
Gandy 

By FE Downing 

SUBJECT: 4 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-5* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio, 

On 5/7/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 544 GR 48, 
was intercepted, 

Plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - 
2 

1 = Mr, 
1- 
1 ~- 

Mr, Conrad 
Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. -W. G. Shaw) 

Downing 
Mr, Newpher 
Mr.. Paddock 

REC- 47 
0.x. ΖΘ 497, “4 Bq 

ES 48 MAY 1895. 
BE yy ce 

wi 
G5 MAY 141965 



Ν Ο Ο 5/7/65 

O 

Ms - yale - { ψ,7 
OCs SORE 

| NR 544 GR 48 5/ 7/65 | O : 
| ο 77620 03750 81876 78962 19583. 29096 80437 42758 23083. 73114 
| B9414 25009 92926 02874 19334 06577 6078454620 35978 59719- 
ΠΟ 11852 26497 81160 51618 57502::28597'-99423.:37272 77066 23575 
| 06754 01033 23442 36562 08924 94189 41321 ‘76887 11955: 93935: O ᾿ 

50971 43916 55670 72079' 31533 86459'.91765:-95506. 
ι (ΟἿ 
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| DECLASS IP I uT GH ATES Rd Se a a or na ee PL a 

L FBI AUTOMAWIC DECLASSIFICATION urbe 
DATE. OLotmt Or? , 

Ζ ό 
ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

The Attorney General . Hay. 12, 1965 

rn a a 

~ 

ee εὐ -π 

ΓΕ 

"ἢ υἱ7 Director, FBI’ re -| He. Detooch 

( “ἡ | oy Rix. Sullivan: 
- Mr, Baumgardner 

“My. ‘Branigan 
Liaison 
ii, ‘Shaw 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA's 
INTERNATIONAL - RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY -τ food Pood food ood feet od fe : 1 + . . 

* 

- tr thought: ‘you, would. be’ ‘Interested in: reading 
the ‘enclosed. memorandum, captioned: “Conminist Party, TSA, 

-- International. Relations ;" which sets forth comments ‘made 
by Soviet Ambassador Anatoli Ἐς Dobrynin to an official 
‘of the Communist ‘Party, USA; relative ‘to Vietnam and the. 
‘Dominican Republic. ; whee 

Because. ‘Of the sensitive. ‘nature of our ΝΕ 
which has furnished. reliable information. in, the past; 
this letter and: its enclosure are classified." r 
This information: is ‘being ‘furbished' to the, President, ai 
other interested ‘officials of thé’ ‘Goverauent. , 

δ ες od. 

838: Ady 
if 

39. Hd Be 1] avy 
i ἃ \HdAD 8} Enclosuve 

100=428093 | | 

i=, The Deputy Aetornsy General, ΓΤ 

ΝΕ | eg 

NOTE: - za 

ea Te, 

«ὥς 

Classified: sige SaeKeL" because unant horaait disclosie 
of this. information could reveal the identity of the source 
(wy 694-55) “who: is of: continuing ‘value and‘ suth x ation:.could 
xesult.in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation Information 
extracted ἄχρι NYtel, 5.Χ11765, captioned’ "βόλον 18 is. =" 

TslIson ᾿ 
: Belmont peeemtinir 

τ ‘Caspet Ν - 
Cellchan — lf 
Conrad . = 

. ΒΒ | eee ἢ 
αἰθια, 5... Ξ ar 

Rosen ow, ~ ἝΝ 
᾿ SEV π ττοσττσττττςν YL2 n i955 

Tavel MAY 
Trotter nena 

"Tele, Room —— 9 a Ὲ ̓ COMM: FEI, . 

. ἜΡΙΝ te 365: TE
LETYPE owe 
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AUTOMATIC TECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
Fl 

E 01-05-2012 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
ΜΔ 12, 1965 fet et Pa et fat at μὲ PEPE! 

F ᾿ ν 

bir 4 Shaw 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
_ THTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

In early May, 1965, the Central, Committee, Comnunist 
Party of the. Soviet. Union, extended an invitation to. Gus Halil, 
General ‘Secretary; Communist Party, USA, to attend a reception 
at the Soviet Enbassy, Washington, D. c., on Hay 9, 1955, in 
celebration of the "20th Anniversary of the End of Vorld War ir.* 
Hali was unable to attend the reception in view of the fact he 
was sbheduled to make a public appearance on the West. Coast.on nz 
that date. Arnold Johnson, Public Relations Director, Commufiist2 
Party, USA; attended the reception at the Sovict Enbassy Be Ξ 
Hall's place. 

= 

pp 
On ay. ‘RL, 1965, Arnold Johnson commented on: ms SC fs 

attendance at the reception held at the Soviet Embassy, 465 oo 
Washington; D. C.; on May 9, 1965. The essence of his renarks = 
55: 85. follows: - 5 gs 

4 

Johnson stated that upon arriving at the Soviet Enbassy 

Dobrynin who ‘expressed his. deep -disappointnent. that Gus Hail 
‘was Unable to attend the reception. Dobrynin stated he had hoped 
to reccive Hall's reaction to President Lyndon. B. Jcohnsonts 
"activities" in Vietnam and the Dominican Republic. In that con- 
nection, Dobrynin stated that the Sovicts were "very surprised, 
perplexed and disappointed" in President. Johnson's. "activities" in 

" Vietnan and ‘the Dominican Republic... Dobrynin. further stated that 
the situation was very complex, that the Soviets "eantt figure it 
out"; and that “what President. Johnson's next move.as;. ve cantt . 
‘guesse 

| ᾿ he was immediately contacted by Soviet Ambassador Anatoli Ἐπ 

wae 

Arnold Johnson stated that after conferring vith 
Dobrynin, he conferred in turn. with the Polish Anhassidor and the: 
Czechoslovakian.Anbassador, both of whom expressed sentinents 

Tokon___identical with those.of Soviet Ambassador Dobrynin with respect 
Bolnont ——--$O being “surprised, perplexed. and disappointed" relative to 
DeLoack__— President ‘Johnson's "activities" in Vietnam and the 
Chie poninican Republic 

Su) Vaty wansnenemrere, 
Tavel 

τοῖς Boon IGS ¢ pan ᾧ ee et eoyiomcy’ . ,1 
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. DeLoach ΦΌΝΩΝ 

Casper - τ 

᾿ FOS €2 peers 
4 Sullivan arc — 

Ray * 
. Talson. ernment 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: _ 

FE eee: recLassreicatron cGurpe “os ΛΠ σ᾿ 
12 | DAT 01-05-8012 . tes PSRET 

a t , 

| / BY LIAISON 

ἫΝ ων Mee 

-Yiée Adria: Willian Fi. Raborn , ὅκα... USN. Cnet) a = + τὰν 
‘Director 1. "δ, 
Central Intelligence Agency | τ- Tieison 
Washington; Ὡς Ἰσὶ io ae. Shaw 

‘Dear Aduital Raborni 

. The enclosed tiemorandum, captioned "Coimiunist. 
Party, USA; International Relations,” relates: to an 
invitation extendéd. by the Cuban Government’ to. the | 
Communist Party; USA, to παν ἃ. number of Communist 
Party, USA, sponsored youths" visit Cuba. 

Because of thé sénsitive, nature of du gouxce 
which: has: furnished~reliablé. information-in- the: past,. 
this lettex and its enclosure are classified.* 
This information is being furnished to other interested 
‘Officials. of ‘the Governnent. 

sincexéiy pont 

“Bnclosuxre 

J 100-428091 

Belmont οὦ ΡΝ 
Mobt - 

Ὁ pent 
CONTE renner, 

Tavet' 
Trotter — eee 
Tele. Room - 

δ 
Holaes ———— a, ΔΎ EL ; ΕΠ 
a 1 é 85. TELETYPE UNtT L 

τὰν 10, 1965 

‘Sullivan 
‘Baumgardner ' 
Wannalt. 



COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
τ UTERNATT ONAL RELATT ONS 

NOTE: 
Memorandum. classified “Iop-svéset" because unauthorized 

' disclosure of this information could reveal. the identity of the 
source (NY 694~S*) who is’ of continuing value and such rezelation. 
could result in exceptionally grave . damage to the Nation. Infor- 
ation, extracted from-NYtel 5/11/65,, Captioned "Solo, IS ὦ σι". 
Dissemination. being made to Honorable Marvin. ‘Watson, "Special 
Assistant to the. -President 3 Setretary of State Dean Rusk; Director 
of Centrak Tntellt gence Agency Raborn;. the Attorney ‘General ‘and 
the Deputy. Attorney General. 
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FE ante 3 MASTRICRTION Gry 

MATE G1405-~2012 Ss OBR 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

1 = Liaison 
1 ~ ti, Shaw 

To: Director | 
Bureau of Intelligence aud Research co 
Department of State yo 

Fron: John Eérar Hoover, Direttor \ ‘4 | 7 

Subject: CONSULTATIVE MCETIKG ΟΣ COLITIS? 
AND WORKERS PARTIES 
HOSCOv, USSR, MARCH 2 —.5, 1965 

΄ 

ἊΝ EneRosed for your information. ΖΞ a menorandum, 
4) | antioned as above, dated May 5,. 2965.. 

33 «Upon, removal of the classified enclosure, this 
, ‘etter ee ΤΌΣ ΔΌΞΑ ΤΑΣ becones unclassifieds 

meen 

τον ee EL inettor (Enclosure) BY LYATSON 
pa ee gbenteat Intelligence Agency 

τ ah τῳ ἧς τατεσβρβοι: Deputy Director, Plan 

NOTE: Classified ' δ " because unauthorized disclosiire 
ὍΤ᾽ information contained t erein could reveal the identity of the. 
source (CG 5824+S*) who is of continuing value and such reyelation 

| could resuit in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. See 
ν CGaixrtel 5/5/65, transmitting letterhead menoyandi appio ed as 

above: ἴα σσζϑ ᾷ 
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ε- DECLASSIEIOCATION AUTHOERETY DERPED FROM: 

FE auton HATIC “PECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

SoS ὁ. wing α 
ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ~ 

| May 12, 1965 

ζ | a a ᾿ ᾿ . ΒΥ LIAISON 

Lous ΕΞ ΞΞ .- ἃ σ΄ Mrs Belmont 
τς | _ 1 Hr, DeLoach 

Honorable ‘Doan Bugle | a. ~ Mr, Sullivan 
The Secretary of State - 
Washington, Do. 

ἘΣ ne , Hr,. Shaw 

I thought’ you would be: intotested dn: reading 
the enclosed memorandum; captioned, “Communist: Party; UBA;. 
International Relations," which sets forth comments tade 
by Soviet Ambagsado? Anatolt F."Dobrynin to anvofficial..— - 
of the: ‘Communist; Party, USA,, relative to Vietnam and ‘the 
Doninican Republics ᾿ | -κ« 

Because.of the sensitive nature of our source: ΓΦ ΚΞ 
viich has furnished reliable. infornation, in: Ὁ ast, 2 
this letter: and its ‘enclosure are. classified "Topo Ja - 
This information is‘ being: furnished to. other interested gy th 
officiais of the Government. -- Sc - 

- | ee i ces or) ao 

; Sincerely yours, 5 =. 
7 | =z 

— fx κεῖ jg LLY G0 Enclosure — 
‘ ' tg MAY 14.4965 

"100428001, Ὶ 
Tolsen ες - ᾿ . BY 
Belenont smemememer  , - 

ico ea WGS : pah ) .  Α͂Σ " ᾿ cee OD ἰ (SEB, NOTE, PAGE, ὙΠῸ) 
ΠΩΣ ~ ἢ 

Gale af 
τ ROSE eee τ 

᾿ Sullivan een, 
Tovel 

1 Trotlet ρος, 
. Tele, Room a 

Holes κάκια 

aC ἷ par TELETYPE UNIT [1 | 



Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE: 
" Classified "Zep sdeeet" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source _ 
(NY 694-S*) who is. of continuing value and ‘such. revelation could 
result in. exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Information. 
extracted from N¥tel 5/11/65, captioned "Solo, IS --C.' 
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“ ‘UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

| v4 Memorandum 
0 : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 5/5/65 Gf 

ἴω ~ 

Fjpsac, NEW YORK (100~134637A) 

SUBJECT:\_ SOL .΄ 
85:0 | 5 

ReNYLet 4/5/65. 

{The records o£ the NYO reflect the following 
transactions regarding SOLO funds during the month of 
April, 1965: . 

CREDITS 

4/1/65 — On-Hand _ $482,595.00 
4/17/65 Received 15,000.00 
4/23/65 Returned by ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN 5,000.00 

(Money expended 3/12/65) — Ν Φἷἕἵ 
- e $502, 595.00 

~ ΒΕΒΊΤΕ . ΝΞ ΕΞ . . ny ΠΝ 

4/7/65 To GUS HALL for CPUSA 
National Offices 
Expenses. . . . + «0. § 4,000.00 

4/19/65 To LENA SCHERER for 
CPUSA National Office 
Payroll . . . . e+... 10,000.00 

em 226 -- £2foH 4442... 
“ Bureau (RM) ᾿ 

1... Chicago~(134-46-Sub Β) (RM) 18 MAY 14 1305 
1... ΝΥ 134-91 (INV) (41). -~ « 
L- NY 100~128861 -(CPUSA-FUNDS, RESERVE FUNDS) (42) 
LgeN¥ 100-134637A (41) an 

~~ --- -- 



NY 100-134637A_ 

4/20/65. 

4/20/65: 

4/30/65 

DEBTTS: (Continued) - 

To ARNOLD. ‘JOHNSON “for 

CPUSA National Office 

Expenses. . . .. 2... 9 5, 000. 00. 
For "New World Review"! 
and JESSICALSMITH . . . 10,000.00 
To HELEN WINTER for 
CPUSA Delegation to 
Moscow. « « « »-2 «© « « - 6,000.00. 
To Chemical Bank for 
Safe Deposit Vaults. 
Rental. . 2 Ὁ ee eee _61.22 

Balance 

~2— 

- $467,533.78 

__ 35,061.22 

i 
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: τ. OPTIONAL FORM NO. 19, — 
MAY 198 EDITION: 

TOO 108-08 

iGSA GEN, REG. Not. 

_- ‘+ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ᾿ ᾿ 

,, Memorandum - 
DIRECTOR, FBI. (oo. -428091) 

_* 

ee) re ‘SAC, GAICAGO: cga=48 Sub 5) Ὁ). 

- ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and ‘Chicago: ietter ‘dated: 
-ς Hlareh. 31, 3965." - 

ΝΝ ‘ReBulet insteucted 1 Chicago. to set forth a. monthly 
accounting of all receipts and disbursements of Solo and ἡ 

- Communist ‘Party (CP), USA reserve finds in the possession of 
CG, 5824-S*. Set forth below. is gach Δ" accounting: 

᾿ Balance: of Funds in Posséssion - 
7 oF a of CG. 58245 S* ‘as of. March 31 μι 1965. . ον 

Solo τ᾿ τς τ 

τὸ τ -- a Maintained. in -Cash in: safe deposit: ΝΕ 5 
ἐστι ' + box, _ American National Bank, ΝΗ τ (oo ΕΕ 

τς eT ΕΝ Chicaga,. Tllindis me - | + 3$32',0001,00 ' 

ως πὸ a οὐ Maintaifed in Cash in, safe, deposit, sw ae a 
Te αὐ τς box; Michigan Avenue National, ‘Bank » ΝΣ 
ae τον Chicago, TiVinois. . οἷν . 22.,.,69.89 - 

ὁρ,. USA’ Reserve. Funds —— 4 a 

Maintained: in ‘Cash, in safe deposit - 
box, - Michigan Avenue National Bank., 

" - “Chicago, Illinois - . 150. 00- ἡ 

ee von . τ τ τ Total - $54, 919.89 τι 
ΤΡ 

Ἂ ΝΣ ᾿ - Τὴ; view of CG 5824-S*''s unavailability, until April 26, 
for 1965, there: ‘were ngyadditions or disbursements from-eitHer Solo. 
ἐκον * ΟΣ GBS USA-réservé: ‘fund dS" during the. month.of April,.-1965, ἀπά. 
ee ov, a > Bhar total of -fuiids: in Hossession of CG 5824=S* as- “of April 30; 
| ,ece-, -1965, remain- ah forth above. 

@! len TS 3a REC /c OG - fae o Gf - τ ᾧ ys 
πα New York (100-134637). ιν 
elo * ἃ -"100-128861) (cP, SA Reserve Funds’) τὰ MAY 14 θη 
tae 1 Ὁ Chicago : ᾿ 
: πον ἈΜΒ ΒΟΙς oo . --- 

᾿ 

6) τς | -- τ τ 
ΤῊ πον 
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MAL De? 20TH . 
OSA GEN! ἐξ, NO, 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

— G Memorandum — _ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE => 
TO It 7 Mr, We. C. suladvan DATE:. May 7, 1965 <2 ; 

| ΝΕ 1 - Mr. Belmont — 
ROM F. Jz Baumgar Of 1 - Mrs DeLoach Hotnes ——__ 

an 1 - Mr, Sullivan fone 
1 ~ Liaison 

SUBJEC S010! 1 - Mr. Baungardng 
\-INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 1 ~ Mr. Wannall arate 

- 2 “- Mr. Re Cc. Putn Wie 

While on his recent Solo mission abroad, CG 5824-5* was 
present at ἃ meeting in Moscow, Russia, during which Vitaly G. 
Korianov, Chief Deputy, International Department, Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, gave an analysis of the 
plans and motives of Communist China, The purpose of the analysis. 
Was to convince Gilbert Green, a member of the National Board of 
the Communist Party, USA, that the Soviet Union was correct in its 
dispute with the People’ ϑ Republic of China (Communist China). 
The analysis developed along the following lines: : - 

The ruletsof the United States realize the war in Vietnam 

is lost and vateslooking=tor—a ἶσα; Οὐ out. The-Chinesé"ageravate and 
complicate the situation in Southeast Asia. It is obvious the’ 
Chinese have a farereaching, plan for this area. Plans of the ultra- 
right in the United States and the Chinese coincide since both want 

I to fan the flames of international tension Whene “necessary. 

Δ The United States is the aggressor in this area, but 
Chinese interference helps the United States broaden the conflict 

- in ‘Vietnam. MAO Tse-tung,Chairman of the Communist Party of China, 
has*said China will commit troops when the United States starts’ 
overt aggression against China. Ineeffect, he is asking for the 
invasion of North Vietnam and saying, "We won't interfére," 

Soviet equipment has helped the people of Vietnam shoot 
down American planes; The Chinese could not provide this assistance 
‘because they do not have its 

: ° The Chinese want a military clash between Indonesia and 
Malaysia and have promised to give Indonesia two million soldiers. 
The Soviet Union believes communists should abéemutging Indonesia 
away from nationalism ‘into, internationalism. 

" | The Chinese ouaa Like to- ‘destroy the United Nations. In 
May, 1965, at the Afro-Asian Conference in Algeria the Chinese will 
‘attempt. to form .a "NeyjsReyoluti onary UN" which "stinks of Bod - 

et ity 

ism and Rectan. ᾿ ᾿ fers μ τό -- A La " eG A 

- - 100-428092 
' Enclosures Oa S- pp Beoconswven—-oven qe MAY 14 1065 

85 MAYA) 06: | ΝΣ ane i τα 



τι 100.-428091 τσὴ νος σὴν το ἢ 

Memorandum to Mrs W. Ος Sullivan a 
Re: SOLO -ς . ΝΣ 

- ᾿ a! 7 f 

The Chinese are campaigning to convince people of the 
special destiny of the Chinese people; They sdesire a third 
world war during which they will act as observers while Europeans 
and Americans destroy themselves. 

—— 

i 

Incorréct policies pushed the économy of China into 
disaster after 1958; It will take another eight years before. the 
1958 level..of agricultural production is reached; As a result, 
rationing has been introduced which allows but 150. grans of meat 
and sugar per month, Chinese economic successes prior to 1958 
were due to Soviet assBtance. 

ference of cominnist parties because. it fears the future. This 
attitude will have to change. If the present Chinese leadership” 
will not change this attitude, a new- leader will. In the long 
run a flexible policy will bend the Chinese to the Soviet viewpoint. 

-ς The Communist Party of China is afraid of a world con- 

- ee The Communist Party of China calls the Communist Party of 
\the Soviet Union bourgeois -because it.has. raised the standard — 

oe of living of the Soviet people and describes this action ads a> -τ- -- 
symbol of degeneration; What-it boils down to is this: Supeose | 

᾿ .one told American workers socialism means poverty. Who: would join 
‘the revolution? 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That attached lettersto the White » House, enclosing a 
summary of this information, and to the Department of State and 
the Central Intelligence Agéncy, énclosing more detailed infor- 
mation, be approved,. 

La. 
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ΟΞ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE) car 
Ν᾽ 
σ᾽ | Date: 5/4/65 

Tranfmit the following in — ΝΕ . ως 
1 (Type in plaintext or code) 

να. AIRTEL _ __. » ᾿ΒΕΘΙΒΤΕΒΕΡ MAIL 
------------. i : 

ne oe oe we oe ie ee ee ee ee eee ee ee i ee ee eee .. he 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) . 

FROM: CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β) 

suBsEcr| ΠΝ ᾿ 

In connection with the 18th Solo Mission, CG 5824-5* 
met with representatives of the Socialist Unity Party in the 
German Democratic Republic during both March and April, 1965. 

-In April, 1965, they provided CG 5824-S* with an invitation 
signed .by WALTGULBRICHT, ‘First ‘Secretary , Socialist. Unity Party 
of Germany (SUPG), which was: addressed to the Communist Party. 
(CP), USA, requesting participation in a meeting Scheduled to. 

celebrate ‘the end of World War II in East Berlin, 5/7-8/65. 

He was furnished with a written invitation,. cover létter, ‘and 

program for the affair by the ‘SUPG and all of these. documénts. 

were in the German language:, 

Request. of ‘the Bureau 

Attn: try tanalysis~franglation Section 

The Cryptanalysis-Translation Section, FBI Laboratory, 
.is requested to. prepare a full text translation of the enclosed 
three German language documents which are described as follows: 

Ὁ) A one-page invitation to the yeterans 
Celebration. 

ky 2) <A two-page cover rete: yatta 9/20/88, 

Y@. Bureau τὸ Sapa De: if 7 
1-~ chi-cég ae ya fog ὃ Sh 

/ -RWH:sek ni ce Sf Ch Yb i OT eel 7 

γ Ae - = -Ξ Ν a 

Approved: - ὙΠ SOT ne ee M Per -- 
Special Agent. in Charge - ΠΝ 
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CG 13446. Sub B ΕΝ τι ᾿ ΝΕ " 

3) A one-page item dealing with thé . ᾿΄΄- 
* " program for the veterans affair. ᾿ 

, Ὁ inclusion’ in, letterhead memoranda. ‘for dissemination to. 

it is requested this material. be translated. as’ 
expeditiously as possible, and that such translations be 
returned to the Chicago: Office. for- review and possible 

‘other government, agencies... | oo 
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SEC LASSIEIOCATION AUTHORITY DERIVED PRON: 

C HO LASSIFTICATION GU = Ξ 

my 

a 

ΟΣ the Commuiist. Party; USA,. relative: to. Vietnam and. the 

SUL Vert μωρὰ, τείνας 

Tavel — 

Trotter : 
Tele, B000 meee 

~ Holmes πποηενκα 
Gandy 

PEI ffuromarce - ἢ 
Ta, 1-08-2012 

| Vico: Admired ἡβλλάρα Be Raboin, Sees ust (Ret ) 
Director i. 
Central. Intelligence Agency. ros ' Le clr... Shaw 
‘Washington yD. C. 

ce Saal Oa 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

May 12, 1965. 

\¢ BY Lraison 
τ μὰ 

Ken Δ μος. Belmont 
τι 1.0. ‘= Mr. DeLoach 

Li ‘Mr Sullivan 
1. lr, Batmgardner . 
Lew τ ‘Branigan 
‘1 = Liaison 

Dear Admiral Rabornié. 

I thought you would. be interested in. reading. 
the enclosed memoranduti,. captioned "Communist. Party, ea 
International Relations," which sets forth comments, made. 
by Soviet Ambassador Anatoli F.. Dobrynin to: an- official. 

Dominican ‘Republics a  ® > 
; "τ - - pow ὦ τῷ 

. Because. 02 the: sensitive naturé ore Our source a - κΞ : 
‘which has furnished reliable information ‘tn the past, _- “3 . 
this letter and its enclosure are classified ΕΟ ΡΟΣ ΠΡ + 
This information is being furnished to other interésted = καὶ 
officials of the Government. tS 

oS inn 

Bingerely. yours, , = “3 

ἐν REGT9 y : frboH #8 ἘΞ 
<i 

18 MAY 1 5 1965 

᾿ Enclosure γί we (ye 

100-428091 
“ΕΝ Bhs ὅπη! 

τ ° (SEE NOTE PAGE. THO) 

ae ΝΣ uit) 
ἢ ΜΑΥ ΤῸ 



Vice Admiral William Fi Raborn, Jx., USN Ret.) — - 

NOTE: | “ 
Classified ἘΝ τ pene because unauthorized reaieraaae 

es 



Vice Admiral, Wiliian F. Baborn, τς, USN (Ret.) 

NOTE: 
ΝΗ Classified ope Booget" because unauthorized disclosure 
Of this information could revéal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824~S*) Who is of contimiing yalue and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nations 
Information extracted from CGairtel 5/4/65, captioned "Solo, 
15 = C." Sée ménorandum, Baumgardner to Sullivan, 5/7/65, 
also bearing the Solo caption, prepared by WGS:pah, 



7-44 (Rev, 2-18-63) ee . δ 
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SM’, Chicago (184-46 Sub B) May 11, 1965 

Director, FEL (199~428091) β va 

SOLO REGISTERED MATL 

18.0.00 

Attached is the translation which you requsted by detter airtel 

dated 5/4/65, 

The contents thereof, vhere pertinent, must ‘be reported 
‘ajunder appropriate captions and afforded whatever investigative 
slattention is necessary. 

Disposition of the foreign language material subnitied in 

this connection is set forth below! MAY 1 1 1955 

stor 

Mac, 1 = fr. Sullivan n (tin Hr. Baumgardner, sent direct with enclosurd DeLoach ammcamun: owe 
COSY amtyetentin 

, Callohan casio r 
Cont scan 
Felt 
Gale ( 
Rosen ee 
Sutlivan 

malig 



" PRANSLATION FROM GERMAN: 

Picase inform us as..soon as. “possible a about the 
participation. in the. festivities on. the occasion of the 20th 
anniversary ‘of Germany's: liberation: from fascisn. 

οἷ in order to be able to ffect the. necessary 
traveling ‘formalities (airplaiiée ticket/railway ticket τον. 
entry visa): wé need?’ name, first name ,- “aay of departure. 

it is uséful to arrange the depaxture in such a way. 
that the arrival takes place in Berlin on May 5 or May 6. 

ig fixed dates have already beeti arranged for the 
return trip -which must be absolutely kept, please: tell us 
the desired Gay ἃ of the return, ΄ 

7 

i> 



. ΝΞ ‘Socialist Unity Party of Germany -᾿ 

‘Central. Committee 

Berlin ΟΣ. = Werdérscher Markt ~ Haus. Des Zentiva lkonitees =: 
Rut. 20 05 81. 

Berliny. February 22, 1965 

᾿ To ‘the Communist Party of the U. Ss. A. 

Deax Comrades, | οτος Ἐς . . - 

- liberation of the German people from fascism. ‘The world- 
On May 8, i96sjwill he the 20th anniversary of the | 

historic victory over fascism was the result of the fight 
of the. anti-Hitler coalition to which the Soviet Union made 
the ‘greatest contribution.. 

In the German. Democratic Republic the people took 
the lessons from history and established a new, socialist 
social. order whose highest principle is’ the protection of 
peace. Thus, German imperialisn ‘and militarism were. deprived 

_ forever in one ‘part of: ‘Garmany of the fundamentals of their 
. policy of conquest. 

é 

In the other part of Gexilany rearmament, anticommunism 
τ ahd>révanchism have become state policy. A ‘new dangerous. 
Situation jin Europe Has arisen througir the endeavor’ of the. 
Bonn Government to obtain power over atomic weapons, ah atomic - 

-ininé belt on the border of the Gorman Democratic Republic 
and CSR and the plans. of the camouflaged warfare. 

. On the 20th anniversary of the liberation we think. 
of the. victims of the antifascist resistance struggle. This: 
day is also for uS.a reminder and obligation to strengthen 
the common fight} in particular of the peoples of the European 
continent, against the. danger £ an atomic world conflagration. | 

. In the. interest Of the solidification of the brotherly _ 
relations between our parties the Central Committee of the 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany invites a leading nepresentative 
of your party to participate in the festivities on May 8 

We shall ‘he grateful for your prompt -answer. . 

- 4 +  WHith socialist greéting, 
Central Committee of the 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany : 

πᾳ. οτος Sigriature: W. Ulbricht 

First Secretary: ΡΟΣ 



PROGRAM 
- “a. 

" of the festivities on the occasion of the. 20th anniversary of 
' ἢ the liberation ΟΣ Germany from fascism. 

May 7, 1965 

10:30 Gtclock . Festive | ‘act of the Central Committee of the. 
we, " Socialist Unity Party; of the. State Council, 
a - Of the ‘Council of Ministers and of the ἡ 

National Council in the Dynanosport Hall. 

τος - National Anthen.- 

᾿ Festive address, speeches of the guests. 

20:00 o'clock. Festive event in the: Friedrichstadtpalast - 
- a ε Cultural Progran. 

- -: , - - 

May 8, 1965, 

In the tiorning ‘Deposition of. ἃ. Weeath in Berlin at the 
τον Memorial Place of the Socialists, at the — 

ws : Monument:.of Honor in. Treptow ‘and. at the 
Fo, ΕΣ ᾿ _ Adnonishing ‘Monument of ‘the Victins. of so 
se τ εν fascism and Militarisn. Water dei Linden). 

efor ες ᾿ - a 

15:00 o'clock Start of the peace journey in Berlin 
. Gahn Sportpark). 

_ In the afternoon ‘Public festival in the residential areas. ὦ 
- ΕἾΝ dhe - 

τῳ * 20:00. οἱ όλοοὶς Festive. reception of-the First Secretary ΕΞ 
; " ΝΞ τ δ the Central Committee of-the Socialist hy 

.* τοὺς -. °  - + Uity. Party and ‘Chairman of the State 
a ᾿ . .-Council,. of the Chairman of. the Council of 

‘Ministers and of the President of the. " 
National Coupcil in the House of _ the State 
Council in Berlin. OO ; - 



(: ΠΕΣ ΣΝ meee ΟΟΟΙΤΕΊΝ ENVQopr 
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᾿ note 5/10/65 \ Ae 

Trai ᾿ wing in -ς -- - - Ὁ - _ : : 
“Ὁ ᾿ "Type in plaintext or cede} ΠοΠΔρι π᾿ 

. Ι REGISTERED. MATL: 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

'" FROM: SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three 
copies: and for New York .one. copy each of two informant's 

. statements erititied as: follows: 

and Wife and George Wheeler and Wife, Now Residing | 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia" 

"Physical Condition of Hyman Lumer! {ΠΧ 

The information appearing in. the enclosed wand 
statements was furnished ὋΣ CG 5824-S*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and 
RICHARD W.. HANSEN on 4/26-29/65, 

‘Nord BOM ᾿ Ε 
@-pureau (Enc. 6)(RM) 

New York (100- 134637) (Enc. 2) (anto) ray 

"Dues Payments of Former Americans, John Vafiades ra 

3- -Chicago. 

(1 - A)134-46 Sub B- -50) 
{1 - 134-46 Sub F). 

oe : =e fe \ tent 8 fo 
ved " 18 MAY 14 1865 ] 

ως, τ τ | ad ge! 
| eo We ὯΝ 

Ἀρρίον | a | Sent es “per. 
69 AY Fa on bnarae. ae 7 Be 

--- Ω 



“eos ΕΝ: et ee κι ν ΕἸΒΟῚ αν δι ΕΣ re " " . - ne 

τς Ν ᾿ τα Ν Ε τς . 

τς κ« soo ae τ . - . . - 
2 π΄ * μ- ες - - . . - 

τ “eye “ - _ ‘ δ a 
. ᾿ * : oly = - a. ee οἷἋ τ ἐλ) 

ΝΣ Η ~ - = τ a Ξε 

- - 1 τ - 
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DYES PAYMENTS. OF FORNER ANERICANS, JOHN VAFIADES — 
AND WIFE AND: GEORGE WHEELER AND WIFE, NOW RESIDING 
ἊΝ PRAGUE, - CZECHOSLOVAKIA - 

and member: of the Colman y, USA (CP, *O8A). who now 
resides in Prague, Czechoslovakia, turned over to 4 repre-. 
sentative. of the D/ USA, oo "@zech Crowns as a, dues 
Buln fe AOS aynment was for hinself and his wife 

heeler, anothér former American and CP, 
Mig’ int, Prague, arid. his wife. Elednor. Δὲ, 

he way" paying represented a 50 Crown pex month dues vagmerit 
for-both himsélf and his wife to the CP, USA. He further 

_ noted that the 1,499 Crowns being paid by the Wheelers 
αὐ. Were their dues payments and was in addition to 1,000 Crowns 

. which had been paid suring ‘the past ear to another cP, USA 
ntl. eorirade. | a >. Obs 7 ee a εὐ grat. 

car ory - + ~t ΤΣ ᾿ ἢ ' “ ῃ 

A ᾿ . wren me gene ΕΝ - ΝΕ ΟΝ 

- The above totak of 4, 100 Crowns received from 
Vatiades’ was’ converted at the touxist rate of exchange | 
and ἃ ‘total of $223 in American money ‘was received.. 

On April 23, 1965, Gus Hall, General Secretary of 
the OP, USA, was informed of the above dues paynents. and at 
this time instructed that: the $223 be turned over to Helen 
Winter in: ordér that a record could be nade. thereof. 

vo Tn Line with these instructions, the noted $223 
was turnéd over to Helen Winter in New York City on April 

~ 29, 1965. She was infotned at the tine this noney covered 
: tho cues for the Wheelers and the Vafiades' for the period 
- fron July ; 1968, through. Augist, 1965. 
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| Approved: a και 

TO° : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the origina 
and three copies each and for New York one copy each of 
the following captioned letterhead memoranda: “ 

"(First Name Unknown)- Chernik, Deputy to Head 
of International Department, ‘Central Committee, 
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia": 

2 | | 

. ᾿ 
"Information Concerning Trip of James: E. _ “yt 
Jackson, Editor, 'The. Worker,' to Europe and. 
Africat fi Ν 

‘The information set forth in the enclosed letter~ 
head memoranda was furnished on 4/26 and 27/65 to SAs WALTER 
A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG s824- St, who has fur- 
nished teliable information in the past. 

The eticlosed letterhead memoranda aré classified 
"SRKEr" ‘Since. they contain information furnished by 

| CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source. furnishing informa- 
-tion -on the highest level concerning the international 
communist movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the 
information contained therein would, by its. nature,,. tend 

identify CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his: 
ye: n ith adversely affecting the national security..|" | 

7, 
cay ΒΕ Py — ΟΣ o Gf — 4 gine 

New York “(100- 134637) (Enc. 2) (Info) (RM) "πὶ -. 

2-Chicago ; ΞΕ 

4 - A)134- 46 Sub B- 51) Ὥ 16 - 48. MAY LA. 1868 : 
Lat" 4 . = ᾿ = = 

"RWH: MDW maid io ϊ Vy δ : Sent ——______ 



ΚΝ Sy .@) , ©) = 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

In order ‘to provide additional security. to the — ᾿ς 
source, the enclosed letterhead memoranda ‘have been Shown 
as. having: been made at Washington, Ὦ. Ὁ, 

» ‘ a -' ᾿ “ ' 4 

. _2. ; 



LASSLIPICAT 0H SETHORITY DERIVED FROE: -- -π-- i - 

AUTORATIC DECLASS IFICATION GUTDE . 

TE 52 Ἐν 

QO Q 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No, 

May 10, 1965 

‘ 

(FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) CHERNIK, DEPUTY TO HEAD 
OF INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 
COMMUNIST PARTY ΟΕ CZECHOSLOVAKIA - 

a 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

(First name unknown) Chernik, Deputy to the Head 
of the International Department, Central Committee, Com- 
munist Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ), was seriously injured 

- Several months-ago as a~result of a fall when he blacked 
out. Reportedly, Chernik suffered this blackout when leaving 
a Prague, Czechoslovakia, hospital where he had just under- 
gone a series of blood tests. The fall Chernik suffered 
broke his jaw and seriously injured his face and head. He 
has had extensive hospitalization and has already undergone | 

. . two. operations. - As-of-late April, 1965, he was scheduled 
again to return to the hospital for a third operation, 

_ _Despite Chernik's medical problems, he is at the present 
time putting in some time at his official duties at the 
International Department and does attend some meetings with 
visiting communist representatives. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION cu , 

i 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

4} ἘΝ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

May 10, 1965 

Pm 
INFORMATION CONCERNING TRIP OF JAMES Ἐν, JACKSON, 
EDITOR, .“THE WORKER,'' TO EUROPE.AND AFRICA .' 

- 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

James E. Jackson, Editor of !'The Worker" and a 
member of the National Board, Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), 
went to Moscow, USSR, in late. February, 1965, asa member of 
the CP, USA delegation scheduled. to attend. the March 1, 1965, 
consultative. meeting -of- nineteén” ‘CPs which” was τὸ aiscuss the 
topic of unity in the international movement.- Jackson attended 
this meeting which ran ‘through the period Marech.1-5, 1965. 

After the March 1, 1965, meeting was concluded, 
Jackson indicated a desire to travel to Bulgaria as well as undertake 
ἃ trip to Africa.- -He--discussed-these “matters: with xYepresent— Ἶ ᾿ 
atives of the Communist Party of the Soviet. Union (CPSU) who 
initially were. not too-responsive to -either of these réquests 
because of the cost. involved and certain hard currency problems 
being experienced by the Soviet Government. However, after 
some dickering, the CPSU did approve a week-end trip for 
Jackson with all expenses: paid to Bulgaria. 

After Jackson returned from his trip to Bulgaria, 
he again renewed his request for his trip to Africa. The 
CPSU argued strongly against such a trip by noting first of 
all that they had just paid for a similar trip to Africa 
which had been taken by Claude Lightfoot, another CP, USA 
member, a few months prior. They noted that little had been 
received of value by them from the Lightfoot trip. They 
emphasized the cost involved and inquired how such a trip 
would specifically benefit the CP, USA. They also argued 



+ €) 

INFORMATION CONCERNING TRIP OF sBoder 
JAMES E. JACKSON, EDITOR, "THE 
WORKER," TO EUROPE AND AFRICA 

against such travel by noting that they had their own people 
in Africa. Jackson, however, continued to press this matter 
concerning the trip to Africa with CPSU representatives and 
finally they agreed they would pay his round-trip fare and 
give him $20 a day expenses while on the African Continent. 
The final decision on the part of the CPSU to. undertake the 
financial costs of this trip was in part due to the fact that 
Jackson is a Negro but primarily due to the considerable 
favorable comment the CPSU was receiving from various Parties 
on the "hit" pro-Soviet speech which Jackson had made at the 
March lst meeting. In view of these factors, the CPSU felt 
that they could not then turn Jackson's request down. 

- Jackson did go to Africa and spent approximately 
eight to ten days in Ghana. Following his return, the trip 
was reported as a "waste of time” and Jackson allegedly 
accomplished very little. The one thing Jackson did report 
back was that Shirley Graham Du Bois, an American citizen 
residing in Ghana, was still actively working for the Chinese, 

- ~even perhaps with the connivance of President Kwame Nkrumah 
of Ghana. 

During a portion of Jackson's visit in the USSR 
he became very ill and as a result was confined to bed for 
a number of days. He received medical treatment from the 
Russians, 

Jackson was scheduled to return to the United States 
in late March or early April, 1965. 

- 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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᾿ (Type in plain text or code) 
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statement captioned, "WILLIAM ] 

ureau are three copies 
py of an informant's 

PATTERSON.” 3 stiae Widg~ MU 
The information apyearing in the enclosed informant 5 

\| statement was orally furnished on 4/26 and 27/65 by'CG 5824-S*, 

Ἂ 

to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. Bene 

The information in the enclosed informant's all s&s 
Ν᾿ | statement will be disseminated separately, Suitably paraphrased, 

We with appropriate cautionary statemen S., 
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παρῆσαν ag ple 

ACRNCULEDGENENTS — 

Had it not been for the existence of the Communist 
Party of the United States of America this book could not 
have been written, ‘ 

That Party, mercilessly harassed and persecuted from 
birth by the two major political parties through the Law 
enforcement agencies that are a formidable part of the govern~ 
ment apparatus, and maligned and lied about in the metropolitan 
press and big business -news -agencies, -has steadfastly. fought 
that Negro citizens should. enjoy the inalienable and legal 
rights denied: them ag well.as for the rights of 411] exploited 
segments of our society, It has persistently advocated unity 
in struggle of _these social forces. .Its fight for national 
morality has béen consistently. linked _with its struggle ‘for 

. world peace. 

To the Communist Party, I ackriowledge a lifetime of 
indebtedness. 

..To it_I give my heartfelt thanks and devotion. 
My Party did not have to reveal the agony and horror 

that flows from racign and: the ‘monstrous lynch practices 
permitted by the two-major parties. These: are heritages of my 
birth and colour that I have known from my. earliest days. ‘That 
Party has however exposed the source and analysed the nature of 
these evils. It has revealed their destructive effect upon - 
national morality and the integrity of government and their 
retarding effect on all social development, 

Y thank my Party for that enlightennent. No other 
school I had known save that of struggle has provided such 
training. It taught how successfully to fight this menace to 
our country and the world. I give thanks. 

To my wife and πὸ daughters I happily acknowledge 
that their confidence and constant encouragement were deeply 
inspirational and ‘to all others, ‘especially friends in the. 
Lenin Library in Mobeow 4 for their helping hand. I express my 
deepest gratitude, 
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INTRODUCTION — 

These words are not written in bitterness. If at 
moments they grow bitter to the taste I am hopeful that the 
fact will not be attributed to any personal reaction to the 
events with which I deal. Rather trace ‘the effect to the 
unsavory, inhuman, unnatural and sadistic nature of the men 
and women with whom these events are associated both in time 
and place. The causé can be traced to the conditioning they 
receive in hate and yiolence through the constant dinning in 
their ears of the. my hs..of. white superiority. The “rewards" 
that come from acceptance of the myths must be won through 
the commission of murderous deeds of violence. They are 
"rewards" given in what is called a free world and those who 
seek the premiums justify their savagery by their birth - 

_they are born white = violence and force are marks of the 

a - 

superiority of color. 

I deal in the pages of this book with the inhuman 
conditions confronted by black men, women. and youth in their 
native land. -Behind those millions who accept the myths of 

_white superiority to one or another degree and seek reward 
are those who direct: ‘the formulation and aiserimination of ΄ — 

_these myths. 

These are among‘the most significant characters in 
this book. ‘ . 

What have they done? 

They have destroyed the concept of human’ dignity. 
They have introduced a way of life in our country by which 
national morality is corroded and. the very essence of 
governmental integrity corrupted. They have introduced a 
process of dehumanization affecting all of us into every 
medium of "culture." 

The degree of normality with which one can live in’ 
such an atmosphere is determined by the degree to which. he. or 
she fights against these conditions, The road to Sanity lies 
through struggle. -No- ‘men. can live normally in so depraved .a 
social order without constant protest lest he surrender’ manhood. 
status and go to. rot in its decay. It 15 a Soci@ty which one 
must learn to hate. : 
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. Hatred: οὔ ἃ social order that is destructive of 
human and. ‘constitutional rights does not call for bitter 
recriminations against it. Hatred of exploitation of man's 
oppression of -his fellow man calls for the formulation of a 
progran of action against it that will attract the greatest 
number. It wust:- expose those who direct the institutions 
of oppression, — ‘It. must refute their ideas, disclose their 
hypocrisy, ‘unmagk ‘their way-of-life which is indeed a way of 
death and must: ‘call persistently, Systematically and 
continuously for unity in struggle against this chamber of 
social horrors. 

Love ‘of humanity eolig for hatred of those who 
dehumanize, ' Η 

Hate. aust be made a positive force in removing from 
the stage of -history those who have made of hate and lust a 
policy of. government... 

These. words’ treat of a conscienceless and wilful 
deprivation of human rights to human beings by those who have 
power to do otherwise, They treat of those who have nude 
-color of. skin: ἃ measure for. evaluating human worths and called 
the measurement ἃ science; those who deny millions, because of 
color, gccess τὸ institutions and avenues of learning in 
science, technology and. ‘the arts prostituting and vulgarizing 
their natural talents and mocking their just and human demands 
for equality of rights and opportunities by declaring their 
degraded status ‘a reflection of their innate backwardness. 

‘Nowhere. else on. earth is there a more revolting 
situation to-be found. 

I do. not treat. of the. violence of a foreign foe 
dehumanized by men in control of state and armies who call for 
the extermination of those who have been conquered. The . 
incitement to violence of which I write has been initiated by 
Americans against Americans, I write of an attempt to degrade 
part of a nation in the citadel of the society: known as 
capitalism than which these murderers argue there can be no 
better system. The attempt. at ‘degradation has boomeranged, 

What, in these terrible deeds, is “foreign to our 
Constitution. has ‘in etdentury been made native to our country. - 
Our land gave’. birth ipyblood and suffering to one of mankind's 
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most glorious revolutions. . Among the blood split was that 
of the Negro American Crispus Attucks the first to die, that: 
of black ‘men who fought together with Geage Washington at 
Valley Forge and with Lafayette throughout the war. Through 
the survival of human slavery this magnificent victory was 
cursed: as with a plague. Never before or since has history 
recorded so monstrous, ἃ. deed, creating. so great a contradiction. 

I am dealing here also with the- heroism of black 
Americans whose ceaseless , unremitting struggle to consolidate 
a nation freed from hatred, rich in national integrity whose 
morality is above -Feproach and- whose. respect for man's dignity 
is expressed through equality of rights ἃ and opportunities, 
Men like W.E.B.«& Du Bois. 

There. is reason ‘for -black ‘Atiericans to love this 
country. All that it has of music, dancing and folklore has 
been tinged with and. vitalized by the sweat and blood and tears. 
of black men. and women: In Saying this ‘I do not seek to 
deprecaie the magnificent contributions in these -areas of some 
white Americans, But had their -contributions in the fight to 
build a nation one and indivisible been proportionately equal 
to those of black Americans. the end of racism would long since 
have passed. 

In the ‘constancy: and- depth of their freedom struggles 
the record of ‘service to his country ‘of the black American is 
unsurpassed. It was’ the slave upraisings of the Prossers, 
Turners and Veseys that quickened the coming of the war to end. 
Slavery. These magnificent struggles gave rise to the 
Abolitionist, Movement. This response Of black men under Such 
conditions testifies to the effect of environment on men and 
the black man's affinity to mankind. 

When history dictated the cancellation of slavery 
that the political, economic and cultural growth would no longer 
be strangled capitalism the leader in that struggle extracted 
the. poison of racism to be used as an opiate and a divisive. 
agent. This was its Second betrayal of American democracy. 

Racialism while not -born here has found this: its most 
‘favorable breeding, ‘place, The ‘proof: lies heré: Millions of 
emigrants who have found: a place of refuge here .have early. 
succumbed to the virus: of. white Superiority. ~ ‘Capitalist-spdkes--- 
men, ideologists. and. propagandists have through a systematically 
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institutionalized précdss tadoctrinated these newcomers 
in order that they would not join forces with black Americans 
who were zealously seeking to make the country all that the 
newcomers thought it was - a deniocracy free from curse of 
color prejudices, The facts speak against the apologists, 
rationalists and self-serving adverse ‘witnesses, 

I deal here with the birth and growth of a bona fide 
political party made logical by these conditims. Many 
features of American life Have made this Party's development 
inevitable. But none have exercised a more dynamic influence 
on the Communist ‘Party than has racialism; the product of 
American capitalisn. ΕΝ 

If too strenuous efforts are made to expose the 
greatest beneficiaries from racialism it is the logic of 
events that- dictating this condemnation discloses the 
historical neqessity to expose the guilty if the people are 
to be helped to affect ἃ cure and apply a penalty. 

If these words Lack the eloquence and fire that 
characterized the indictments of the Nazi murderers arraigned 

- -in Nuremberg.-among..the_ruins_of Europe and the Third Reich, 
XY believe that there is no less justification in hoping that - ~ 

- they provoke aS much - indignation. Our Goebbels' and fimmlecs, 
‘ our "power elite," atrocities must both be arraigned and ~~ 
punished that America be’ saved. The crimes ‘recounted here are 
of lesser magnitude, than those which Mr. Justice Robert Jackson 
so pitilessly condemned at Nuremberg - but they are of longer 
duration. They are crimes against the people of the United 
States, crimes against humanity which if not now brought to an 
end through the people's unity in action can only lead toa 
ploody holocaust that must spread beyond our shores. They are’. 
crimes that no longer can be tolerated, 

Those who lead this fight are foremost in a struggle 
that holds more than the fate of the nation. It is their 
cause through their ‘identification with the nation and mankind. 
But it is the cause of all. who desire that this nation. shall. 
survive under free men. Thus no longer menacing those who are. 
fighting for freedom elsewhere. The magnificence. ‘of, Negro, 
leadership testifies: to. their deathiess courage and will for 
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Here as ‘Yy ΡΘΕ δὲ ΓΕ Ἵ am not referring to those 
who throw bombs, or Light ‘the fires where human beings are 
burnt to death in the Savage rites practiced to the cult of 
.racism. I am writing of those behind the scenes, the men who 
having power, use it only to ‘corrupt and brutalize while they 
assume an air of sanctity and mouth lofty sounding phrases about 
their love for ‘every living ‘thing except -- communism and 
comminists., The guilty have made mockery of the Constitution, 
They have made a scrap of paper” of every treaty they have signed 
in which the rights of: man were stated. Read their Bogota 
Declaration and their Alliances fdr Progress. Theirs is a 
responsibility to ‘the yorld ‘ho less in-depth than was that of 
Germany's fratricidal nurdergrs. 

This story covers my life's span.. During the period 
of that seventy odd years. more than five thousand lynchings, 

--bombing of- churches and homes: burnings .at the stake accompanied 
by cannibalistic orgies, have taken place in the United States. 
The swamps and bayous: of Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, 
South Carolina, Louisiana, ‘Florida and Texas have given up the 
mutilated bodies: of hundreds of other black | men, some citizens 
of the state in which they were done to death - all citizens of 
the.-United- States... These_murdered | men'were Negro-Americans, 
Afro~Americans -if you will, Their murderers were AtlericanS ~~ ~~ 
duped, brainwaghed and dehumanized by- phoney professors who are 
prostituted niseducators in the myths of white supremacy, This —~ 
fact bears repetition’. , . 

Records of these fiendish debaucheries have been 
gathered together by men who controlled affairs at Tuskegee 
University in Alabania, by.-competent researchers from Atlanta 
University in Atlanta, Georgia, and by. statisticians employed 
by and responsible to some of the leading. churches of the 
country. ᾿ 

They are ‘not fabricated records. No charges have been | 
made that they’ were faisified. 

If there are those who would not admit. these documents 
into evidence. before the court of civilized world opinion because 
of their origin I ‘gubmit. the. fact. that every President since’ . 
Abraham Lincoln has condemned these crimes ‘as-‘impugning the good 
-name--of the-United States. if. not_.of. moral l grounds. These 
statements in Presidential “addresses both sustain, the evidence; 
in part accumufated by AfrorAmericans, and discredit, and implicate 
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the government tho: «λοβάθψῥ, ona talk about but cannot act 
against the poverfully: Pisced racists whose terrifying 
philosophy of superior and-inferior people has been 
transformed into criminal | policies of government. 

"The deep. South says never" to Presidential preach- 
ments and Supreme:Coprt- interpretations of the Constitution. 

When a vital. segment of a nation seeking to enlarge 
their contributions’ to the- whole and to enrich its industrial 
growth, and political. ‘and cultural expression, is forcibly 
precluded from:sq ‘doing the nation shows signs of degeneration 
and the restrictions ‘myst “adversely still further affect’ the 
demoralization of : ‘the ‘people as a whole. 

He who talks of the fear of black domination in 
the political life of. any city ‘or state of the Union only 
seeks to confuse, ° No: ‘wan fears the impossible. The fears 
that should upset. ‘and ‘move ‘men to action now is that the 
cont inued political. domination of those who feed and nurture 
racialism must “‘{nevitably ‘destroy the nation. He who talks 
of black domination: fears ‘black and white unity. 

This. hook. grows out of a search to find and ΕΝ 
identify with thode social forces with whom association creates 
no shame or loss of: belf-respect, demands: no apologies and- 
evokes no rationalizations, “The quest had then to be directed 
toward social forces’ which saw the necessity to remold the 
world and had both the ‘will and some knowledge of how the 
tasks were to be performed, Such social forces would, because 
they must, have an undergtanding of the operation of. the laws 
that had made the world what it is. They had to be doctors of 
the body politic, - They had: to extend beyond our territorial 

sphere for our country is destined not to be the enslaver of 
the world but one: of its emancipators. Those who had over~ 
thrown a slave econany had the power at hand to destroy the 
remnants of slavery. — If they retained and nurtured racisn, 
it was because racism holds values for them. Those who would 
destroy racism utterly | must seek the destruction of all that 
it feeds upon. ; 

It was 5 elosr ‘that all doors to man's exploitation of 
‘his fellow man. had. to. he. barred. All doors leading to the 



realm of human relatijcrs where equality of rights and 
opportunities reigned supreme had to be opened. And all that 
furthered complete development of such opportunities had to 
be supplied. Such q social force had to exist or society was 
ἃ product of anarchy alone. 

The search for that social group has been successful. 
It has carried me to Eyrope, Asia and the Americas. It has 
brought many rich experjences, many rewards as well as pain 
and suffering. These experiences were more varied, diversified 
and revealing because. I was a Negro and of the caste of the 
untouchables at home where capitalist society had reached its 
zenith. I found at home those who denied my contributions to 
its democracy and yet professed a willingness to give me and 
mine equality of rights and opportunities as soon as the 
control of government was won for labor. A. M. Simons of the 
Socialist Party expressed this thought: most interestingly in 
his booklet, "Social Forces in American History." That these 
social medicos could not see me and mine as equal partners and 
participants in the desperate operation to wrest the government 

‘- from the hands of a common oppressor created grave doubts in my 
mind that they would: recognize me as deserving of equal rights, 
a full scale beneficiary. whenand.if alone they could accomplish 
that historic task. ‘History does not know of freedom being =~ —~ 
given. - . 

I was intrigued by those who spoke of a “science of 
society;" those who had sought for, found and defined the laws 
governing the movement of society and determining the relations 
of men. Such an-approach included me and mine. Such people 
projected a course of change growing out of struggles of all 
oppressed against the oppressor. In the recent past I was 
especially impressed by their analysis of the world significance 
of the rise of Hitler and Hitlerism and their call for such 
unity in struggle aS would create an alignment of social forces 
capable of smashing Nazism aborning. 

I wanted “in" on the freedom struggle. 

I thought hack on the suffering of my people under 
Slavery. They had been decisive in the defeat of slavery but 
not equal partners at the ‘council table where. reconstruction 

᾿ Was considered. Now equality at _the conference table was | 
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necessary in the struggles against those who so ruthlessly 
utilized the remnants of slavery. 

The removal of capitalism from the stage of history 
in the USA might be affected without the deluge of blood that 
featured the Civil War if unity was'realized. I could not be 
satisfied with “you'll get yours when." I wanted to talk 
about how all could get theirs now. 

I have not wanted this book to be a political treatise, 
Time and again my wife and other friends have warned me of that 
danger declaring that the part I played. in some. of the . 
significant battles for Negro liberation could be so elaborately 
and graphically described as to bring the politics and economies 
into focus without using either directly as a point of departure. 
There has been in this span of years I have known a war to free 
the Philippines, which ended in 8 transfer’ of power from the - 
rulers of Spain to the rulers of the United States. There has. 
been a “war to end all wars" and to save democracy, during which 
President Woodrow Wilson mocked the Negro advocates of equality 
and a war to free the world’ from the blight of fascism. "Speak 

. On SOme of the lessons from Negro participation in these 

. Struggles," my_ friends said. _ 

Negro Americans have participated in all of these 
struggles and emerged from each social pariah denied, at home, 
the very democracy it was said they were sent abroad to save. 
Surely in all these experiences those guilty of racism could 
and should have been identified and exposed. But they are 
clever people. Their ideologists are capable and well paid men. 
They have in racism a vitally potent weapon which they use with 
great skill and must be made to drop. 

It is undoubtedly most important to know who must be 
fought if one seeks freedom through struggle. Such knowledge 
does not guarantee victory for it does not teach how to fight. 
But I have found that it helps in the identification of those 
with whom alliances cannot profitably be made. and. those with 
whom alliances must be Sought, regardless of how difficult the 
task may be. 

Every gue vent touched upon: in this book has been 
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States of America, ‘tha δῶν banking-corporate consortiums, 
the top echelons of the C.f.4. and Pentagon, the politicians 
associated with these men of power, On most occasions they 
lurk in the shadows bestowing favors on those whom we fought. 
In no Single instance were they clearly visible. The “power 
elite" know how it conceal the fact that they constitute the 
main enemy. 

Today racialism is everywhere associated with 
colonialism, and racialism has its deepest roots in the USA, 
Today racialism is being fought uncompromisingly wherever it 
raises its head and nowhere is it being fought more - 
tenaciously than in the USA. Yet those. who now lead the fight 
most courageously do not identify the foe whose defeat alone 
will terminate this phase of struggle. 

-Those who would save our country from the terrible 
curse of raclalism and the dehumanizing scourge that is 
inherent in it should desperately seek good relations with all 
who desire fundamental changes in the form or content or both 
of our society. Today these are, all of them, anti-imperialist 
struggles. 

Negroes up from slavery, whose forefathers played a 
- decisive part in ending. that evil, may well play a decisive 
part in the battle for these changes. 

One of ‘the most interesting lessons I have learned 
from my experiences is: there is not a racist who is not an —~ 
anti-communist. Nor an anti-communist who did not at some 
point have to traffic with some sector of reaction. At the 
Same time I have never found a communist who was a racist 
although in some I have seen remnants of that dread disease. 

It is interesting to note how vociferously the 
racists argue that Negroes will never be communists. There is 
little consolation in the thought for them. Examined in the 
light of American history the Negro will be seen to be its 
most consistent and persistent revolutionary. The Negro is a 

‘ proud and courageous as well as sagacious segment of the 
American Nation. Before he knew freedom black men fought with 
George Washington at Valley Forge and with Andrew Jackson at ̓ 
New Orleans. Black men.from. Haiti fought in our Revolutionary 
War, There is scarcely a country in the Western Hemisphére 
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that has not known the biack man for a revolutionary. In all 
instances the revolutionary demands went beyond his own demand 
for freedom. He always enlarged his subjective demands to 
meet the needs of the objective situation. He will and is 
today moving steadily but inevitably in that direction. 

He who demands equally of rights and opportunities 
and does not recognize that these are indivisible regardless of ἡ 
color has learned nothing from history no matter how learnedly he 
writes its pages. That is what the racist would allege is the 
condition of the Negro. But let reaction look to Cuba; examine 
the social content of the torment in Panama; let reaction look 
closely at Africa if it would know what the place of the black 
men in the wave of revolutionary struggles that sweep the world. 
Reaction needs only look more closely. Hatred and contempt do 
not constitute a firm foundation. for realistic survey. 

Best of all let the racist analyze the home front. 
Objective conditions are dictating changes in the domestic 
struggle. The Negro on the home front is linked up with Africa, 
He is moving in an anti-imperialist direction and speaking about 
his responsibilities to Vietnam, The Negro thinks not alone of 

- himself. _ The unity. demands of history will not. be lost to black 
men. AS high as is the level of the struggle of the Amerié¢an 
Negro it will reach new_and infinitely higher ideological levels. 
The racists speak out of théir fears when they deny that Negroes 
will be communists and in this they continue their racialist 
approach to social questions, 

It is more interesting that not since the Abolitionist 
Hovement has a non-colored non-partisan group sought to organize 
for the. destruction of racialism. Yet if it is America’s number 
one problem that is because racism holds the greatest menace to 
all democratic institutions in the USA. This, situation does not 
have the urgency it had in yesterdays. The Negro has mounted 
enough interracial movements to contain all ‘who sincerely desire 
to fight the. racists. Those who fight on other fronts should 
note this fact. 

A study of the desegregation decision of the Supreme 
Court of the United States in the Brown Case of 1954 reveals an 
admission by this branch of the government that the Constitution 
-was..being. violated. in the treatment of the Negro. The violation 
persists. " ΝΞ 
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In the Preamble t. the "Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights" was written thig "Whereas Clause: 

"Whereas the people of the United Nations have in 
the Charter reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human 
rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in 
the equal rights of men and women and have determined to 
promote social progress and better standard of life in larger 
freedom." 

And in Article 2 Section 1 of that Declaration it 
held: “Everyone is entitled to all the rights. and freedoms 
set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any 
kind such as. race, colour, sex, language, religion, political 
or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth 
or other’ status." 

"This story is replete with examples of the violation 
of the constitutional rights of Negro citizens in the United | 
States of America. It will prove that America has in her 
treatment of her Negro citizens violated her commitments under 
the Charter of the United Nations to all other member states. 

(os πο —--This-it -has—done.. consciously and with impunity, exposing to 
the world its duplicity in national, and international affairs. 

“A great American jurist in conducting the Nuremberg - 
trial of the Nazi murderers said that: The manher in which a 
government treats its own nationals is the acid test as to the 
basic goals of its foreign policy. The treatment of Negro 
citizens testifies as to the nature of America's foreign policy 
and its attitude toward Vietnam, the Congo, Mozambique 
confirms it. 

In the experiences and struggles recounted here we 
have found our government so wanting in integrity as to destroy 
all semblance of national morality. We'believe that the hope 
of our country's future lies in the unity of its people in 
the fight against racialism, More than that we must state 
categorically that the Negro peoples struggle for full 

‘integration in this great nation is shaping the destiny of the 
United States. It is one of the most magnificent social 
Phenomena _ of our time: 



em iy τος, 

: - During April τοῦδ, ἃ representative of the — 

Communist Party (CP), USA, was in Moscow, USSR; and while 

there yas in contact. with Willian L. Patterson, meuber of 

the National Board,. cp, USA, who had yeen in Moscow sifce 

November, 1984. Patterson has, been engaged in. research 

at the Lenin Library and other ‘Moscow libraries and in the 

preparation of a book. based upon his life nd. experiences. 

. As of that tine Patterson had completed the first. draft of 

ἃ small part of the book consisting © x section, entitled, 

"Acknowledgements" and’ one entitled, NTytroduction.” 

Patterson turned this draft. over to thé cP, USA representative 

ἃ: Johnson, who 

ahould give the dyaft to Patterson's wife, Louise Patterson, 

to be retyped. Upon completion of this task, Louise Patterson 

shovida return the copies to Johns
on whe would give copies to 

the following individuals fox their comments and suggestions: 

Glaude Lightfoot, Henry Winston) James Jackson, ond ‘Hyman . 

Lumer; In respect to ‘the length of his stay in the. USER,. . 

Patterson would only indicate: that he expected to be. returning 

to the United States "soon" because he had. just about exhausted 

the potential 
of the libraries: : SCOT Ε 

to hin, -Any. additional research necessary for his pook would 

have to be done in the United States. 

Theres is attached hereto a copy of the first draft 

of the sectiois of Patterson's podk meationed, above. 

yea 4aSeH WY?
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SUBJECT: SOLO Mr. Wannall 
- INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST Liaison 

Mr. Shaw Ως 

While in the Soviet Union on his recent Solo mission, 
CG- 5824-S* met with Olivares Sanches, Cuban Ambassador to the 
Soviet Union, as well as with other Cuban officials assigned to 
the-Cuban Embassy in Moscow, Russia. On this occasion the Cuban 
officials furnished the following information to CG 5824~S*, 

The Cuban Government desires to invite a number of 
"Communist Party, USA, sponsored youths" to Cuba following the 
conclusion of the Ninth World Youth Festival, which is scheduled 
to be held in Algiers, Algeria, during the Summer of 1965. ‘These 
youths can travel to Cuba by chartered ship which is scheduled to 
| fon from Algiers after the closing of the Festival, The Cuban 
Government has "problems with hard currency" so it will be 
necessary, for these youths to pay their own. fare to Cuba; however, 
the Cuban Government will pay the fare of these youths back to the 
United States. 

RECOMMENDATION: ΝΕ τι 

; ‘ Attached for approval are appropriate letters to the 
“White House, Secretary of State, Director of Central Intelligence 
Agency and the Attorney wa - 
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NTERNAL SECURITY - C 

On 5/11/65, the New York Office furnished the text of a 
message the informant desired to send and requested that it be enciphered. 
The cipher text was furnished to New York on the same day. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

I -Mr. Conrad 
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1 - Mr. Downing 
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MAY 19462 EDITION Νὰ 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

MemorandumROUTEIN BN νυ Sas 
Contad 

A 2.5 - .— 
: ἔ DATE: Hosen “77 Mr. Conrad , May 12, 1965 vine 

Jin 

Trotter — 

- Tele. Room, 
ἢ ᾿ - : Holmes 

Gandy 

INTERNAL SECURITY - α΄ [ D7 " ; “φῶ. 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi ~ 
cations transmitted to. him by radio, 

On 5/12/65, transmissions were. intercepted by the 
Bureau’s radio station at Midland at scheduled times and 
frequencies but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: | 

For information, 

Wr, Conrad 
-~, Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

- Mr, Downing 
Mr, 
Mr. 

Newpher 
Paddock 
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ai Mr, Ws Ὁ, Sullivan DATE: 

Mr. FL J, ΠΥ" 

- - " ᾿ 

sumer: ('Csoro) Oo . 
“INTERNAL SECURITY -- Ὁ 

FROM 

- . SAC Roney. of our New York Office advised late 
τῇς the afternoon on 5-10-65 that the Soviets had deliver 
at .2:15 p.m,, 5-10-65,. $350, 000° to the Communist Party, 
United States of Anerica, 

a 

τὶ 

According to Roney, this ‘money was delivered! 
to NY 694~S* in the Marine Midland: Bank. Building. located 
at 143 Liberty Street, New York. City. The money was 

~ delivered by- Nikolai: ‘Ta lanov’s. a@ member of the Soviet τ" 
Delegation to the United Nations who has been identified 
as a KGB (Soviet. Committee for State Security) agent, 

ΣΝ " ; 
This is the shbeest single delivery of money _ 

to the ‘Party by the Soviets and: prings., the total amount 
jor ‘money ‘proyided: ‘bythe Soviets: up. to. $2 784 3 

_. money. is. being ‘used to finance the ‘Subversive programs ~ 
. of the Party . in, ‘the. United States. εἷς 

Ἧς ot 

od, 

oad 

ἱ κι τ © 

4 “ter 
ard 

4 
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+. 
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ros ae 
Ty 

ih + ‘ACTION: 
ΗΝ Ἵ " + 

ae i 

| “tie $350, 000 which. has jist been received iss = 
being. _processed by’ our New York ‘Office, We will have 
thesserial numbers of ‘this money..and will check,,a: 
representative number of the bills to determine “whether 
they“are counterfeit. ἣ-" 

aa 

+ 

1 <-Mr. Belmont. 
1 = Mr, Sullivan 
1 - Mr, Shaw 
1. - Mr. Baumgardner 
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\ECLASS CATION AUTHORITY Dl ΠΣ ὃ BEIT BUT ORAsAR Τὸ AESTETCATE 

ATE D150 5° ΒΝ Σ᾽ 

“ROUTE IN ENVELOPE: 

MI wey 12, 1968 
ct BY LIAISON ! 

. ‘ee! “ir, Belmont ἘΠῚ 

{+ Mr. DeLoach - 
1 ~ Hr, Sullivan : 

“Honorable. Barvin. Watson LL = Mr. Baumgardner ° 
| . Special. Aceistant to the President 9 9ῸὃῸϑῪ 1.» He. Branigan 

The White House: τ" f Liaison ~ 
: Washington, Ὥς. i os vt ΕΞ yo ogk trod r; 1. διε Ἐς, Shaw, : 

) - Dear Mrs tWetsong Ὁ ὃς ἢ ne 
εν ἢ i thought the. Presidént. would be anterestéd in 

‘ veading the: enclosed. memorandun,. captioned. "Communist . 
\ : Party, USA, International. Relations," which. sets. forth . 

- +s -COmments: made by, Soviet Ambassadox Anatoli F.. Dobrynin tony t 
an official of the Communist Party, USA, relative ta 
Vietnam ‘and the ‘Doninican Republics yh mez = 

7 Beestise: of the sensitive nature of out source - Rio ΩΣ 
so τττ which: -has-furnished-reliable. information in..the. past,. 2 

this. letter and its énclosuxe, are classified '"Tap-Beewsi." 2 
This: information. isbéing furhished-to.the Attorney Genes ἽΝ 
and: other interested officials of the: Goverriment . 

d¥-0,938 

ae y 11 Μἢ + 
a 

Bingerely: yours, 

Enclosure: | 

Τοϊβδόη πως - 

Belmont — tee + 

Moki =r HGS Spahr, | 
σι σοῦ wo (9) , 

Casper 

~ ~ 
Conrad 

Gale —: fc 
ROOF eee, ' 

SUiva0 κακωκόρνοσις 
Tavel 
ΠΥ ΨΒΒΝΗΝΝ nit Ἵ δ; 
Pele Room κύριον 
Holmes 

ὙΦ ᾿ = TeLervee owt ἢ 



' Honorable’ Marvin Watson - 

NOTEs: 
Classified pep: Sephet" becausé unauthorized. disclosure. 

of this information-.could réveal the identity of the. source (NY 63h-s% 
who. is of continuing value and such reyélation ‘could result in 
exceptionally. grave damage: to the. ‘Nation. Information. -extracted 

 fromN¥tel S/11/65 captioned. "Solo,, Is.= €.* 
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‘Domestic; Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

pate __S/VI/65_ 

Dissemination Will ‘be 
made to the White House, 
Secretary of State,, ' 
Director of CIA, and the 
Attorney General, 
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SENT BY CODED TELETYPE ματος SECTION 
MAY 11 

7 FBI ΝῈΝ YORK ΝΣ 

(“os ORGENT 5-11-65 JLV VA 

IRECTOR 74/ 100-428091 ~ ENCODED 

FROM NEW. YORK 100134637 2P 

Mr. Callahan 

Mr. Conrad... — 

Mit *Protter? 
Tele. Room 

Miss Holmes. 

Miss Gandy. 

τ Οὐ ΡΜ oT 
O γντεκύηα aeevre τὰ 
SOLO, /IS - δ. fo h ‘ 

ΟΝ MAY ELEVEN, SIXTYFIVE, NEW YORK SIX NINE FOUR - 5 ASTERISK  ~/ 

ADVISED AS FOLLOWS... NR) iN 

ON MAY ELEVEN SIXTYFIVE, ARNOLD JOHNSON, CPUSA DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC 

RELATIONS, STATED THAT HE WAS THE ONLY CP, USA FUNCTIONARY: WHO ATTENDED: 

A RECEPTION AT THE SOVIET EMBASSY IN WASHINGTON, DC ON MAY" NINE, SIXT S 

_. PIVEs. / ACCORDING ΤΟ JOHNSON, THE SOVIET AMBASSADOR MADE A ΡΘΙΝΤ Οἱ ᾿ ἃ δὶ 

CONTACTING JOHNSON IMMEDIATELY UPON THE LATTER-S ARRIVAL AT THE, SOVIET ἋΣ 
-ον 

ῴ 

EMBASSY. THE SOVIET AMBASSADOR EXPRESSED MINSELF AS BEING DEEPLY Ξ Ξ 

DISAPPOINTED THAT GUS HALL DID.NOT ATTEND THE aFFaatR AND STATEDS THAT “Ss 

HE WAS’ PARTICULARLY ANXIOUS TO ASCERTAEN FROM: HALL THE LaTTER=$ REACTIO Σ 

TO PRESIDENT JOHNSON©S “ACTIVITIES” IN: VIET NAM AND. THE DOMINICAN ἣν 

| REPUBLIC. ΤῊΣ SOVIET’ ‘AMBASSADOR SAID THAT THE ‘SOVIETS. WERE ever Ε 

||SURPRISED, PERPLEXED AND DISAPR vie" Tie GABS IDENT ΠΡ “98 ᾿Ξ 

TIES" IN« NIET NAM AND: THE powinrcad REPUBLIC. HE Ὁ Α home fy oe 
t 3 renin, 

THAT THE SITUATION WAS ‘VERY COMPLEX ἢ ‘AND THAT: THE a be 3 E 
18 

FIGURE IT OUT". HE STATED. THATS WHAT JOHNSON“S NEXT MOVE: IS, WE oy 
=o = 

CAN-T GUESS". ΝΕ ᾿ ̓ ΝΝ “ wei 
~ ENR rpg ΠΝ 5 ["π BELMONT FOR THE DIRECTOR | | Re = 



PAGE TWO 

JOHNSON STATED FURTHER THAT AFTER CONFERRING WITH THE SOVIET 

AMBASSADOR, HE -CONFERRED IN’ TURN WITH THE POLISH: AMBASSADOR AND 

᾿ς GZECHOSLOVAKIAN. AMBASSADOR, BOTH OF WHOM EXPRESSED SENTIMENTS IDEN- 

| -TICAL WITH THOSE OF THE SOVIET AMBASSADOR WITH RESPECT TO BEING “SUR- 

| PRISED, PERPLEXED AND DISAPPOINTED" AND UNABLE. ΤῸ UNDERSTAND: THE 

PRESIDENT@S “ACTIVITY” IN VIET NAM AND THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. 

ARNOLD JOHNSON FURTHER STATED THAT HE SPOKE ‘RECENTLY TO CARLTON 

| BEALS, AN EXPERT IN LATIN AMERICAN AFFAIRS, WHO TOLD HIM. THAT WHEN: — 

THE REVOLUTION. IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC BEGAN, HE RECEIVED A TELEPHONE” 
CALL IN NEW YORK FROM JUAN BOSCH, FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE’ DOMINICAN 

REPUBLIC, ‘WHO BEGGED HIMN TO COME. PERSONALLY TO. PUERTO RICO TO 

DISCUSS THE SITUATION IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AND TO ADVISE HIN. 

BEALS STATED THAT THE ONLY REASON WHY HE HAD NOT COMPLI@ED WITH BOSCH=S 

REQUEST WAS THAT HE LACKED MONEY TO MAKE THE TRIP. 

MAIL COPY TO CHICAGO. 

END 

ans ἜΜ] " wh ΕΝ ἮΣ 
FBI WAHS- DC: | - 

ΟΝ. SULLIVAN - f. Ὁ τ 



DECLASSIFPICAaATESN ὦ ‘ET ORBIVED FROM: 

PRI AUTOMATIC DECLASBSIFPICAR TON GOIDE 

DATE OQL-06-2012 ? Tae ᾿ 

ΓΟ ‘Te Seer Ο. 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
ZL | | pe asyae oiled So 
7 8) 100-42809% BY LIAISON i 

a Date: = Way 14, 1965 L ~ Liaison 
To: Director 1 - Ur. Wannall 

Bureau of Intelligence and Research 1~ Ur, BoRatnam 

Department of State (4 
Fron: John. Edgar Hoover, Director \ 7 σί wh 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF ITALY 6 wt pit 
INTERNAL SECURITY - ITALY ΜΌΝ 

he folioving information was furnished by a source 
which has supplied roliable information an the ‘past. 

in carly Harch, 1965, Jeading moanlers..of the Comiunist 
Party of Italy (CPE): autlined the position of the CPI on the 
‘question of unity in the world commmist movenent. The essence 
of their zsenarks was as 2oLlovs: 

ν The CPL opposes: a. feneral necting of world communist 
parties at this time because it fecig conditions are not ripe 
fox such a. meoting. The CPE ia not opposed, in principle,. to 
euch ἃ seeting, but, it, feols that such 2 meeting at this tine 
Will, cxacerbate existing differences pid lead to disunity 
wather than unity in the world communist movenent. 

" There are many. new problens which need study before. 
euch a necting is held. These probiens include tho strugele of 
the workers in the doveloned cowmtries ond an ahalysis of 
“coloniak and nececolonial forms” plus the now forms of the 
Aiberation movonent. The CPI feels it vould be. imporsible to = 
resolve such problens in a general meating and believes such a 
conference should be hold only after αὶ dilirent study of the 
problems has ‘been. made. EX 110 “agp “Ἢ 
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| ° senipate 

Diréctor 
Bureau. of Intelligence and Research 

While not dopoaing δ future world conférence of comm- 
nist parties, the CPI proposés a different approach: It suggests 
that 2irst there should be common initiatives on "burning issues" 
such as peace, Vietnam, thé Congo and similar matters: There, 
should be.not..only bilateral discussions but also multilateral 
conferences such as the one held in Havana, Cuba, by the communist 
‘parties in Latin Anerica.. 

w 

It will be aifeieule to eliminate the sdgsexéncos which 
‘exist between the Commnist. Party Of the Soviet. Union and the. 
Commis Party of China (CPC). Theso differéncés cat be minimized 
without, surréndering principles, and polemics can’ ‘continue’ without 
slander ; a 

The March 1, 1965, ‘consultative meeting ar communist 
partiés in Moscow, Russia, although. changed in form-fvom what. τ΄. 
‘was: Originally proposed, had hidden. dangers because’ the Asian 
parties, particularly China, were absent, The masses in ‘Italy -- 
will have a negative wepard . for ‘the meeting because China’: Wasi: 

La) 

Of the’ Ὅρα, Th addition, the: Chinese “could ‘aswex't ‘that an 
organization, was being Loxned' to oppose’ them: by ‘the: partiotpanta,— es 
taking ‘upon themselves the right to be a "permanent board.‘ - | 
This will be ‘bad for comminist. parties in capitalist and newly 
emerging countries’since it might appeax that, the corimunist 
parties were reverting back to. old organizational fortis: 

It has beén 21d the CPX is opposed. to any world cons 
ference and favors “polycentrism," The CPI is ‘not in favor of a 
regional organization that would divide the socialist world tvon 
the ‘communist. parties’ in capitalist. countriés it is in favor of 
a wider world organization which will: be all<inclusive, Unity 3n 
the world communist. movemént can be organized today or the basis 
of a différent: form*than was: used in the past: without 2 new world 
‘eénter, The CPI is wholeheartedly Zor autonomy for: each partys 
It favors initiative on the part. of every party, yet unity on the 
common aim, The worldsviide communist movement should not bé* | 
split into sevéral parts, with one center for advanced parties; 
anothex for Asian countries or still others for other Fegions.! 

κ᾿ Neer. 
i 

ives - 



of this information could’ révea 
(0G. 5824-S%*)" ‘Who is” ‘Of ‘continiing γα: ‘aud ‘such revelation. could 

ft 

Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Résearéh 

av τ 

The CPI feels Σὲ chowld fight: to. weaken the: ‘Chinese 
position, ‘A world meeting o£ communist parties can be held 
when. the ᾿ Shinese are weakers. The Ae of the. GPI is. not come 
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ECLASS IFICATION ὈΠῚΒΕ 

oe ye 

— and, because it is an! 
== to mergd authority. 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOBE 
Din (S022 ; 

(IS¥ 100-428094 - ELALSON 

Date: fay 18, 1005 1 = Liaison 
ἐν, Bay 84 1 -~ lr. Mullins 

To: Director 1 = Hre.R. Putnam 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department - ὍΣ Stato 

From} John, Edgar Hoover, Director \ ae 
Subject; -FORDIGN POLITICAL WATTERS = CUBA {΄ peg 

The ΣΟΊ ον information was sunplied by sources 
which have furnished reliable Ainformetion in the Past» 

in Inte Yebruary >, θοῦ, Rudolfo Chioid, 2 leading 
menber of the Comumist Party of Argentina and recent -visitor 
to Cuba, nade the following. Sonmentes vorerding the Jeadership 
of Cuba, 

The “struggia" betwoen the Partido Sociatista 
Poputar of Cuba aud the July 26 Movement. of Cuban Premicr 
Fidel. Castro is Motural but as tine goes on. these groups. 
are patting closer, Fidei Castro and his brother Raul Castro 
wWi1L see that this is accomplished by Enilo Ararones 
Secretary of the Upited Party of the Socialist Revolution 
of Cuba (FURS). ; 

Carlos aioe} Bodriquent is still an the fenderattp 

trate ottion, & Pidal: Castro hog token dircction of the iuntctag | ἱ 
ξ 
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Director 
Bureaw of Intelligence and Research . 

While theré are some contradictions, communist. parties — 
in Latin America are row drawing closer ‘to Cuba; Contacts with 
hoth Fidei and Raul Castro prove there aré no disagreements 
between the communist: parties in Latin America and Cuba; 

Because of the senaitive nature of our gouyces, this 
Letter has been classified ' Seewek," ek 

i= Diréctor BY LIAISON ς 
Central Intelligence Agency 

be Attention: Deputy Director, PZans 
το 

NOTE: 
Classified "στ, toed ‘because ithatithorizéa 1 disélosizé: 

-of Information contained therein could reveal. the- identity-of thé. 
source (CG 5824-S*) who is.of ‘continuing yalie and such revelation. 
could result in exceptionally ‘grave. danage to the: ‘Nation. CG. 5824~S%.. 
is referred τὸ .as“'sources" in order to: further protect the identity. | 
‘of this valuable informant. See CGairtel 5/4/65 Captioned. "SOLS y 
iS - ¢." 

. - Η - 

ie, wali, 
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/ ROUTE IN-ENVELOPE ὦ 
Af Date: 5/4/65 

' 

ἢ 
Trent the following-in.__ - . ΝΕ . Ὁ Ὁ : ἢ 

(Type in,plaintext or code) - 

Vie AIRTEL a REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority) i "4 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: AC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) | 

SUBJECT: | 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau 15 a xerox 
copy of a nine-page item in the Russian Language secured 
by CG 5824-S* during conversation with the Director of - 
the Soviet Youth Organization, Moscow, USSR, on 3/15/65. 
This Russian language item, according τὸ the source, 

contains a complete program setup for the 9th. World Youth 

Festival which had been prepared’ during meetings held in 

Algiers, Algeria, 12/64. Source advised that ‘he is 
unaware. whether there is. Similar material ἀπ the United 
States or if the text of this item. ‘had been previously 
translated to English. and circulated: In -order that this; 
document ‘might. be reviewed to determine whethér it ‘contains © 

inf orniation, of ‘substantial value worthy of being placed in 
letterhead’ memoranda for dissemination to other ‘agencies ; «ας 
it. is béing forwarded herewith’ “to, the ‘Bureau for translation.’. 

— ᾿ ΠῚ 
Request of | the Bureau, 

Attn: Cry ptanal sis~Translation_ Section 

Cryptanalysis-Translation Section is requested to, 

prepare 2 full ‘text English. translation of the enclosed: ᾿ 

nine-page Russian document and furnish such: translation as 

expeditiously aS possible to the Chicago Office for review 

d possible incorporation in letterhead memoraiida. 7 

Qs Ἐν we τον 37 - Bureau pe Dee (RM). 85 = the Ef χα | / 
| \ } 1 - Chica Hegde yy. | NOT "RECORDED — 

' ow 

;-RWEsck m ἼΩΝ Vet, He τὸ MAY F 1965 
(4) ype . 

Ἢ Ι a τ 
Approved: -- -- = Sent “M Per σὰς 

Specifi Ageb ΜΝ 
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SM, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 

Director, EBL (100428091) 

SOLO 
Ϊδ «ὁ 

Ἴ Attached is the translation which you requested by lebbom airtel 

aéted 5/4/65, 

The contents thereof, where pertinent, must be reported 

<lunder appropriate captions and afforded whatever investigative 
Gattention is necessary. 
ῷ 
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haar Disposition of the foreign language naterial submitted in, 
“this conection is set forth below: 

Τ 4 ii 

Fels Returned herewith. ser | ἢ ie 
ae 
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Mua ἢ Ὁ ir daira van (Attn.: Mr. Branigan, sent direct with enclosure) 
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TRANSLATION FROM RUSSIAN 

PRESS-BULLETIN OF THE COMMITTEE OF THE YOUTH 
ORGANZZATIONS OF USSR 

7/8 Bognad Khmelinitsky. Street 

Moscow 



To February 1 

HEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL PREPARATORY 

COMAITTEE 

‘December 16 ~:18, 1964, 

Pad Algiers 

GENERAL PROGRAN OF THE Sth ‘WOREDIPESTIVAL OF 

XOUTH AND STUDENTS FOR SOLIDARITY, PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP 

I.. THE IMPORTANT DAYS: -“,͵͵φπ----- 

Wednesday, July 28, - 

Friday, August 6. - 

Saturday, August 7, ~ 

Opening at the Olympic Stadium in 
the suburb of Aigiers (procession 
in town: ἃ varied sport and cultural 
program, speeches, flag raisings,. ἴα.) 

Demonstration for world peace. 
commemoration of the 20th anniversary 
of HIROSHIMA and NAGASAKI. 
Youth meeting in protest against 
muclear weapons and against nuciear 
weapons tests in the Sahara Desert. 
Closing of the colloquy, “The Role 
of Youth in the Struggle for - 
Preservation of World Peace; for 
Independence of Peoples, and in 
Defense of the Right for Self~ 
determination.” 

Closing under the motto, "Solidarity, 
Peace and Friendship." 



OTHER MASS MANIFESTATIONS: 
Ν 

1, Solidarity with Africa; moral support of the 
African people in their struggle for colonialism 
and neocolonialisn, for national independence, and 
in their struggle for the strengthening of the 
national independence in all its aspects: 

“eo rte MUP bata ° 

General meeting in esplanade of Africa, after 
which a torch parade will. be held. 

Big -bon~fires to bé held in different districts: 

General presenting of African art. 

‘Opening of African éxhibition: 

Closing part of the trial of Ferwurd,’and of - 
weapon embargo against South Africa, etc: v 

2. Friendship with ‘the Algerian people and youth. 
(moral support of the peoples and youth in their 
efforts to build a new society; familiarization 
with heroic actions of the Algerian people-and --. 
youth in liberation of their Homeland, and honoring 
them}: —~ ΝΞ ΕΣ - 

Honoring of the heroes of the war for ‘independence, 
and opening of a monument in honor of the heroism 
of the Algerian youth: 

Openings of several international voluntary 
workers’ camps. 

A program for children (planting of a park; 
meetings with the Algerian children) « 

Hanifestation of friendship. in the whole: country;. 

Visiting of factories; self-managing cooperative 
organizations; etc: 

Algerian art plays: 

Passing of an erected building to the Algerian 

youth. - 



3. Solidarity with the peoples striving for independence , 

progress .and democracy (encouraging the peoples, who recently 

have become independent, or who. still are under colonial 
domination; solidarity with the peoples striving against. 

fascism and racismandidgainst 811 forms of exploitation; / 
encouraging the struggle against aggressors and against 

neocolonial maneuverings in the countries, which have gained 

their independence). 

᾿ς Demonstrations of solidarity in different forms, 
meetings, etc. with the peoples and youth of the countries, 

which conduct the struggle for their national independence, 
progress and democracy, and against racism and fascisn,. 

4, The Day of International Cooperation (Participation in 
“A Year of interantional Cooperation at the UN"). 

Study of the cooperation between different organizations | 
of youths and students, between youths and student organizations, 

‘between youths and many international organizations and 
specialized organizations of the UN, UNESCO, etc. 

᾿ ‘Different meetings -ς- τιν - 

A general bali(dancing party) of friendship. 

Seminar on subject referring to UNESCO. 

Right to school education, 

‘Voluntary service. 

MEETINGS AND: DISCUSSIONS 

1. Colloquy, "The Role of Youth and Students, ἀπ ἃ Struggie 
for. the: World Peace, for National Independence of the Peoples, 
and in Defense of Right for. Self-determination." 

The next 4 or 5 days; presidium, regulations, speakers, 

closing reconnendations, etc. . 

Seminars on individual problems of the theme of the 
colloguy: ~ — - -  -- πα ..Ν . 

1, Solidarity with the Peoples, Striving for Their 
National Liberation. — 

2. Neocolonialism and African Unity. 

4, European Security 20 Years After the Defeat of ascisn. 



* wry’ 

4. Peaceful Coexistence Between Nations with 
Different Social Systens, 

5. Defending of the Principle of Self~determination 
and of National Sovereignty of all Peoples, 

6. Universal and Complete Disarmament, Building of 
a Nuclear~free Zone, and Liquidation of Foreign 

‘Bases. 

7. Problems of Nonparticipation. 

& Study of the Problem of Economic Relations 
Anong 211 Countries, which are on the Road to 

Development, and, Among Industrially-developed Countries. 

8. Meetings According to Interests 

These -weetings may also be very useful in enrichment 

of the program and in raising interest to the festival in 

the youth of the world. Here are. a few examples of meetings, 

which could be organized: | 

Meetings of leaders of tourist organizations. 

Meetings of organizers of youth movhe-picture clubs. Ὁ 

Meetings: of leaders of cultural, sport and other 

associations. | 
Ἧω"' 

Meetings of Esperantists,. 

Meetings of young pariianentarians, representatives 

and workers of local administrative apparatuses. 

Meetings of young actors. 

Heetings of young religeous believers (Hoslens, 
Christians, etc.). 

6.. Meetings of the Delegations: 

These neetings always have significance in the 

program of a festival. The International Preparatory- _ 

Comnitteé (HPK) should’ provide every possible opportunity 

for guarantying a greater number of these meetings». 



II. SYUDENT PROGRAM 
There are many possibilities for enriching the " 

Student progran as compared to the student program in Helsinki. 
There is the problem;, first of all;.of the organizations; |. 
its purpose should be concrete propositions. We; can' give 
several examples: Ν ΝΣ 

Seminar on Preparation of the Cadres 

International Student Seminar on the - Moving Picture 
Industry _ 

Student. Heetitigs, 

Heetings of High School Students. 

Seminars Dedicated to the History of Algeria. - 

ἃ, ‘Meetings According’ to Professions. 

a. A conference of young working people should be: 
conducted on the subject: "Racial Labor Discrimination. 

Ὁ. Different meetings according to professions; 
they: should ‘be. conducted first, at the Algerian ~~ - 

. faetories such as, neetings with the young Algerian 
workers, which will permit exchange » ΟΣ ‘political — 
‘and social experiences of youth, 
For example: 

Dock workers, 

᾿ Ο11 industry workers. 

Mine workers. 

Railroad workers, etc. 

ἜΝ c. Seminars on: 
᾿ Autonation 

Professional Education 

ΝΞ νος Workers’ _Self-government: _ 



d. A seminar on the subject, “Agrarian Reform and 
. problems of Peasant - Students," should be conducted 

on the problems of the village youth. 

Several other propositions tiay be considered 
for the. village youth; first numerous meetings. 
could be organized with Algerian youth, as well as 
visits to self-managing farms, and study of problems 
of self-government in Aigeria. 

2. A Program for. Young Girls: 

Important consideration should be given to activities. 
of young giris on the program of the 9th Youth Festival, 
and various provisions should be made concerning them, 
such as} . 

AAGir1s' Day as a Culminative Point 

Procession in National Costumes. _ 

Meetings of the girls of different delegations with 
_ the Algerian girls: 

Seminars on; 

Conditions of Life of the African and Arabian Girls 

Wonan's Place in Sécial and Political Life 

Euanicipation of Wosien 

Care should be taken that ἃ place to ‘specific problens 
of the young women should be provided in the seminars 
on general subjects; . 

Special proposais should ‘be considered on a sport 
progran.s 

ἊΝ ᾿ In the future, a special meeting will he held on this 
question. 



3. Different Seminars on important themes, which are 
significant in. the life of youth, should. be organized: 
Here are,.several ideas and propositions concerning. 
these themes: 

Elimination of Illiteracy and Revival of National 
Cultures in Recently Liberated Countries. 

Problems of Racial Discrimination(the trial of Ferwurd)- 

World Famine. 

Civil Rights of Youth. 

Proposals in connection with the activities of the 
UN and UNESCO, such as: 

International. youth and student. organizations and 
specialized. organs of the UN. 

Forms of cooperation between the youth and student 
organizations in the preparation of cadres. 

The right for professional education and for rest. 
oho ow we . ὦ wf Fy . 

The right for school education. ἊΝ 

Voluntary service, etc. 

IV. PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN 

According to the results of the preliminary discussions, 
expediency of organization of a special program for children 
during the 9th Festival with participation of the children of 
many African countries and of the countries of other continents 
is manifested. 

Meetings of leaders and organizers of. children's 
movenents. 

International children's camp. . 

Cultural entertainments. 

Sport progran. 

Planting of a garden of International Friendship 
(planting of trees), 

- § + 



ὄρος, 

ve 

Fae ως 

Meetings of the Algerian. children,. the visits of 
camps, schools; childrens" hones ΟΣ war orphans 
forner little shoeshiners) 

- 

Campaign for ‘polidarity with the Algerian children 
before the Festival. 

A special meeting. Will be conducted, ‘an the future 
“ for the final working. out of this portion of the progran. 

τ, 

ν. CULTURAL PROGRAM 

After discussions, the 2d: Commigsion offers the 
following cultural program: 

part. in. performances, 

music, puppet Sh ows, Shadow: 

International and National Performances 

Each: delegation should. be given an opportunity to 
present numerous national coiicerts and: take part-in 

. the international cultural program... 

Diplomass of the 9th Festival should be given “ 
to all ensemblés and te all, soloists, who will take 

Plans should he made for extention of festival , 
activities to the suburbs of Algiers, to the farms, - 
self-managing factories, hospitals, stadiums, -in 
order. that more Algerians may take part in the 
festival. 

Visits and concerts. should be organized in all, 
cities of the country: (Friendship Train); ete. 

Host. of the concerts Should be conducted. in the 
* open air, in order that ail deldpates and ail the. 
population may attend ‘then; | _ με Pe re 

Special Performances 

x as Thematic perforuances: (for oibab te; work ; the ν΄ 
struggle against illiteracy, etc.) 

ΝῊ Performances. having genre character: groups of 
national art, ensembles of national music; thea ore 

Ze. (very. few on aa count of ‘Jan eR FREY 0 Ao 



3, Moving Picture Théatrea 

a. Festival of films of the young writers and of 
filus about youth: full and short-length films. 

b. The National Ceriter of Algerian Movie Theatre 
will show the best foreign films during the festival. 

c. Films; which were awarded prizes at different 
earlier festivals, should be shown with the participation 
of their writers, directors, actors, etc. 

ἃ. Filmg wade in different countries on the struggle 
of the Algerian people. and of the peoples of other, 
countries, such 2s, Cuba, Angola, South America, the 

Congo, South Vietnam, etc. should be shown: for 

exanple, volunteer service, etc. τ 

4. Beauty Competition (iiss Festival). 

5. Exhibitions 

a; Photograph exhibition (continuation of a competition) 

De Exhibition of cifldren's-works- —- ΝΞ 

5. National exhibitions of different countries 

aphihtnarc /a. National and international art fxhibitions. 

e, Exhibition of African art. 

£. Exhibition on activity of special organs of the 
UN and UNESCO. 

δι Exhibition on tourist activities and on voluntary 
work of youth and students. 

6. National clubs should be organized. for the national 
concerts,. exhibitions, meetings, ctc. 

7. Bvenings of Recreation . 

ff A-program of recreation during te Festival “(dances,? . 
τ᾿ -ῇ- 

small performances, etc.) _ . _ 

= 

-~ 10 - 



‘SPORT PROGRAM 

1. Sport competitions for a. festival trophy (for the 
Algerian youth and for delegates). 

2. Open déetionstration of types of sports, which. are 
not known to young Algerians. 

3. Méetings. betwéen the Algerian and foreign teams of 
different types of sports;. 

4. Artival of many sportsmen well-known to the world. 

Ss Champions and competitions: 

Football championship with participation of 8 teams. 

_. Boxing championship (with 40 participants: 4 in each 
category). 

Basketball championship (8 men's teams, 4 women's τ 
teans). 

Volleyball.championship (8.men'’s ‘pean, 4. women's: 
teans.)° 

Swimming: (from 50 to 60 participants) .. 

Gymnastics’ (performances of well-known gymnasts). 

The light athletics (150-200 participants) ὁ 

Bicycle races on the highway and on the track: 

Handball (5 teams). ᾿ 

Tennis 

fable ténnis. 

Judo 

Water sports: - . - 

- Vi - 



Vil. DIFFERENT PROPOSALS 

Along with the projects and hopes, which we have 
been discussing up to now it would be useful to prepare several 
proposals, which will respond to the interests of students 
and youth, for example: 

a. Voluntary workers' camps (building of schools, 
villages, planting forests, etc.). 

b. Budlding of 2 monument ttn honor of the heroism 
of the Algerian youth. 

ec. Meeting of research workers; 

ἃ. Organization of tourist trips. 

8. International relay-races, should be organized 
in the cities of earlier 28 ivals with a last stop 
in Algeria at. the tine of/ E ning of the 9th Festival. 

f£. Several centers should--he created. in the | 
interests of young stamp collectors, centers for 
phonograph recordings, literature, television, 
and letter exchanges, etc. 

- 12 - 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Gu - 

.}} ‘sy 200~428001 7 ‘BY LIAISON 

1. ~ Liaison 
ἝΝ we Uk ᾿ 1 -- ἔν: Shaw. 
Bates. Kay.18, 2965. 

Toi Director 
Bureau of intollirerco and Researclt / 

_., + Department of State \ us UA 

Fron: «doit Legar Hoover, Dixtetor G τ. ib | “Are yh 
- Subject? - MELITARY ‘GROUPS IN THR SovieT iro pp : 54 

DURING ἘΔΌΟΙΕ AND ΔΌΣ > 2955. | 

Daring the. months of March. and Apriz, 2965, ‘thera - 
‘vas:observed in Hoscov, Nussin, 2 vory noticeable gncrense 
in the number of forcion nilitary officers. from tho. conmmist. 
countries. These military officers were quartered. at. the hote?. 
of. tha Comunist Party of the Soviet Union, whieh customarily. 
Aas-used-only forthe. accommodation of Lratemaz. coum st, party / 

~~ ‘officials visiting Moscow om Party business. During ‘the above δ 
να period approxinately halt.of the hotel was occupied by a 

| -saiitary group fron-ond or the othor of the commmist comitsied:: 
frang’ the menyora. of theso groups, none wad observed with nm rank: 
Lover thak-najox Aud. sone. wore Ὁ the πρηῖς of. geroxvals Those: 
groups word always. necompanied “by. a. Soviet colonel or generals, 
‘the groups did not appear to. ho composed of the “pensant 
‘type, but. rather were. “intolligente appearing and acting aoe 

it-was wumored, σοῖς offictots. ΟΣ the Comnunist Party: 
of the. Soviet Unies. that these Piso ee were in Boscow. tor the 
tatest briefing on military ond political matters dnd also ta 
study the jatest type of weapons which the: Soviet Union will 
‘e902 -bo Bending 40 thoix countricn. εν τὰ νὰ 

Anong the nilitary groups observed Ἔν Moscow, ‘during 
the above ants ar Vora eontanzenta: frou the following county ΘΕ 
Poland, Hongolin, Hungary, Bulgaria, Domania. and <u | 

ie {Re URES eee 
Tolson κα... 

ΗΝ PAGE’ TWO) 

Oe b ye 
Felt -ὦ ὦ 

Belmont ween 

ΝΣ petntemninwesinre ᾿ a: 

. Deldichemraan 
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Director, 

vem τς 

Tha above information was furnished by sources Which. 
have supplied reliable. information in the past. Because of 
the. sensitive nature of our ‘sources,, this letter has be 
celussigied "Top Secret." 

Ἅ ὦ Director BY-LIAISON ΝΣ 

᾿ς “Contras. Intelligence, ‘Agency ᾿ 
f 

a ee ha ‘Attention: Deputy birector, plans ¢ 

Ls Director | BY: EXAISON | 
mo National ‘Indi¢ations' Center: 

NOTE: ἕξ ο 
ΝΕ “ciassaeiea “pep ὃ a Brice. “unquthowized. disclosure 

of ‘this. information could’ aves ‘the identity of the source: 
(CG. 5824-S*) who is'.of continuing value’.and.such revelation. . 
‘could result in exceptionally grave - ‘damage: ‘to the: Nation. “See 
'CGairtel 5/6/65 captioned "S010, IS τὸ sata i δες τ 

aon Mie 2 

i 



so. hy, 10-29-63) 

d 
Transmit the following-in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRUEL REGISTERED 
(Priority) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100426091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (1.00-134637) 

SUBJECT: \ SOLO αΛί 
15-0 j Nt 

On 5/5/65, there were received from the Soviets in δ ἢ 

Moscow several. ciphered messages, the plain texts of which Ὶ ὶ 

are as follows: 

δρῶντι 1, "We. have an important-information for GUS HA 

It is very desirable to ‘see him at QUE. reception in New York 
on May-9=or-105 Pleasé_ advise. ΣΕ. ΤῈ is™possible for him to 

come, Otherwise it will be given to you. through NEEDLEMAN after 

May 10. In this case you should confirm receipt by phone on _ 

delivery day.” (Reference is to Victory celebration on May 9 nail he 

2. “We would like to invite 10 CP members for our 
reception in Washington Embassy δῇ May 9. Give us their 
namés tomorrow through NEEDLEMAN.” (Reference here is t 
Victory celebration at Soviet Embassy in Washington. ) > Rin aah ue 

a, ¥Q4RB 
3/~ BUREAU (RM) 
L - CHICAGO-(134-46 Sub B) (ΔΜ RM) 
1 - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) «- 
L - ΝΥ 105-14931 (NIKOLA I ~TALANOV ) G41) 

,. ἃ - wy 100-134637° GY - <* 

ΑΒ: =k κχὼ ~ REG.i89 Of 
ἢ 5 yw ΝΠ “22 “.2 ASOD, — 

wen no? 6 18 MAY 17 1805 
9. . 

Approved: -_ : Sent MOP 
Ch Cc BEN 2 a a β 

ROUTE IN "ENVELOPE 
Date: 

τ F 



NY 100-134637 tit 

3, “Money 15: ready. for delivery. May be given to 
you: any time we can see you,” (Reference isto finds which 
the: Soviets interid to transmit. to. the CPUSA.) - 

ἧς Mie are. in favor of ΠΤ ΜΝ Moscow. 
Advise whether he will accept. invitation from Economic - Institute 
ahd whether it is vite him.aloné or as a 
ariy delegation,’ above is a référence τς 
For background information - concerning. this message, see NY 
airtel, 4/19/65, page 6.)- 

5. “ALL delegates arrived in Moscow. Please note. 
that travel agency they fought tickets through has late time- 
table and thi"informed theix arrival time to Moscow." (The 
abové méSsage concerns the CPUSA delegation that went-to. ‘Moscow: 
to. attend the May Day celebration there, ) 

ὃ, DAVIS. discusséd: With our ἐξάδό, unions June- 
July as time of his delegation visit. Your message on his - 
wish to take part in May Day celebration. was rec@ived. too late, 
ΤῈ hé personally wishes to arrive to Moscow. on May 8 our trade. 

᾿ unions..are ready to meet ‘him, Please convey. this to-him. He 
way take: visa for ‘himsel£ and. his wife in Embassy Washington: 
As. 24. delegatés. delegation. is, concernéd, our trade. unions. are . 
considering. this question: now. because original plans’ ‘were: ἤπια 
“for 8 delegates only. DAVIS will be, in£ormed, :oi- their, decision 
ὍΘΕΝ soon,” - - 

(Re above, ‘gee NY airtels,’ 2:/5/65,. pages 3 and. .Ἔ 
4/30/65, page 2; and 5/3/65; -page. ἀν 9 

ΝΕ 7. “Problem of USSR’ Doctments publishing will-bé. 
solved early next: week when represéntatiyes: of press agency. . 
Novosty" will return to United States, This representative 

_ is itistructed to carry. on negotiations. with your representatives. 
' On new basis and taking into account your interests.” 

(RE above, ‘sée NY: airtels 3/18/65, pages 5 and 63. 
“aad 4/30/83, pages 2 and.'3. ) 

t - 

Ib7D 



~ ΝΥ 100-134637 k 

“ἢ 

αὶ ἃ 
i 

Regarding the Last, two ihessages above, “with res pect 
to DAVIS’ and the problem ‘offthé USSR Docuients, NY 694-S* 
requests that CG 5824-S* discuss this matter with GUS HALL and 
prepare whatever messages. with respect thereto that should be 
sént to the Soviets. - . . 

On: 5/5/65, NY 694-S* advised that: in repiy ‘to. the 
: above Soviet massages, he ‘transmitted to the Soviets, on 5/5/65, 

through, the secondary channel - ISIDORE’ GIBBY: NEEDLERAN - the 
following messages on microfilm: 

The following message was ciphered: 

| . 0111} θὲ: δὲ Midland Monday May 10, 2:40 p.m. sharp 
ας for MOREY». 

"Jack Brooks? 

(The above message veflécts that NY “694-84 will meet 
his S§oviet.contact. at. the Midland Bank to receive from ‘the 
said contact. funds: for the CPUSA. ): 

The following thiee messages were in, partial, code: 

- 1, "Regarding the: important information. which you: 
have, for GUS HALL and it be desirable that he comé to your 
victory day reception. GUS HALL now is on a most important 
Party tour in West Coast, “He is scheduled to return’ on May 

. 26% thérefore; as ‘you can. sed, will not te able to attend your 
: réception; Therefore, it would bé best if this important 

information be given to me through - ‘NEEDLEMAN and GUS HALL will 
get this. important: information with no loss of time through 
MORRIS CHILDS in a most careful. and secure manner." 

2, "Suggest that. you send an. invitation. to ‘GUS. HALL 
pon and his. wife for victory day celebration. €ven though they. will 

ποῦ be. able.to attend, This: would δὲ most courteous and 

᾿ς ¥espéct ful." 
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NY 100-134637 

3. “Concerning your reception at Ε Enbassy, magpineton 
Yon ‘May 9 suggest you invite. ARNOLD JOHNS ON, HELEN WINTE! 
Mr. and Mrs. JAMES JACKSON, ‘HENRY W , HE | τς 

VAPTHEKER, ERIC BERT, ΟἿΜ, TORMEY and our leaditig nic 
youth.” | . 



FD-36 (Rev. 10- 

Transmit the following in. 

29-63} 

(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL | 
ν 72 ΄ (Priority) we 

o> | —_———— Lf! -.-..ὄ ---.-.ο-.--. 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) yes 

νὰ 

ΠἈΑρρίονθ 

65 MAY 

OD 

“NEW YORK (100-134637) 

On 5/10/65, NY 694~g* advised that, pursuant ‘ AN 
to arrangements previously made, he met his Soviet \ | 
contact, NIKOLAI M. TALANOV, at the Marine Midland Bank, 
on the 7th floor thereof, at 2:40 p.m. on 5/10/65. 
The informant was given by TALANOV a suitcase containing 
$350,000 in 100, 50 and 20 dollar bilis. The actual ~ 
transfer of the money was made in a men's room on the 
7th floor of the Midland Bank Building, at which time 
the informant and TALANOV exchanged identical bags. 
During the course of the exchange of the bags, TALANOV 
advised NY 694-s* that the next delivery of money from 
the Soviets to the CP, USA would be made in approximatel 
one month. He further requested that at 7:05 p.m. on 
that same day, NY 694-S* ring telephone number 752-9223 
to acknowledge that the transfer of thé. money had been 
effected, without incident. 

The serial numbers on the aforementioned Soviet 
bills will be chécked against lists of currency issued to 
Soviet establishments in New York City arid Washington, D.C., 
and if any identification of such bills is affected, the 
Bureau will be advised. eX 110 

χίλι 
100-428091 

Sune (109-428 a) Ct) Mw) τ» 
Δ-ΝΥ 134-91 (INV) (42) (20 Hd § ‘OG/ SEA G 7 
L-NY 105- =14931 a M. TALANOV). (341) 

“" - δὴ _ ᾿ 
" wk _ 18 MAY 1 1905 

or 

Sent ___ Μ Per 
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FROM | -SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: Gog. ΝΣ ΑΙ ΥΩ 
= iS - Ὁ ; 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a jetterhead | 
memorandum entitled, "Republic of the Congo (Brazzaville).' 

The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished on 4/28/65 to SAS RICHARD W. HANSEN | 
and WALTER A, BOYLE by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past. 

- The enclosed: letterhead memorandum is classified ad. 

ΘΒ T' since it contains information furnished by ( 
CG 5824-S*, a-very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the hithest level concerning the international comminist 
movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and thus 
adversely affecting the national security." 

τ᾿ The information in the enclosed letterhead memorandum 

. was obtained by the source during the course of discussions in 

Moscow, USSR, during March and Rpril, 1965, including those with 

BORIS Ν, PONOMAREV, Secretary of the Central Committee, 
Conminist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU); VITALY G. KORIANOY, 
Ομ ΘῈ Deputy, International Department, Central Committee, CPSU; 
and RAUL CASTRO, Vice Prime Minister of Cuba .and member of the 
Directorate of the United Party of the Socialist Revolution. 
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SATE 01-06-2013: 

ῳ 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

- 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. Nay 12, 1965 

Hee shetir 

REPUBLIC OF THE 
CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE) 

During late April, 1965, a source, who has furnished - 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

Ξ-΄ 

It was recently learned from highly placed officials 
in the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU), that the USSR will continue to supply arms to the 
rebel forces for the continuation of the revolt in the Republic 
of the Congo (Brazzaville). The USSR considers the retreat of 
the rebel forces to be only temporary until they have : 
accumulated sufficient weapons to resume the conflict. The 
Soviet Union is encouraging the United Arab Republic and the 
Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria to supply arms to 
the Brazzaville rebels by promising to these countries that the 
Soviet Union will replace any arms they ship to the rebels. 

In addition it was learned that the Socialist Republic 
of Cuba had definitely been shipping arms to the rebels -via 
Algeria. A leading member of the government of Cuba noted that 
they had enough tanks to spare some for the rebels since they 
had newer ones as replacements. . 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 

property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. . 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the orty 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, “Printing Equipment. for the Communist 
Party of Canada from the German Democratic Republic." 

The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished. on 4/27/65 by CG 5824-S*, who ‘has 
furnished reliable information in the past; to SA. RICHARD ἡ, 
HANSEN, - 

, The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classifiedrm 
OPS: Ἢ since it contains information furnished. by 
CG 5824-S*; a very highly placed source furnishing, information 
on the highest level concerning the international conmunist, 
movement, The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824~S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 
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The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was developed during contacts with leading | 
representatives o£ the Socialist Unity Party of Germany _ 
during CG 5824-S*'s return to the German Democratic Republic 
ain mid April, 1965. : 

4 

In order to. provide additional security to the 
- source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D. C. 
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FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
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Ξ Es sate, 

s ἐἾ ἠ 7: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

-FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to ' Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ. 
File No. ΄ 

May 12, 1965 

PRINTING EQUIPMENT FOR THE COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF CANADA FROM THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

In mid-April, 1965, it was learned that the 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) had reached an 
agreement with the Communist Party (CP) of Canada for 
the purchase by the latter of some new_printing equip- 
ment to be shipped to Canada. This new printing equipment 
that the CP of Canada will secure is a demonstrator model 
which had been used at the recent Leipzig Trade Fair. The 
CP of Canada, according to the SUPG, received a very good 
deal. They will pay a little actual cash for a down pay- 
ment and the remainder of the cost will be handled by the 

~~ ~ CP - ofCanada doing printing work-on-behalf of -the--German. . . - 
Democratic Republic (GDR). The printing that the CP of 

- Canada will do for the GDR will be in English and much of 
the material will be sent back to the GDR. The SUPG 
estimated the value of this printing equipment as being 
worth many thousands of dollars. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency, 
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Enc losed lierewith for the Bureau are three pies 
each and for New York one copy each of the following aptioned 
informant's statements: 

1) “Social Affair Held by Communist { ἊΣ Seu AU 
Party of Bulgaria Delegation to. 
March 1, 1965, Meeting at Their - 
Moscow, USSR, Villa" 

* 
2) "Hyman Lumer,, Accumulation of R 

. BandS=tr-USsk* 
3)-'Victor Perlo" 

4) "Interest of Communist Party, USA, 
. in Securing Details Concerning 

Marine and Stamp Collecting Equip- 
ment Manufactured in German. Democratic 
Republic” 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's| 
statements was furnished on 4/26-28; 5/1/65 to SAs WALTER A, νΊ 
BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG 5824-. S*, who has furnis 4 
reliable information in the Past. - 
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Information concerning individuals mentioned 
in thé enélosed informant! 5 statements is being disseminated 
by separate’ communication under individual case captions. 



“SOCIAL AFFATL HELD BY COMMUNIST PARTY OF EULGARIA - 
" «DELEGATION τὸ MARCH 1, 1965, MEETING AT THEIR =~ 

Ἐθσοον, USSR, VILLA _ Ν 1 + -- 

During the course of the cons altative néoting or 
the ninetcen Comaunist Parties (CPs) which was keld in 
Roaceyv, USER, Mareh 1-5, 1965, the ddlegation of the CP of 
Luicgaria invited the CP, USA delezation to a social function 
at the villa which they were then occupying in Koscow, UAT. 

poe! Among the Lulgarians present at thig cocial function wera 
the Peoples Republic of Luly maria Ankassador ta the USSR; 
representatives of thé Press Departnent. of the Culgarian 
Eokacsy; and, nenkers of the CP? of Luigaria dolezation to 
the consultative neeting, Mitko Grinorov, a neckey of the 
Political Lureau, Rubea Atxvanov, mezber of tke Central Come 
rittea, and L. Strolkoy, a leading mesher. Auong CP, USA 
representatives present were Gilkert Green, Rynan Luner, and 
Janes Jackson... The entire affair wag strictly. social although 
‘the Lulgarjan Aubagsador, | as ἃ matter of couvtesy, extended — 
an invitatioa to ail CP, USA dolecation menkers present to 
visit kis country, Of all of the delegates present, only 

. Jackson too: up the invitation and ha sube aquontiy ‘spent 2 
. woe end in that cauntry , 



a TYMAN LUMER, _{ccuuLATION oF 
-FUNDS IN USS 

Pa ΝΥ / In nid-Harel, 1905, it was learned that while. 
an Hynan/lumer, Editor Οὐ “Political Affairs," was in Moscow, . 
iW wey ito attond the March 1, 1υοῦ, consultative meeting of 
ΨΩ nineteen Comsunist Parties (CPs), he wrote a number of 
“articles which had keen printed in the Soviet pregs. As 

“οὐ κα result of this writing activity, Iumor accurnulated a total 
a - OF 292 Russian Nubiles ag royalty payments. While acceptin; 

τς the complete hospitality of the Russians and -taking ndvantare 
- of ayery opportunity offered to hin-and his wife Dorothy . 

| while in the Soviet Union, he refused to spcad his Rubies 
‘or turn thea kack to the Party. So, at the tise ke was 
prenaring to leaye the USSR, he still had possession of his 
292 Ruties. In yiew of this, he requested the Russians to 
place this. money into an account in his name in one of their 
banks... - | . 
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: pada in hard curreney and an adyance for stich articles. 
“After ‘his return: to: the United States, Perlo contacted 
 Hyman.Lumer, Editor of “Political Affairs,” and at -this- . : 
‘tine asked Luner ἐδ stop. at the “World Marxist-Révdew" =- - τ 
headquarters: in Prague:-en soute to the consultative. - τος ; 
neeting- scheduled for March 1, 1935, in Koscow, At the 
“World Marxist Review" headquarters, Luner wag to pick 

_ - up. the $1,CS9 that the "Vorld Marxist Review! had asreed 
- to Pay Perlo in advance. for his articles, 

On April 235- 1965, Lumer noted that he did stop 
ΜΝ Prague and that in Yine with Pérlo's request. secuted . 

᾿ Πα the $1,000 and lias now turned this money. over to Perio. - ᾿.- 
Yuner further noted that had the “World Marxist Review" > 5 6Ὸὃὅὃὄὃ- 
not agreed.to Perlo's terna concerning these articles; 
Perlo would never ‘have given his apreenent to write then. | 

'« Sinée tho “Vorld Marxist- Review" considered it important - 
for their magazine to- -have some articiog by sonéorie ' con- 

-- , sidered to be- Ak.eminent American economist, “they” found. 
ΒΝ it necessary tomet I Perla! 5, gondi tions; | Se, 

-- 
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- ‘SNTEREST OF - comnts ST - panty, USA, IN | SECURING. : 
DETAILS CONCERNING, MARINE. AND STAMP COLLECTING -  - . 

τς RQUIPHENT HANUEACTURED IN GERMAN PEKOCRATIG -2 τ΄. ᾿ -᾿ 
Τ᾿ REPUBLIC ο΄. ᾿ ΜΝ τς ὧς ει τ 

πς + i . _ αἱ 
- ~ Ε- _ a _ πο ττ ἢν Ὁ τ ὦ τς τὶ Soe τς ᾿ ΝΞ 

εν : “When Isadore Needlenan, a Commundst Pa party. (cp): 
- attornoy from.New York, arrived in the USSR in March, 1965, 

he. brought, with. hin a note prepared ‘by--Max Weinstein. 
- Weinstein is. a-person. who. is. presently . engaged by the- CR, 

USA to Took into. investnent possibilities, and he vis” 
operating out of Chicngo, Illinois. The note was prepared 
by, Wolnstein apparently at Gus Hall's specific instructions - 
and reflected that high quality hobby itéms in the marine 

ε “and-stanp. collecting. Pield were. manufactured in the Gernan 
. Dettocvatic Hepablic.. (apt) and that thes se hokpby. ἀέρα. nicht 

_'* = %e a good: Line to import and resell in the United States. 
ἐπ + δὲ whs. accordingly requested that sone--induiry be. made 

+ rekarding these itemdiand that information he sent “back 
: to the United States. ἮΝ : : 

in view of the above, a ep, USA representative. 
“whe. Was ‘then. abroad. prepaved a. contjunication which was -- 

a addressed to. the Central. Comsittes, - ‘Socialist Unity Party - 
- of Germany (SUPG)., wherein it was noted that the CP, USA - 

.was interested in certain préducts which might be. profitably. 
' sold by the Party- in the United States. - Having heard that... | 
Quality itens:-ara available in. the marine and stamp ‘collecting | 
line in the ‘GDR,. it. was-requested that any possible inforna=" 
tion concernin® these itens be provided to the CP, -USA. 
This could be mailed to Max Weinstein -in care of hid-Continont 
Trading Corporation, Chicago. The letter further noted that 
-4t- was. the full intention of the CP, USA to purchase such ' 

(Hens which afght. be imported; ~however; the GDR micht- keep 
ἀπ πὰ that. the.nost, favorable terms that could pe arranged: 
could benefit our. “fraternal Parties, wo 

= ᾿ς Subsequently, ain April, 1965, ft was. Learned. ‘through 
‘discussions: with representatives of ‘the International Depart— 

= ment, ‘SUPG, that the request of the OP, USA, nated above, had 
_ been relayed-to the proper individuals in the GDR and that - 

τς ~ Information of the products referred to had already: teen scht- 
a το the Mid-Continent. Trading Corporation in Chicago, Ὁ Plo: 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, “John Vafiades: and Wife Evelyn, Former 
Americans Currently Residing in Prague, Czechoslovakia." 

: The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head: memorandum was furnished on 4/27/65 to SA RICHARD W. 
HANSEN by CG 5824~S*, who has furnished reliable information 
_in the past. \ 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classifi 
δ " " since it contains information furnished by CG 5824-s*; 

a“very highly placed source furnishing information on the 
\ highest level concerning the international communist movement. 

The unauthorized disclosure of the information. contained 
therein would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-5* as 
the source, jeopardizing his security, and thus adversely 
affecting the national security. 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

In connection with the information set forth 
in the enclosed letterhead memorandum, CG 5824-S* further 
noted that during his conversations with EVELYN. VAFIADES 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, he had learned that she is 
working for an international youth organization and not a 
Czech CP organization and thus she is ineligible for a 
pension from the CP of Czechoslovakia. Because of her 
age, she requested CG 5824-S* to see what he could do for 
her with the CP of Czechoslovakia regarding a future pen~ 
Sion, Although CG 5824-S* felt Little could be accomplished 
in this regard, he did, prior to his departure from Prague 
on 4/23/65, prépare a letter addressed to the Central Com- 
mittee, CP of Czechoslovakia, concerning this American 
comrade. He requested the Central Committee to give con= 
sideration to a future pension for her as a courtesy to 
the CP, USA. , 

Source advised he had done this in EVELYN VAFIADES! 
behalf because NORMAN: FREED, CP of Canada representative to 
the “World Marxist Review,” would. be departing Prague this 
Summer, 1965, and he would therefore be losing a major contact, 
So, the source believed that if he maintained good relations 
with the VAFIADES', he would still have a source which could 
be considered reliable. He further noted that JOHN VAFIADES 
had agreed ἕο cooperate with him although hé does not feel 
that VAFIADES is of: the same caliber as NORMAN FREED, 

In order to provide additional security to the source, 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown as having been 
made at Washington, D.C. 



- WEeATE O1-06-E2012 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

in the past, during late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

_- _ .Evelyn, both former Americans, continued to reside in 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, Johv Vafiades is- employed by thee - - - -- 
World Federation of Trade Unions at its headquarters in 
Prague, 

international youth organization. Both of the Vafiades' 
are current dues-paying members of the Communist Party, USA. 

DECLASS IFICATION AUOTHORDITY DERIVED FRG: ᾿ 

PRET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GOIDE : ᾿ " 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to. your 

-it and its contents are not to be.distributed outside 
your agency. oo -- 
agency; 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE wos 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION: " 

Washington, Ὁ. C. 

May 12, 1965 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA _... . 
re a paaaame meee ieaiamadenal 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 

As of April, 1965, John Vafiades and his wife 

and his wife. Evelyn is employed in Prague with an 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the origina 
and three copies each and for New York one copy each of t 
following captioned letterhead memoranda: 

1) "Professor (First Nam ns 
ce); Mémber of Delegation! From i 

ately ‘in Prague, Czechoslovakia, April, 
“T965" " ΗΝ 

“ἡ 2) ΕΝ First Secretary , ‘Sy 
| xP Centrarconmtttee, Conmunist onmunist Party of 
ae Uruguay" Y AME VL ees . ΜῈΝ ΝΣ 

I 3) "Tims πιο eev , Institute_of World,_ | 
ζ Economy ΔῊ nternational Affairs, USSR es 

~Acadeny~ Of “Science, “Moscow, USSR", 
“BLS AR 

4) "Frantis eitKepta International Department 
Gentine ae Communist Party of ᾿ 
Czechoslovakia" - - te τ πον 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter-~ 
head memoranda was furnished by CG 5824-S*, who has sure ged 
reliable information in the past, to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE dnd 
RICHARD W. EPNSEN on oth tonal 5/1 and 11/65, Af 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

" . 

The enclosed letterhead memoranda have been classi~ . 
fied " an τ since theycontain information 
furnished by CG, 5824-S*, a very. highly placed source furnishing 
information on the Highest level concerning the international 
communist movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the infor- 
mation contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as. the source, jeopardizing his security, and ‘thus 
adversely affecting ‘the national security. 

“ In order to. provide additional security to the sourcé, 
the enclosed. letterhead memoranda have been shown as having been. 
made at Washington, Ὁ. C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to : 
File No. Washington, D. Ὁ. 

May 12, 1965 

PROFESSOR (FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) DONNENNI 
(PHONETIC), .MEMBER OF DELEGATION FROM . 
ITALY IN PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, APRIL, 
1965- τ ᾿ς =e . , home 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

During mid-April, 1965, there was then in Prague, 
' Czechoslovakia, one Professor - (first - name unknown) Donnenni - -- 
(phonetic) who was’ a member. of.a delegation from Italy. 
Donnenni advised that he δᾶ been in the United States for 
a period of approximately eight years and during this time 
had edited an Italian language newspaper in the country. 
When in Prague, Donnenni stayed at the official hotel of 
“the Communist ‘Party of: ‘Czechoslovakia- (CPCZ)-and-based--on- - --—— —-~ 
this it would appear that he was in Czechoslovakia as a 
guest of the CPCZ and that -his delegation would have been - - 
an official delegation of.the Communist Party of Italy. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Ο 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Piease Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

May 12, 1965 

RODNEY ARISHMENDI, FIRST SECRETARY, 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
URUGUAY | ΝΕ ; 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

Rodney Arishmendi, First Secretary, Central Com- 
mittee, Communist Party of Uruguay, was in Moscow, USSR, 
during the period of March 1-5, 1965, when the consultative 
meeting of nineteen Communist Parties was held there. 
Arishmendi, however, did not attend this meeting as either 
a delegate or as an observer. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

May 12, 1965 

Pheact 

TIMUR TIMOFEEV, INSTITUTE OF WORLD ECONOMY 
AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, USSR ACADEMY OF 
SCIENCE, MOSCOW, _USSR_. oe - 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

In April, 1965, it was learned that Timur Timofeev, 
son of the. late Eugene Dennis, General Secretary, Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA), who is now acting as Deputy Director, 
institute of World Economy and International Affairs, USSR 
Academy of Science, Moscow; USSR, has prepared a thousand-~ 
page thesis for his Doctorate Degree. In the very near 
future, Timofeev will appear before a scholarship board for 
a decision as to whether a Doctorate Degree will be awarded 
him on the basis of his completed thesis. If he gets this 
degree, the additional prestige he will receive plus the 
-eurrent ‘position he holds--in the Institute--witl rank him - — 
high among the leading scholars in the USSR. However, it 
‘was also learned that there is some possibility that Timofeev 
may run into a problem when he appears before the board. One 
of the members of this board is (first name unknown) Geyevsky, 
the author of the book entitled, "Servants of Monopolies.” 
This book of Geyevsky was very severely attacked by Gus Hall,. 
General Secretary, CP, USA, several years ago because of the 
author's alleged complete lack of understanding of the American 
labor movement and some remarks contained therein that were 
extremely critical of the trade union movement. Geyevsky is 
aware of Timofeev's background and connections with the CP, USA 
and could. conceivably be a stumbling block to him at this time. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. ᾿ 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

May 12, 1965 

saptes. 

FRANTISEK KOPTA, INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL 
COMMITTEE, .COMMUNIST PARTY OF. CZECHOSLOVAKIA |. . 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during late April and early May, 1965, advised 
as follows: 

As of April, 1965, an individuai identified as 
Frantisek Kopta was on temporary assignment to the Inter- 
national Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of 
Czechoslovakia (CPCZ). Kopta normally is-employed by the 
Central Committee, CPCZ,.and works for the Committee on 
matters relating to light industry in Czechoslovakia. Kopta 
just after World War If worked for a few months with the 
United Nations Relief .and Rehabilitation Administration 

UNRRA, -he had during the Stalin period in Czechoslovakia. 
almost lost his life. He states it was only because of 
luck and his long-time Party membership and association 
with Antonin Novotny, First Secretary, Central Committee, 
CPCZ, that his life was finally spared. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
‘your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) σζ- 

FROM : .SACS~CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandu ntitled akin i M. Bum ants " randum e ed, exei CM, Bunya sey. γᾷ 

- The information appearing in the enclosed letter— i 
head .memorandum was furnished on 4/27/65 to SAs RICHARD W, 
HANSEN and: WALTER A. BOYLE by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished 
reliable -information in the past. 

\ 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
᾿ς 't since it. contains information furnished by _ 7 
CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as ‘the source, jeopardizing his security, and thus 
adversely affécting the national security. Cede 

CG 5824-S* advised that the information in the 
enclosed letterhead memorandum was obtained during the course 
of a contact while he was in MoScow with NICOLAI INOZENSTEV, 
Deputy Chief Editor’ and now Acting Editor of “Pravda.” 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made ag Washington, D.C, 
1-f/5 PB with - ΓΝ 

ay, - Bureau Cuele. 4 4). ¢RM),,, πες: Ὡ / do ΧΩ ση, UGK as 
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In Reply, Please Refer to + Washington, D.C. 
File No. May 12, 1965 

Duy¥ing late April, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

ΤΥ was recently learned from a Source who is ina 
position to know that Alexei M. Rumyantsev is still very. ill 
and is confined to a sanatorium. Rumyantsev is the Editor- 
in=Chief of "Pravda," official organ of the Central Committee, 
Communist Party .of the Soviet Union. In his absence, the 
Deputy Chief Editor, Nicolai Inozemstev, is now the Acting 

- “Editor-of Pravda. 

- outside -your--agency.-  .. —=... 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions. of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SACS CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: ( ‘SOLO! | 
Is-- ὁ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the oritss 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
tlemorandum, -entitled,- ~(AlexandersSobolev, Executive Secretary, 
"World Marxist Review" Μ 

‘The information appearing in ‘the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 4/27/65 to SAs RICHARD W. 
HANSEN .and WALTER A. BOYLE by CG 5824~S*, who has. furnished 
reliable information in the past. 

‘The, enclosed. letterhead memorandum is. classified 
μ " since it contains information furnished by 
σα 5824-S*, ‘a very: highly placed. source furnishing informatio 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and thu 
adversely affecting the national security. 

The source advised that this' information was obtained 
Ijduring the course of his discussions with the staff of the 
world. Marxist Review" in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 3/16-29/65, 
and: during the latter part of April, 1965 — 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made tle D.C. 
CE: E13 @ IB cand 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ΝΣ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF. INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. May 12, 1965 

“WORLD MARXIST REVIEW" 
ΡΝ rN OAR ESRI SLE 

ΝΕ During late April, 1965, a-source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past,- advised as follows: 

Alexander Sobolev, Execttive Secretary of the "World 
Marxist Review," theoretical journal of the international 
communist movement headquartered at Prague ,Czechoslovakia,.was 

--during-March-and April, 1965, travelling in, Africa. Since 
there is now a new editor of the magazine, it is expected that ~~ 
he will bring in a number of new staff members. Quite possibly 
Sobolev may not be connected with the magazine for too much 
longer. 

Set πον πο πα -This-.document. contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. “It is the ---- ---- 

- - property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its. contents are not to-be. distributed - - 
outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith: for the Bureaw ; are 3 copies 
‘and for New York l'copy of, an informant.’s statement cap- 
tioried, Beatrice Siskind: Johnson, ‘The Worker’ Correspondent, ' 
Havana, Cuba. 

The information set forth : ‘in: the enclosed informant’s 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished. 
reliable information in the past,: on 4/27 and ‘28/65 to SA 

| 6 RICHARD w. HANSEN. ᾿ : νος 
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BEATRICE SISKIND JOHNSON, “THE WORKER" σα 
CORRESPONDENT, HAVANA CUBA. 

sk aébngon ,_cuxrent, .cornespondert, . 
for "The “Worker in Hav Cuba, has been attempting to 

"havea trip -avthorized for “HerseLt to thé Soviet Union for 
purposes of rest and vacation. In connection with this, 
ἃ representative of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA),. 
daring March, 1965, discussed the matter with representa~ 
tives of the international, Department, North and South - 

’ American ‘Section, Central Comnittee, Communist. Party of: 
“the Soviet Union (CPSU). These. Yepresentatives of the 
International Départment arreed that. it would be all right 
for Johncon to come to the Soviet Union during the Summer 
ΟΣ 1965 and that she could come under the CP, “USA quota 
and thereby they would assume all travel and living expense 
for the ‘eR. ; 

; ‘Since at-the time this. matter was taken up with ᾿ 
° the Snterpitionat Denertcente Central Committee; CPSU, Janes i! 
Ὧν, Jackson, Editor'of “The Worker," was then in the Soviet. _ ΒΝ 
Union, hé was informed of this decision. δὲ the time Jackson |. 
showed no. enthusiasn whatsoever concerning Johnson bein: . 
offdeially. invited to the Soviet. Union and, therefore, the . 
matter was not discusséd further with ‘the CPs. Johnson's . 
name was not therefore placed on the CP, USA quota for- 1965. 

a Subsequently ,. during April, 1965, while in the |. _ 
German Democratic Republic (GDR) , a CP; USA representative " 

- net With officials of the Socialist: Unity Party of Germany 
(SUPG). At this time it yas learned that Johnson had sent - 
an. appealing letter to Gerhart Eisler, head of the Ideological 
Department of Radio and Television. In her letter to Eisler, 
She asked to. be allowed, to come to the GDR and spend a vaca~ 
tion. , The SUPG-has now agreed. to give hex a vacation: at. the | 
seashore.. The. CP, USA representative, upon learning of this, 
“gubmitted | a letter. to the Central Committee, SUPG, thanking ~ 
_then profusély on behalf of the CP, USA for the vacation 
they hdd arranged for Comrade Johnéon. He then directed a. 

_ gonmunitation..to Johnson in Cuba informing her that her 
request for the vacation in the GDR had béen approved and 

" intinated that it had been done with the assistance of ‘the 
ΟΡ, USA, - 

It was ‘aise iearned in, April, 1985, ἡ that. some months 
ago Beatrice Johnson had been in contact with representatives 
of the Communist Party (CP) of Canada at which tine She raised 
the possibility of her coming to Canada and getting Canadian 
citizenship and passport. This natter had keen dis soussed 

- ame ofA 12 “a5 ~~ £ a ' 
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_ between Willian Kashtan, Genexval Secretary, and Tim Buck, 
Chairman, CP of Canada. Kashtan has now reported that 
both hé and Buck feet they can do nothing in assisting 

Johnson at this tine in gotting her Canadian citizenship: 
and. passport. However, they. suggest that if one -of these , 
dayg she want& to get on a ship scheduled to make ἃ 
Canadian ‘stop, that she does this and when it arrives in 

’ Canada just get off and walk away. At this point they 
would take care of her in Canada sokie way or another. 
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CG '5824-S* was contacted, regarding this matter on, 711,65, 

“‘teletypes 3/1-4/65). were written. in-a brief and telegraphic 

. two Parties. The choice of quotes in the message was a device 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

ReBuairtel 5710/65 requesting clarification of 
information furnished by New York airtel and’ letterhead 
memorandum 4/29/65 regarding meeting ‘bétween KOSYGIN and MAO, 

at which time he advised. as, follows: 3 ες a ὟΝ 
4 a 1 

Relative to the’ Bureat.ts ‘observation that. New York 
teletypes of 3/1-4/65 gave the impréssion'that the talks 
‘between. KOSYGIN and MAO were: carried ‘out on..a Somewhat- cordial 

‘basis, whereas New York letterhead memorandum discloses: -much- 
sarcastic language ‘and manner by MAO,: CG 5824- ΒΡῈ, remarked as 
follows. The-radio. messages’ (quoted* verbatim, in ον. York 

“style for econoiny of words: due to. the fact ‘that the message . 
was being transmitted by radio., - Yet the facts as -set forth cin 
the, message revealed the complete disparity of views ‘of the 

- ἴο reveal the severity of the. disagreements. The. actual text 
as transmitted was not composed. by CG 5824-S* and. the lack of 
*coloring" phrases is altogether in keeping with. the stated 
intentions of the Communist Party. of the Soviet Union (CPSU). 
not-to engage in matching vituperation with the ‘Communist Party - 
6f China (CPC), ‘but rather to-make every dftempt to ameliorate 
their differences dnd try: to approach a healing of the schism 
by emphasis .on Some points of possible agreement. While their 
‘hopes in this respect on the specific project of coordinated 
support for North Viet #éit,uinfulfilled, nevertheless. the 
CPSU was not yet prepared. δι éhbnacterize ᾽ν δὴ 2 other 7 ig 
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' Parties the crude, insulting manner of the CPC leadership. 
_ The CPSU chose rather to let the facts speak for themselves 
and thus the CPC would stand condemned in the eyes of the 
international communist movement., 

Relative to the form in which. the KOSYGIN-MAO 
meeting was recorded, CG 5824-S* advised that this was a 
translated. transcription of a stenographic recording of the 
dialogue between the two delegations. As pointed out in 
New York airtel 4/29/65, it was read to the assembled group.i 
listed in the airtel; further, CG 5824-S* briefly scanned 
this document from the files of the Central Conmmittée, CPSU, 
which bore in the title the word "stenogran." The document 
purported to be a substantialgverbatin account of the 

_statements of each participant, thé rejoinders, interruptions, 
ete. The name of the speaker was given and then there would 
follow his comments in the first, person.. 

' With respect to CG 5824-:5Ἐ 56. opinion whether the 
CPSU would give a different slant or emphasis to these events, 

ΝΕ | ‘CG 5824+S* advised that he does not. believe that the CPSU in. 
fact did so nor that it would have been prudent to do so. In 
his opinion the CPSU would be afraid to attempt such a thing 

. because that deception. would soon, catch up with them. From — 
the. source's. discussions with representatives of. other Parties 
and: from what he las read subsequently, hé is of the firm 
opinion that the stenogram was read to all. the other Parties 
present in the USSR and may perhaps have been made available 
in some form to the ather sociatist countries.. If the CPSU 
had made an effort to. give a diffefent.slant or emphasis to 
different Parties in a matter in which so many Parties were 
involved, “it would: Soon come home to roost" to thé detriment 
of the position of the CPSU. 

CG 5824-S* commented that the only emphasis supplied 
during the reading of the document wags supplied by the 
listeners Because some of the statements by the CPC were 

almost unbeTievable. For example, someone exclaimed, “that 
guy, must be nuts!" in reference to MAO during the reading of 
that portion of the stenogram where MAO was expounding on the 
dialectics of health. When MAQ was ranting on about how 
"tough" the CliinéSe dre and that they go around without jackets 
during zero degree weather, someone remarked that ‘MAO was 
following the fascist line of MUSSOLINI, with his Super-race 
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théory. of the physical culture of the Chinese. At other 
places in the reading, people exclaimed “unbélievable" in 

᾿ reference to something that MAO would say. | 7 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
each and for the New York Office one copy each of two informant's 
statements captioned, bec aero eal "Arrangements or 
Communist Party, USA ΜΕ mbérs Vis" France or Italy.' 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant 's 
statements was orally furnished on 4/27 and 28/65 by CG 5824-5S* 
to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

Bureau (Encls. 6) (RM) 
ir New York (100~-134637) (Encls. 2) (Info) hey of 
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rollegdar 2 his attendanee” at the consultative rooting - 
of ninctech Communist Parties ‘held in Koseow,; Kaveh 1, 1035,- 
Gilbert. Greon, one Of the Coxmunist Party (CP), UGA celegates 
to this néectinz, took om eight, ay vacation trip to Volrorrad 

. and to Thilis, “Georgia Coviet OCocialict Republic. Green was 
neromsanied cn this trip by Hyman Lymer and his wifc, Dorothy. , 
Tho, three indivicuals returned to Lescow for 2 brief stay - Ἂ. 

- foliewing which Greon then vent on, to Leningrad for a few days ἢ 
- ond returncd | to. Moscow. From Hosea Green next went to Prame,; ». 

__ Czocheslovalia,. were he eoparted Cusine early Aprik, proeceding 
Ga to Ttaly. aha ge Dm ἊΝ Zerit 

a mmen αν cont 

᾿ Fhilo τς “the Uso, all of GPoen" to tzayol ghd Living 
exponses were taken cara of by tha C2 ef the faviect Uiien. The 
pave npplied τό his cxvences in C=ceckes lovatin, which ware 
taken edrd of by the. CP of Cacckeslovabia. in regard to his 

_ ‘tryin to Italy; Green Financtd this panse of his travel by” ΔΟπΟΥ 
ke δα ποχζουσα becavce he-was unable to cet any - finanedal ee ie 
fesistance from the cP of the covict Uskon, ae ἜΝ Ἴ. 
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ARRANGEMENTS OR, COMMUNIST PARTY, Ὁ. _ 
USA_RENBrRG WISUNNG FRANCE OR ITALY. 

= 

In Harch, 1995, ae ‘a{géusoions with ‘Yeading 
representatives of the Cor ) Party (CP) of France and 
the CP of Italy, they: noted that 4? londins representatives 
of the CP, USA desired to visit their countrics they vould 
take care of then. They advised that they would act as - 
host for such Party representatives and that all that would - 
bé necessary was for these indivicuals to contact Party — - 
headquarters. They stated they would arrange housing, 
transportation, and take care of the expenses for such 
visiting Party representatives while in theix country. | 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, "Monies Provided Communist Party, USA, 
by Communist Party of the Soviet Union as Reimbursement for 
Fares of Individuals Travelling to Soviet Union." 

The information appearing in the enclosed 
informant’s statement was orally furnished on 5/1/65 by 
CG 5824-S* to SAS WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
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MONIES. PROVIDED. COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, ___ 
- - ss BY.-COMMUNIST PARTY .OF THE SOVIET: UNION - - 

oT '"_ ΑΒ PEIMBURSEMENT FOR FARES OF - τορος 
. a ANDIVIDUALS TRAVELLING ‘TO SOVIET UNION * 

. * 

In mid~April, 1865, akgousstons were held with 
representatives of the North ahd South American Section, 

~~ “International Departrent, Central Committee, Communist Party 
- of the. Soviet Union’ (CPa0).,. in Moscow; ISSR, related to the_ 

subject. watter - of reimbursement for. fares. paid by the. 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) for individuals travelling τὸ ᾿ 
the USSR: Based on discussions taking place at this tine;, 

.-the reprosentatives: of the North and South American Section 
authorized 2 total reimbursement in the aréunt of $4,114.00 
as full repayment for all outstanding eclains οὐ fares. The 
breakdown for this relnbursement was as follows: 

. ΕᾺ11 faro for Hyman Luner - 
| ° and’ whfe Dorothy: ἘΞ - φ, ΤΣ 
ες New York, + Mosdoy ,.” ; " & $05.00 | 

το νος ΝΠ eae ap Pana, or : 

an onehalt ον ἢ . 

᾿ Now York, ~ βοδόον | . 550.00 

Lo οτος ‘Tyo. full, fares for Kerk ὃ Θ : ΝΞ 
: me ‘Leichtman ‘and wae Et ἮΝ Pan oo ες New York. ~ Prague, Akia ., | 70Q,00 

Fuld fare for Janes ἘΠ. TACKSon, 
_ New York - Moscow 635.00. 

: Tull fare for Gilbert Green, 7 ΝΣ 
| New: Yors + 7 Moscow — ΕΝ 414.05 — 

᾿ “Full fare Τὸν lbitis Childs, OS 
New York -- Moscow G00, 00 

Total $4, 114, ὍΘ᾽ 

ες : ‘Following thé recoipt. of the above monies From the- 
J CPSU: a. eértain portion thercof was Yoaned or ubi lized a8 
a follows for official purposés of. the CP,. Ἰ5Δ: . 

MEE 42. “ἃς oP, : 
-.} « 

πλζοϑακευ. 

- . ‘ \ 5 

! ΟΝ 
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To Janes Taekdor, Por ‘txip ΝΣ ͵ =. τς 
το AEYI (δι ‘ ae | | τἀ $360 . τι 

To Gilbert. Green: ‘is loan, ο ere . 
$200.00, to be xepaid, addi ὁ ὁὥ ot . 
fare to Ttatly pe * 325,00 © -. . 

‘To Nornan Freed, Prague ',- - ; τς ; ~~ ον 
Cagchoslovakia, 28 reimburSerient «| - 7 ΝΕ 

i. foxy expenses’ in completing, tasks © ΝΕ “ΝΕ 
τι and assignients. tor the CP, USA 79.00 - ν oF 

“ ' , To Karl Letghtmaa for travel . 
. expense a . πόρος 70,00 . ὦ 

“Total ᾿ $074, 0 

Following ‘the above digburserients there. remained a 
total $3, AAO, 00. of. that money Which -hag bean PROVAOHEDY 

εν furnished by- the. CPSU - 

‘ a On Apral 28, 1965, ‘Gus Hall, Gouekal Secretary, oe 
' CP y. TBA; was inforned’ of the -above noted: reimbursement #ron, ; OT 

' the CPSt. and subsequent disbursements and. specifically 
“advised of the availability of the $3,440.00. At this time 

᾿ς Hall instructed that the remaining money. was to be temporarily’. 
“.. . ἘΣ plaged with other: CP, -USA. reserve funds - currently being = : 
po, “maintained in Chiveago. © 

Set forth below is the pertinent information whieh 
appears on the aboye noted 58, 440.00, all in the forn of 
‘Federal Reserve Notes: . | . . 7 

| so, ; | | Ν᾿" oo ΙΒ ΝΣ 
_ Ν oe Dek ἘΞ ΕΞ ες Federal ΝΕ 

τς Π Derbminatior Serial Number . Seri¢s Number - Reserve Bank 

ον τ $100 οὐ ΒΒ 16709238 Α΄ 1950 D - New York, N.Y, 
- τ Ὡς ἘΠ B 13825682 A. - 1950.C - - ‘New York, N.Y: - 

Co δ α΄ τὶ B 16419181 A 1950 ἢ New York, N.Y. ᾿ 
Ἄς ΡΜ oo L 09145513 A. 1950 B ' San Franciseo, Calif. 

ee: . A 01493823 A 1950 A Boston, Mass. — 
“-Ἅ OF EB 09208336. A 1950 Ὁ Richmond, Va. - 

“το ἀπ πο τος ἀἱ Ο800815} Δ | 1950 α΄. - Boston; Nass. ᾿ 
BR L, 08666875, A ' 1950 D | _ San Francisco,, Cali. 

. "* A 03101410 A ' 7950 Cc. . Boston, Mass. 
wt . B 15915038 A 1950 D New York, N.Y, 
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Transmit the following in 
- (Type tn plaintext or cede} 

για... - AIRTEL. __. REGISTERED } | "-" I 
(Priority) ; ὔ ΕΣ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

fr 
Δ SOLo/ 
“IS-t ¢ 

πὶ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three Lev ff 
copies and for New York one copy of an informant's. ᾿ 

* statement entitled, "Discussions with Representatives 
|, of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union Concerning: fi ti 

Matters of Interest to the Communist Party, USA.” 
oat F| 

The information set forth in the enclosed f | 
informant's statementwas. furnished by CG 5824-S*, who Ἐπ σ΄ .32 
has furnished reliable information ἀπ. ‘the past, on 4 f 
4/26-28; 5/3/65, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD YW. 
HANSEN. 

Information concerning individuals mentioned 
in the enclosed informant's Statement is ‘being dissemi- 
nated by Separate communication under individ vk case 
captions. | a ἡ Φ' ‘aif fio? 

Rs A nL Ae 
@-Bureau (Enc. 3) (RM)- . 
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DISCUSSIONS. WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE COMMUNIST. 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION CONCERNING MATTERS OF 
-INTEREST TO_THE COMMUNIST. PARTY USA 

In March and April, “1065, meetings were held with — 
representatives at the offices of the North and South Ameri- 
can Section, International Déepartnent, Central Connittee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) , Moscow, USSR. 
Participating as representatives of the CPSU at this tire 
were Nikolai V; Méstoyets, Head of the North and South 
American Section; Igor- Mikhailov, Assistant to. Mostovets; 
and, André. Urnov,, -efiployee and translator of the North: and. 
South Ancrican Section. Matters taken. up for discussion at, - 
the tine ineluded the. following: 

Celebration of 20th Anniversary of 
the Victory: Over Nazism, MOSeoN, 

a: 10Ξ34, 1960 
es 

The’ CPU wants: sone ο΄ people frou, the Communist 
party, USA (CP, USA) to come to Moscow for the 26th Anni- 
wergary celebration of thé victory over Nazism. The affair, - 
will be held May 10-14, 1965, inclusive. Altogether, 250 
leadihy Barty veterans. “from throughout the world will be 
inviteds The CPsu would like the CP, USA to send fron six - 
to ten Party veterans, Leading conrades - of the caliber of . 

. Gas Hall; Henry. Winstou,. or Bol Thompson, _ ‘The ορϑῦ wih BAY. - 
the expenses for this delegation, . 

' New World fieview" 

‘The CPSU is not happy whth the- publication “Now 
orld Review" edited and. published by Jessica Bnith ‘in ‘New. 
York, They would Like to: cut off the subsidy to'her _ 
dnnediately:, They question why all these years they have | 
been providing her this money in. view of the magazine’ Ss. 
poor character. 

The ep, USA representative. pitesent ΔῈ thes se ‘ais- 
cussions apreed ‘that the character of the magazine Was poor 
but argued that in view of the fact that apparently someone 
in the CPSU: icadership liad cartied on discussions with Sith 
on the matter of the subgidy atid agreed to such subsidy, it - 

"should not be abruptly eut off. In View | of this , the Russians ἜΤ 
4 
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“Delegations. to . Ciba - ἐπ πος τς ae ΝΣ 

nent ‘hag. no part in it and any’ possible. invitation to youths. 

agreed that they would provide the. promised subsidy to Smith 
covering the years 1964 and 1965 but that hereafter there 
would be no guaranteed subsidy. They. indicated that if Smith - 

' hereafter wants additional money, ‘she hust- gome and ask for Lt. 
-ἰ speck ticgi]y.. 

National Counes4 of tnottein-Soviet ᾿ π᾿ τας 
Friendship (NCASF) — 

The .CPSU- is not, satisfied with the current eittation 
existiiig. in the NCASF: “They feel that the orzanization is not. 
‘acecouplishing anything at all... It was theix-suggestion that ᾿ 

᾿ς eonsideration..be given either to Finding a replacement for the 
orpanization or that it be abolis hed completely. 

Minth World Youth. Festival ΝΕ οὖς - 
: in connection With the Ninth, World. Youth Festival . “αὖ | 

scheduled for Algiers, this: summer, .the International Depart+ 

fron’ the United . States being invited ‘to Visit the Soviet Union , 
aftex the meeting closes is.a matter to be discussed with the 
Soviet Youth: Oxgatiigation. This organization. will handle the: a 
invitations: and expenses for any possible delegation. 

if 

Ἐ 

“Phe International Departnept. earinot give any infor- 
τ mation er aid éoncerning possible delegations of.CP, USA youth 

to Cuba. Any discussions on this matter must be taken. up 
diréctly with the Cuban Government. or the Party there. : They 
will, hoyever,-assist in‘ setting up ah appointnent, at the Cuban 
Enbassy: “in Hos scow where it is felt personal contact ty a CP; ᾿ς. ᾿ 
USA rember night give them their answers., They, noted at this, a 
tine that the CPSU doesnot: attempt to speak for the Cuban .- 

'. Barty: nor dogs ΣῈ atteript. to in¥luence their action ὁ on such — 
matters. ΝΣ ; τ 

CP; USA Delegations ‘to- the Soviet Union. “- 7 . | ᾿ ει 

In regard, to. delegations. which may che ‘sent. by the: oP, . 
- YBa to: the ‘USSR for health reasons, vacation, and rest, thé 
A hax iim tine of ‘such stays should be kept within four weeks. 
While other Party delegations visiting the Soviet Union are 

normally limited to three weeks; special consideration has keen 
piven ta thé CP, USA because of their special problens and 
because of distances Anvolved, 

i - 1 ᾿ . - Dw 

1 ᾿ . ᾿ ἢ - "a 

woe ee 



| In 1965 the CPSU WiLL aceept a0 comrades. with 
i .- | ait expenses paid for φερε, vacation, -and health. In __ 
ΝΕ -addition, they Will add three to ‘the quota in order that 

‘Gus Hal! Ἐν fanily<-his wife, son, and daughter~-may cone. 
_ to. the Soviet Union. - However, in‘this latter regard, — 
“if Haltts son- -in-law plaris το; accompany then, his visit 
wild be charged to. the overall quota, 

. In addition to. the above, the ce, WBA nay: Sond, 
"wath all expehSes paid, a délogation of up το tén- individuals.’ 
as ἃ. group. for May Day or ‘Some’ similar event; However, this 
figure would’ not include any special delegations which might 
cone to the Soyiet Union for discussion of ‘Spediak problexs, 
for example the March 1, 1965, meeting, ᾿ 

in regard to youth, delegations, the cPsuU will con— 
‘sider accepting up to 15 youths and. pay all expenses, They | 

_ 1 Would consider for inclusion: in this a delegation of fron 
* Five to seven, persons engaged in: the ‘Negro: réedom -movertent. 

Ἢ such a’ Negro: freedom. movement delegatior-of seven ΕΝ 
i ° . dis sent, thoy do want five of these to be Negroes. They also. 
εὖ | yfwant it "pointed out that all youth representatives forming see // 

. ; λει the Negro freedom movement delegation must ke. Party peopie. 

| In, genera. ,. concerning. all delépations,’ the: CPSU. 
7 ae would prefer leatting Party. people and.in each instance: wants . 
ΝΣ . biographies. on the individtials which would tnciude Party 
mS . activity, profession, ete. | 

ae ες It wag also pointed out. that the period during which - 
any “delegation should visit the Soviet. Union is’ linited to May | 

“ἃ through November 7, 1965. They explained this is the best 
tine for the CPSU: and also best for delegations bédcause of . 
the Bo0a weather and. better facliities available at that tine, 

ie 

ae As to, Per rey. Dennis, the: cpsu. approves her coming to 
a bine: ssi and she nay be included as part of any delegation. oo soe, They will pay all of her expenses and fares. 7 

"On All delegations, the. CPSU will ‘not pay more than 
the faré to and fron the Soviet Union plug. ail living expenses 
‘while puests in theix country, They ‘cannot give anythin? 
nore than’ this ‘and will L not. pay for side trips. to other countries, 

te 

- ξ 7 

Dit. Harry. Rpstein : oe ms ᾿ 

ες - In connection with his. request to cone to. the Soviet 
ΕΝ to. study and write a béok on the topic of dinlectic . 
nater Δ Lisa. and nediedine, this is. not a Party batter witieh is ° 

I 
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oe this ‘List. be linkted to Party PeOpAe 

- ist Yuri Legitzin, Deputy Director, Institute of Organization 

: Tnvitation List for } Official USSK 

- that the Party make this list complete and have it contain 

" Nisiting Groups. Friendly. to” cP, USA 

groups. of individuals who. are good friends and -cloSe- to the a 

- opportunity to view socialist construction: and to » Provide " ; 

handled by the International Department. This is εἰ matter 
which should have becn taken. up. vith the proper Soviet 
Governnent. authorities and in this case with. the’ Medical ΝΣ 

Departnents. In thé future, the Party: Should be alert to ΄. 
-the-handling of these matters with the proper authorities: 
"dn the Soviet Union. They did, however, check ‘into this - 
ratter and found out that what Dr. Harry Epstein desires 
to write they already have and that therefore theré ig no ae 
need seen for his coming to the Soviet Union. It was sug~. 
Rested he get in touch with the Academy of Nedical Science, 
Departrient of History of Medicine, for further informatidn 
concerning the rescarch matter in which hé is: interested. . - 
‘They know of his. project and will send books: and. riaterial. 
to him from there, The spécific person he should write to 

of Health Services, History of Medicine, Academy of Medical 
Sciened, 12. Obickh Strect, Hoscow, USER, . 

ΠΝ 

[ 

Sunctions in United States ΒΝ : ot 

mc ‘The International Départnent: would Jake the. cP, USA 
 €o bting up to date. thet list of individuals who aré to- be 
invited- "to official affaits held at the United Nations in New 
York or at their Enbassy in. Washington, DB. Ο. They sugrested. 

all the names of those individuals, whom they desire to be 
invited to official functions. They further requested 1 thot 

Γ ° Ν 

Complaints’ Regarding tredtnent ot. 

In regard to Gus Hai" ἘΞ complaint that fraquentiy 

cP, UBA ‘when. visiting the Soviet Uniow on. organized tours — τς 
_roteive. only. treatment accorded averare tourists, the Inter; =~. 
national Department will look into this-matter. They will © - an 
gXttempt to: See what can he done to- give such organized “tours τ τ 

them With sozie political indoctrination, oo ! 

“- Am 7 
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᾿ (Type in plain text or code) 
. { 

Via AIRTEL ᾿ REGISTERED ΜΆΤΙ, 1 

᾿ “(Priority or Method of Mailing) 
we ee a Le 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM ‘SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ae 
Ὁ | 

SUBJECT: ‘SOL 
is - Ὁ 

Re New York airtel 4/29/65, to the Bureau enclosing 
letterhead memorandum entitled, ‘Power Struggle in Leadership 
Of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union," 

As a matter of interest for the Bureau, set forth 
‘hereinbelow is information furnished by CG 5824~-S* to 
SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE on 5/1/65, relating 
to the manner in which the source obtained the information set 
forth in referenced letterhead memorandum, This material 
does not strictly constitute what might be termed reportable 
information but we believe it is a typical example of the 
manner in which this source has been able to ferret out 
important items of information and provides some of the color 
dnd background typical of the Solo Missions. It is strictly 
for the information of the Bureau and is not being set forth 
in any other manner for dissemination. 

When questioned as to the manner in which such 
| information of such high import was obtained by him, CG 5824~S* 

furnished the following, which is set forth in a substantially 
verbatim manner: 

I sensed that something was: happening there but I 
realized from past experience that it is no use talking to 
these guys officially because once they are pledged to secrecy ψ' 

| Xe τῳ (RM). τς . La (bbz. L20 0H URE δὲ 
1 - New York (1 0-134637 Info) (RN) 
1 - Chicago ie ) Gn ( wes 18 MAY 18 1955 
WAB:sck — «ἐν 

LH ial ὥς 
Approved aS} Sent ὁ Μ TN 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

they will sit and wait it out. However, ΣῈ you keep your 
ears tuned you can find out what is going on. — 

What caused me to be suspicious that something was 
going on was the following. In Moscow they will show at the 
Central Committee Hotel almost any film that you want to ask 
for. They showed one film called Something like "Silence," 
about which there is a bp debate raging in the Soviet Union, 
In this film they show the war ending, the veterans returning, 
the scandals of the Black Market, etc. Some come back from 
the war loyal, patriotic, and fuli of zeal, The hero of the 
film is one of these. Then the film shows the arrest of this 
fellow's father. It Shows the attitudes of his erstwhile 
friends, students, and particularly a professor in the 
institute, who turned against his father and against him 
because’ His father has been arrested. His response is: not to 
even talk about it. His feeling is that if all these people 
would believe the accusations against his father then he will 
not even speak of it to them. This is. very odd behavior from. 

-a communist. because a communist is always supposeito either - 
confess or discuss. Finally he pointed the finger at the 
Party's Secretary and said, "You are behaving just like a 
fascist... This: has, never been heard of to do this in regard 
toa Party Secretary. ι 

So as I say there is a big debate going on. The old 
time Party people think that this is going too far. They. 
askéd me my opinion, I told, them that I think he went too far 
against the Party. I said that were I this young man 1 wight . 
have been angry, I might have discussed or even argued about 
it, but: f would certainly never accuse ἃ Party Secretary of 
acting like a fascist. ‘These Party guys said yes, they think 
so too. They said the.younger people have it all wrong. As 
a result ΟΣ this discussion I had the feeling that something 
was happening concerning the old days. 

Then I visited old man Mintz (Itsak I. Mintz, leading 
academician in history at the USSR Academy of Sciences), He is 
a historia and participated in every history of the USSR ever 
written since the 1930s, He wrote a four or five volume history 
on the last war. He also has ἃ 16 volume work to his credit. 
He is an old friend of mine, So I saw him again and I got some 
of-this. ᾿ 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

Then, I .called Timmy: (Timur Timofeev, Deputy 
Director, Institute of World Economy and International 
Affairs, USSR Academy of Sciences, and the son of Eugene 
Dennis, deceased, former General Secretary of the 
Communist Party, USA). I told him I wanted to see hin, 
So I went. ovér to Timmy"s apartment and. after the usual 
socializing, I asked him what's new. Now Timmy is sort of 
shaky. a bit. right at this nioment. He just wrote’ a 1,000 
page book for his thesis for his doctoraté. After awhile 
Timmy said let’s go for a walk. At first, in view of my 
physical condition, XI told him I didn't want to go for a 
walk and that I'd rather take it easy. But after thinking 
about it for a bit I decided that perhaps it would be a 
good idea to have a private discusSion with Timmy and so I 
Said, “Let's go." So Timmy and I walked the streets for 
hours. I was so, late getting back to my hotel that I'd 
been locked ont: I had to cross myself and swear to Timmy 
that this information was for ἠδ οὔθ. except maybe, Gus, Hall. 

So you can see that what happens is that you get. 
a Sentence here and there from maybe a dozen or two dozen 
people. Then if you can get a couple of people to give 

. you a few things in sequence it all begins to fit together 
and you get the story. When you get a. ‘bere outline such as 
Timmy and Mévitz gaye’me, theh you get ‘an. idea, whefe to fit 
in the promotions atid @motions. and reshuffling of people _ 
in leadership. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: SOL 
S*- C 

-" 

᾿ ὦ 

ὰ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three ‘copies ΟΝ 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, "Comments, Observations and Opinions of 
CG 5824-S* Relative to the USSR, Peoples Republic of China, 
Vietnam, and the International Situation in General.” 

The information in the enclosed informant’s statement 
was furnished to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE by 

‘Hed CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable information in the past. πω... 

«ἃ This informant's. statement is an amalgam of 
information furnished by CG 5824-S* from 4/26 to 5/6/65. a 

αὖ Although some of the material contained herein may be somewhat 
nih ©; repetitive of information which was furnished separately to the 

Fou, Bureau in letterhead memoranda, such repetitive information has 
spo been included for the sake of continuity. Further, although 

5“, the information at times may be repetitive or similar, it was 
(Ss: i felt that its mention within a different context gave a somewhat 
Π different connotation and therefore was-worth including. This 

information was gleaned from various places throughdut our notes 

from our interviews with the informant, and although some effort 
has been made to provide a sense of logical continuity in the 
statement, it is realized that by the nature of the manner in 
which the information was obtained it does have certain 
heterogeneous aspects. Although this information bears upon 
subjects of international concern rather than purely domestic 
issues, since it eee of a mixture of comments, WA 
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observations and opinions, it was our feeling that the 
information should be set forth in an informant's statement 
rather than ἃ letterhead memorandum and is primarily for 
the. information of the Bureau and for any other use to. which 
the Buredu may wish to put it. 

a 
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. Asa result Of hig travels and discussions, in the - : 
USSR, Czechos slovakia, and the Gérnan Denocratic Republic, and~ . 

‘so. Wis discussions. with tho leadership of numerous Comnupfist -. rer 
¢.. -° Parties, _CG:-5824-S* mide the following coments and observations coo 
we aide expresééd some opinions ‘relative- to the Antefnatsonat τ τι ΝΣ 
ΝΞ ΕΞ situation, which ire set forth. ‘peloy: - tee 

1 

- Relative to. the Russian actions, in regard to the 
acccloratcd pace cf the conflict in Vietnan, it appeard that 
the: heat, is on the Russians to demonstrate their support of. ΝΣ 

᾿ _ , North Vietnam and they keep ropeating that they are sending αὐιᾶξο. - 
ὑπ “and Supplied to North: Vietnam. At thé. same time the. leadership 
sy OF Czechoslovakia has been bringing pressure. ‘to béar- on. the .« |: ΕΣ 

- Russians, telling them. that they want: guarantees. on the Western “Ὁ > 
front ard the Mongotians keep: asking. ‘what is HORNE, to ‘happen on 
their frontier. : oF 

In addition to sending arne and supplies, the Rus sians 
~ gre algo talking about the fact that they are prépared to sent. 

Pet a "volunteers" to: fight alongsidé the Viet. Cong. Recently there 
4. - « Were “sone” comments enanating. εἰ Χο} ‘Washington relative to the vse-- 
-l° .. | of Russian or Chinese volunteers ‘in_which. there were included ~ | 
| comments as ‘to the lead tine, nécessary._ to train ‘these: volunteers _ 

to Tight ia this guerrilla war. The source advised that fron 
| his conversations in Moscow relative to these volunteers, the _ 
πὶ United States authorities should not take the teria “volynteers™ ὁ 
᾿ ‘so literally. ‘The Russians at least’ are not talking about - . 
ἘΝ ᾿ factory workers or students, δέοι, but mean hand-picked special -" .. 
ἜΝ - troops trained in suerritle warfare: “They. would merely have’ ἕο -᾿. 

οὐ τειν be transported to. the area ἀπ. ‘they would be ready-to go. Thug.-* _ 
/o2.. « the lead’ tine does not really. exist at aay. or at most. it 85 τ τ 
τς τὸς quite. short. a τειν at - τες ἢ 

ἐπ - τ 

Riven though, the Russians, are ‘sending arns and | supplies - 
[oF ot. pnd are _taleine about sending volunteers, according to sources ες 

, =. +. ἀπιῆπο USSR such. as. Boris-N. Pononarey, Secretary of the Central 
So Se Committee, Conkunist. Party ot-the: Soviet. Union - (GPS) , Nikodad γεν 

aa οἰ Mostovets 5, Head. δὲ the North: and ‘South Anerican Section, ΝΣ 
ΕἸ . - - — ΕἸ _ " τς ΜΕΝ ὍΝ : _ 

m_ - a - - - -- ae 

“ 
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international “Department ; ‘Central. ‘Colimittee, ‘CPSU, and, τον 
Vitaly G. Korianov, Chief Deputy of the International ᾿ 
Department, Central Committee.;- CPSU,, ‘éhe Russians. have been 
trying to. keep. this conflict in Vietnam from. flaring up any 
further, They were emphatic that they weré opposed to such 
tactics of the Viet Cong such ‘as. the bombing of the United 
States Embassy in Saigon. ’ 

In regard to. Bisctssions by the Russians with the 
τ τ North Vietnamese and the North Koreans relative to.attendance.. 

at the March 1 meeting; while the Russians did not succéed “in - 
getting then to attend. or publicly support the March I meeting, 
they did agree not. to attack. the - ‘teeting as ‘the Chinese. were 
doing. These Parties pointed out that they are under great 
pressure from the Chinese and there are certain things they 
just cannot do. In their discussions with the Russians, the 
North Vietnamese and North Koreans. explained what their. = 
problems aré with the Chinese; they did not attack the Chinese. 
but were just attempting to point out, why δον. have no: freedon 
of ‘choice in the. world movement . - 

” + ' ω + 

+ 

what: the Russias: tried to. impress upon: everyone was 
that they reached some very definite agreements with the North 
Vietnamese and the North Koreans on furnishing arms to. then, 
especially tothe North Vietnamese. During ‘the course. of the 
discussions with Mao Tse-tung; Premier Alexei Kosygin made 
some yery concrete proposals ‘about setting up a joint staff on. 
participation. and aid for: thé Vietnam struggle. -Kosygin also 
made concrete proposals on shipping “arms ‘through ‘China, The. 

~~ t 

Chinese. ‘turned him down cold -on joint participation; on plans, . | 
ete. Thé Chinese. absolutely refused to allow the Russians 
to pass’ through China with arms for. North. Vietnam... The 
Chinese stated: "ΤῈ you do that you might nevex come back. 
You wight want to occupy us and: Vietnam." The: Russians: 
replied: "When did we do that? We never tried to do anything 
like that: When, your ‘port of Shanghai was thteatened ig the 
R9502s- we sent our hest air force groups there, to. ‘help ‘you 
defent it© When the danger was over, they.came home: We 
didn't try -to occupy then; why should we do it now?" But the 
Chinese were adamant. The ‘Chinese. also. flatly refused to. allow ᾿ 
the Russians to fly over their territory in any large way, δος 
as with big fleets of bombers or heavy . laden supply- transports . 
or their most advanced fighter planes; the last two of which 
“would” have had το Ἰαπὰ for refueling ἀπ China. After uch 

Ξι - a - - 



-. τς _ageumont ; "the ‘Russians. wére finally able-to get an agreénient ΕΝ 
τῷ τ : fron, the. Chinese. to. allow-theri to ship through China α-- + 
τ τος -2ipkted anount of atms, but. the Chinese. retained the. right: to 
oo ¢ontrol these Bhiptents:’ Except for sone: flights which might 

be termed regularly schetuled flights,-the Russians’ still . 
were not flying- any flights over China to Vietnam. Although 

᾿ς the Russians did say as Iate as April; 1935, that-they vere - 
. Ὠλνληρ ἃ rough tine- getting their tatest planes and missiles : 

τς ν _ to Victnan, thoy did state that ἐμὸν were petting sorte 
i " (Mate#ial through, Comment was made; hovever, that in sone- 
>. τ eased ttchad beon found that in: permitting: sone. Russian, 9" 
a a haterial through -the Chinese: had marked this materiak in such - 

a4 way 48 to indicate they wore of Chinese Grigin: tather then 
; του the Russias. The information that some material ‘is. 

-- | gotting-through to Vietnam came not only from Russian Sources »- 
but. BIRO fran Czech and East (Gorman sources. 

4 

“According to. Russian sources s,; in the last. part: or 
7 τ February, 1965,. Kosygist -promiscd the North Vietnamese. thee 5... 
~“datest, type of Russian MIG: tightars: They would -have απο, 
at ‘put, the ChineSe aré the -stutbling blocks and are ‘delaying * 

/ thér. Nevertheless; they indicate that sone. material ἀπ _ 
getting through but’ there is no coordinated effort’ ἢ ἢ. this ὦ τς 
respect “with the. ‘Chines ‘ _ 

The feoling- is that the ‘Chinese want to step Sito τ 
τς this. situation in- their own good: tine. and domindte Lt instead: ~ 

Of the Russians. . A¢cording to. Czech and East Gerinin:sourctes; ος 
“it is their: feeling that, the Chinesd..are: afraid thatthe Ὁ " 

- Russians - tay influence. the North Vietnamese 40. enter Lhto. 
| @iscussions with the Western powers’ to end the confliet .. The 
Chinese foar that they πᾶν. be house trapped. a “oe 

“ΝΞ -ι he Chinese ‘oxpoct that’ they can dispose of thig- 
-. Situation anyway they sée Lit. | Although the situation may” ᾿ 

change’, at this moment ἀπ does. not look as if the Russians — 
“and Chinese wild get together. on. this, ‘The Russians do:not - 
volieve that the’ Chinese’ “are serious about: Sending troops’ to. 
pled North Viethan,.. As they put it, if the: Chinese were. ~~. - 
serious they would not. be parading their troops: along the =. - 
bordor where they can be. obsérved. They are. just making |. ~~ 

“believe and. pretending to fiobiliga. If they reatly were: - 
~Repious ἔμον would haye. hidden theix troops. ᾿ -α 

a «ἈΞ, of April, 1985;, the ‘Yopth Vietnamese. had hesorie ΕΝ 
- Foxy poplar anions all the socialist countries. and. the United © 



“τ. States has: become very unpopular because ‘of the use Gf ‘bombs > 
7 ="  $nd napain on. populated areas. ‘This feeling is. trie -atso of * 
δ τες “the. baeckvard; and underdeveloped nations, . “One iss ue: that ‘has: 
" “peer raised. is. the belict that ‘the! choice ὁ yeapond’ Such BS. ἐπὶ ΝΝ 

“napalm and gas isan indi¢ation of-racial discrinination οὐἉ, .: - 
.. the part of the. United States to use > Such weapons against As. 

sae - HOn~white race, 
a 

Tt would appear that thoré tes ot a party in ary - -᾿ 
ΝΕ ‘part’ of the- world which would not. send some pedple to “fieht-- 

_ With τό. Vietnamese in another-gort of Internationel Brigade - : 
ae " because: ‘supposedly they see another world war an the-naking. ~ ν τὴς 

“Indicative of the extent of this fécling is tho fact that - ~* _~ 
‘ - even the Italian Communist Party (CP) has -sont--a delegation. — - 
[τ oto North Vietnam -ta see what assistance they can render, and _- 

tke Italiens are the least of the “internaticnalists." As. a - 
_resglt it can be seqn that the Chinese. are being put under 
certain pressures also. -If such delegations so into North 

. Vietnam and: Lind, out that the Russians did ‘try fo: send an he 
=. ‘Supplies, weapons ‘and ‘née Ep - ‘North Vietnam but: the Chinose . a πὶ 

᾿ would-not, -let them through, then. this’ hay ‘bring apout a Lox ae | 
of pressure sufficient to. cause. the Chinese to. back ‘dowh sone- 
‘what and gllow this mascive Soviet aid-through. ~The fact that: 
the Chinese are now allegédly letting some of this aid ee 

| would seen to indicate that “there 4s sone. change ip the  * es, 
‘Chinese position, . -- - - 

' In: ny discussions: with ἄϑοβο. readers,” ΕΤΊ is’ ‘ny-opindon - 
εν ὦ that: “these People “are ‘not fools..and ‘do-not. Want war.- However; Ὁ 
oo they ‘believe that if they “allow the United States: to: dontinne. — 

-their argression indiscriminately,” no other country will - a 
belleve their statemonts:. Therefore,” they feel they must do 

— something about it. even. to. the point™ of threatening war. If 
ἧς > - this 45: ποῦ “done ‘now, “Who knows what Qther country might be , 
τ ἐς héxt and their alligs: would. 2 Reel that. the Russians might back 9. 

' ἀν again. AS: a consequence the Bussians: balfeve- ‘thoy muat ες ἢ 
᾿ take Bone ‘Steps, ‘fo reassure ‘thede- atties. . ἡ ΝΞ 

~ > |, 

- 3 Relative τὸ ‘the - Chinosé position’ ai. this “wonent,, the: τι 
Chinese are trying to gain tine. Their first interest, of 2 

- course; would be to sée the. United States. and the USSR “Light 
each other and then pick up ‘the picces themselyes.. In the. —_ 
“meantine, the. Chinese want to: conserva thdir béginnings.of a ὁ: 
Ruclear capacity, They Bre’ proparsag nuclear yeapong. and, ae. 

- Ft. ΓΝ 



“major ongagotent at this tine would ‘be pierature. τον. ᾿ --- 
Coun, Yeally -don"t,-care how many Viétnares ἃ die right hows “wher - Dee Ὁ 
Pe -the Chinese get Anto- ‘Eight, they” want bo be. Able to use. 

" wuclear weapons... . . τ ῦος . - 9 

= πο το τι τ An important aspect of tie problen 1s the eftoct 
τα “of the circumstances on Saviet policy, The Situation in- 

Vietnam plus the German situation may cause the USSR to 
~ τ Spread their nuclear-weapons into- the hands of other -countrics.. 

_ _As. previously noted, tho Russians ‘are: also: uncer. great prossure - 
he ~ from ‘Cuba, Czechoslovakia, the- Gerran: Dextooratic. Republie; - 12.» 
len . θὲς, to-d6é something positive to sten the tide ‘of "Amerigay - 

; | ippertalict appression" in Vietnam and elbethere. MKeduwhile 
- εν the USSR hac gone ahead and is. supplying ‘whatever raterinl is. 

necessary to arm countries and national libexation moyementa. 5“ 
- τὸς - ὅπ various -countries such as they are colin in-the Congo and © 
: they are ἰοληβ σὸ in greate? cuantities. than they were doing a - σα 
ΝΕ τ ΌΔΧ, ago. Thé important thing remains, however, the Soviet . ΠΝ 
«τον - effort to. measure hoy far the Johnson. Administration is going | 
ἐς εἰν πο, Bo.” 6 is. their fear bhat the Nietnan situation may BOON. : ες , 
Ce, “reach the point of no return. Jee ὌΝ ΝΣ 

—_" 
e 

ἔα τς as 

but ΠῚ thoy ave “trying to. get material aid. ΕἸΣ ἘΔ “Ὁ 

— " bail. then ‘out, ne Broblen ἀξ ‘coupiicatod by the’ fact that ΕἾ 
; Vietnamese are. ‘thensolves afraid Of the Chinese. 9“ ~ 

ye = As a result of the present international situation 4 
ὡ the. Russians! ἈΥΘ now-an: something, of -2 spot. ’ They. éanndt - ‘ 

oo δος sconvincingly: Belk the peaceful. coexistence Zine anyrore. The - 
.  -wncorbitted: nations -of ‘the world are observing that-it is "the. 
“tough. guys who are winning?" and their militant. -nationalisn— ἜΣ 

αι ς΄ “makes then. favor the tough: policy... Ag 2 result. ve may. See ἃ. -t 
rash: of guerrilla. wars breaking put, ποιοῖ. the yorla. _ fe το σ ih 

= . the stapied up pace "6. the war in Vietnam, onboaied . 
ry the United States bombing of North Vietnanese- ‘targets, cane - 

᾿ τ ag a very. bad tine fox. Russian -mancuvering. - Right -at that =. 
wet a, > bhme the- “Rug gsians. yere starting ἃ vigoreus campaign to try. τὸ . 

τ Ξ τ Ὁ τς a FO ELLE 



take the Vietnamese away from the ‘Chinese camp, - At that . 
precise time ‘when Kosygin was in Hanoi, holding. his = - 
discussions with their leadership, the United States was 
bombing targets in North Vietnam. This placed Kosygin and 
the-USSR in an extremely difficult position in their efforts 
to try to achieve some negotiated settlenent of the 
Vietnamese crisis. It is interesting to: note that fron ᾿ 
‘what the source could gather in his discussions there seems 
to ke some truth. to the story that the Chinese. how have more 
influcice on the Viet Cong, (the national Liberation front: dn Ν 

. South Vietnan) than, tio. ‘the North: Vietnanese. 

“Phe power strugele Being cartied on within the 
“leadership of the CPSU is not totally unrelated to the. 
‘relationships within the leaderships of the other soéialist 
countries. This power struggle in the USSR must have some 

ον g6flection in these other Parties. These ather Parties cust 
-have sore of the same type people in their. Isadership “aS 
'Kosygin and Suslov in the USSR who aré advocating ἃ returh 
.to the policies of the Stalinist. period. Many of these other 
“teaders are old timers who dan récaki the power which they 

' wielded during the Stalinist days. Sone of them must still 
hanker for the power they had in ‘the old days. It is posstbic 
that the demotion of Vladimir Koucky in Czechoslovakia may be 
ἃ ¥eflection of somé type of power, struggle going on in 
Czechoslovakia, The source indicated that He did know that 
Sone struggle was going of in the Czech leadership Which was- 

~“anti=Stalinist ἀπ nature, and yet Koucky:, who is not 8. 
pro-Stalinist, was. demotéd from Chairman to Vice Chairman of 
the Ideological Investigating Commission. - The source could 
hot ascribe any particular motive for Koucky'"s. dexotion 
inasmuch as it. occurred On the very day the source left 
Czechoslovakia and, therefore, he was unable to obtain 
Additional information. : , 

i - - ᾿ ΝΞ -- -. 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: <sou) 

Enclosed herewith ‘for the Bureau 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, "Art Shields, Worker' Correspondent, 
Moscow, USSR." 

The information appearing in the enclosed 
informant's statement was orally furnished ‘on 4/28/65 by 
CG 5824-S*, to. SAs. WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD ‘W. HANSEN, 
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Do pee gens: τσ τοὶ 
τ -- “WORKER” CORRESPONDENT . ΝΞ : 
ve KOSCOM,_ USSR. | 

In. April, 1955, st was. leaked Ὁ that. Ar dhields, τ τι 
current "Worker" correspondent, Hoscov,” USSR, would Like to — ee. 

“PSturn Ἐς the Waited -sexres thie ΟΣ for a vacation and ΝΣ Ν 
“then xeturn to Moscow for andther year's assiganent. as “os 
“Horker' . ‘correspondent. If. Shields did réturn, his. wife, - 

“Esther, would accompany him to the United States. ΕΝ 

‘It was further Learned that Shields had diseussed | 
this matter with representatives of the North and South 
Axcrican Occtica, International Levertrent, Central Corzzittec, 
Communist-Party of the Soviet Union (cpsu). and that they 
have agreéd that if such a trip ts approved by the CP, USA, 
that. they would accept hin back.” It was further learned that 

- Jakes BE. Jackson, Editor, "The Worker," who. was in Moscow. ~ 
curinr March, 1055, discussed this atter with Shields. and 
at that tine approved his return on: vacation during t ‘the Sumber 
of “1065. . 

τ - On April 25, 1955, Gus Hail, General Secretary, ᾿ς τ 
ΝΕ CP, USA, wag told of Shictds' desire to return to the United — 

ἘΞ Ξ ‘States curing the.sunmer of 1965 for his vacation and then. . 
~~" | | go back to Ios cow for gnothe year' Ss agsignrient as ‘yorker 

eorteripondent. On hearing this, Gus advised, “Nothing doing, 
-- if he comés back herve he must stay." Hall then instructed 5 - 
that Shields be inforred of his decision regarding this nattex. 
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. Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three cop}es 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant’s 
statement captioned, "Possible Visit of Gus Hall to Mexico." 

The information appearing in the enclosed 
informant's statement was orally furnished on 4/26 and 28/65 
by CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD Ἢ. HANSEN. 
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ae _ * ᾿ POSSIBLE’ VISIT or a 
ge ee, GUS HALL TO HEEECO = 

a te ως ς =- - oo. 5’ 

_ ᾿ “in March, 1965, 2 representative of the ‘Communist. 
-ς Party (CP), USA, while in Moscow, USSR, talked to Arnoldo or 
re Yartinez Verdugo, Firs st Secrétary,, CP of Mexico, on thé —— an 
"i... - datter concerning a possible visit of Gus Hall, General © - 
τιν >> Secretary, CP, USA, to Moxicg... Vordugo at this “time "indicated 
>= that sucha visit could be easily arranged and that, the CP of. . 
“. 2° ., Mexico would be happy to meét wat “Halle . Verdugo told the -.- = -- 

“=~ “participating CP, USA representative - that all that was - - ᾿ τς τὶς 
~ τ΄ necersary. in order to prepare\zor such a trip by 511 would - 

᾿ς be for αὐτὶ to contact, Xquier ἀπόττοχο at the address in - 
τ ΜΟΧΙ ity which had, been previously surnished to hin. . Thig | 

“Guutact. should ke provided with the tine when a visit might 
~ -- be géheduled. He then noted that the ΟΡ of He exico would make 

SL, the necessary arrangerents fox Hall. 

SER ee Following the conversation. with Verdugo, Whicb- is 
“lok set: forth abéve, that individual returned. to Kexico where ." 
Ἐς οὐ shortly. theroatter. he yas arrested, and Jailed by the Mexican, . 

- Police, ΜΝ 7 ; Hoe 

en: *);\ Apel 28, 1965; Gus ‘Bat , General Seeretary, mn 
7 CP,,. USA;.. #as told ‘about: the discussion. which had been. held in 
στ τς March, 2965, #ith Verdugo coné¢erning a. possiple yisit by Hall. 
"7. Hall waa tol@ that all that’ was. necessary for-him td take Such’ 

᾿ ‘ a trip would be for ‘him to. supply a date and all.arrangenents 
could then be made. At this point, Hall remarkéd that he ~ 
cannot -travel to Mexico at this time: ind had no plans to 

- _trayel there din the near future. Hall then romarked, howeyer, - 
*- ' ‘that he was, considering sending - Carl Winter Nout" to visit ca 
ΕΣ few Latin Angrican countries. - 

τ το πὶ = sents " x? ἢ «ὦ: if - fi : πὶ 

fo akg?” τ 
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Transmit the following in, 

, Date: 5/13/65 

(Typé-in plaintext or code) 
1 

Via ___AIRTE REGISTERED -MAI I 
; (Priority) ~ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI .(100-428091) 

FROM: ‘SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

and three copies an 
memorandum entitled 
Published by USSR 
Nenana 

letterhead 
‘USSR, Magazine, ' 

ἂν The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
δ ‘head, memorandum was furnished on 4/29/65 by CG 5824-S*, who 

has furnished reliable information in the past, to SAs WALTE 
7 ἃ. BOYLE and RICHARD Ἢ, HANSEN, 

fhe énclosed letterhead memorandum is classifie 
ΩΝ | “ since it contains information furnished by 
CG. 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing informa- 
tion on the highest level concerning the international 
communist movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the 

information contained therein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, 
and thus, adversely affecting the national security. 

source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D.C. - REC BP ; el: 

Bureau (Enc. 4) (ΕΜ) /O6 , air ,ᾧΚὶ -- 
wed Gatreat ¢ (10-389687) (Be 1) (info) (RM) -ὦ τἰἰδϑ 

In order to provide additional security to the " 
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FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
DATE O1-i3-2£012 - - : Q Α΄... ow 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

BDECLAGSTIPICATION AUTHORITY DRETVED FRON: 

ij 

o 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer'to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

May 13, 1965 

"SOVIET LIFE," FORMERLY "USSR MAGAZINE," 
PUBLISHED BY USSR EMBASSY IN UNITED STATES 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

It has been learned that the USSR is seriously 
considering not renewing the contract with the United States 
firm which is currently printing for them the publication. 
"Soviet Life," formerly known as "USSR Magazine," published 
by the USSR Embassy in the United.States. This magazine 
is published under reciprocal agreements between the Govern~ 
ments of the United States and USSR. These agreements 

.... provide for the publication and circulation of the magazine 
"Soviet Life" in the United States and the magazine "America" 
in the USSR.. The USSR may then instead of publishing this . 
magazine in the United States publish it in the USSR -and then 
Ship it to the United States for circulation. The basis 
for sucha decision would be the saving of some additional 
United States dollars because of the continuing shortage 
of hard currency. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 

(oe. 4207 - 49S Ὁ 
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’ Transmit: the following in - — 
" (Type'in plaintext or code) ~~" 

ἡ Vig. AIRTEL . REGISTERED MAIL _ Θ᾿ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI. (100-428091) 

- FROM: SAC, CHICAGO: (134-46 Sub 8). 
. {2 yO ΠΝ 

SOLO 

13. -οἼἼ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies éach and: for Néw York one copy each of the 
following captioned. letterhead niemoranda: 

μι Oe σ 9 "Joint Communist Party, USA = Communist arty ἢ 
of Canada Training ‘School, Canada, 1965" 

- ¥ oe 2) "“(Fitst. Name. Unknown) Carlisle. (Phonetic)., Ri! 
. a VAG General Secretary, Communist Party of 
A ay 7 Paraguay” - 

- κἢ ; 

ee 3). "Twentieth Anniversary Celebration of the’ 
τ πὶ ; Liberation of the German Péople From 

Fascism, Berlin, May , 1965" 

- The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead . 
᾿ _ memoranda was furnished .by.CG 5824-5ἙῈ, who has. furnished 

reliable information in the past: to ὟΝ WALTER: A, BOYLE and 
RICHARD W, HANSEN; on 4/26; 27; 5/8 and 13/65; 

The enclosed letterhead: memoxanda. are classified 
. (CORP and. "@@# 5] T since they contain information 
furnished by -CG 5824~S*, a ‘very highly placed. source furnishing \ 

7 LB Ce he) cain) ie ureau nc, 
βὰς York (100- 134637). (Eine, 3)4 ). RM) δες Ξε : it 7795 ‘iy a 
1-Chicas Ὁ ; a “ 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 
- 

information on the highest lével concerning the international 
communist movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the infor- 
mation contained therein would, by its. nature, tend to identify 
CG. 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and thus © 
adversely affecting the national security. Ἢ 

i 

In connection with the letterhead metiorandum dea Llirg 
With the joint CP, USA ~ CP of Canada training school, CG 5824-S* 
advised. that this. information was developed during ἃ meeting 
held in Prague, Gzechoslovakia, on 3/19/65 between WILLIAM 
KASHTAN, General Secretary, CP of Canada; and NIGEL MORGAN, 
a. leading member of the CP of Canada, with HYMAN LUMER and 
himself.- Subsequently., during the last week of 3/65 LUMER 
also met with NORMAN FREED: at the hospital in which the latter 
was confined in, Prague for continuing discussion. At the 
meeting on 3/19/65 LUMER briefed both KASHTAN and MORGAN on 
the 3/1/65 consultative meeting of 19.CPs which had been held | 
in Moscow, USSR, and at which the CP of Canada had not been 
represented, 

In connection with the information, appeating in the 
letterhead themorandum concerning, (FNU) CARLISLE (ph), General 
Secretary ; CP of Paraguay, the source advised that he first 
saw this individual in 2/65 while he' was en routé to Moscoy 
and then saw Him again briefly when he, the source, was - 
returning to Prague in 4/65. The source feit that he could 
identify a photograph of this individual if it was desired 

᾿ and available. 

In connection with the letterhead nemorandum on the 
20th Anniversary celebration of the liberation. of the German 
people from Fascism, the source noted he received the documents 
during the course of his first trip to the German Democratic 
Republic in early 4/65. They. were printed in the German | 
dJanguage. These items were translated by the Translation 
Unit, FBI Laboratory, and returned to Chicago ὃν letter dated 
5/11/65. 

In order to. provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memoranda have ‘been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D. Cc. 

t 
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" UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. C. ion 
File ‘No. 

May 13, 1965 

JOINT COMMUNIST PARTY, USA - COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF .CANADA TRAINING SCHOOL, CANADA, 1965 . 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during early May, 1965, advised as follows: 

Preliminary discussions have now been held between 
representatives of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) and 
the Communist Party of Canada (CPC) relative. to a joint 
training school to be held in Canada in 1965. There will be 
additional discussions on this matter once Norman Freed, 
current CPC representative to the "World Marxist Review," 
official theoretical organ of the international communist 
movement headquartered in Prague, Czechoslovakia, returns 
to Canada during the Summer of 1965, 

" “As of March, 1965; it was tentatively--decided - — . 
that this training school will have a three-month course 
of study with the opening session to commence in either 
september or October, 1965. There will be one comrade 
from the CP, USA on the school's staff. Courses now being 
considered will include philosophy, political economy, 
and history of the international labor movement. There 
will also be special lectures dealing with problems relating 
Specifically to the United States and to Canada. 

As of March, 1965,. a total enrollment of twenty 
was being considered for this school consisting of ten 
students from each Party. All expenses of the students 
Will be taken care of while they are enrolled. In the case 
of married students, they are considering paying a $50 a 
week subsidy to their families. 

| moh sPogier 
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JOINT CP, USA - CPC TRAINING ἨΡ S ET 
SCHOOL, CANADA, 1965. 

No attempt will be made to arrange any elaborate 
cover for this school in Canada. The CPC will acknowledge 
the school and the fact that it 15 being held. It will be 
described as a Canadian Marxist school and they will locate 
it in normal places in order to avoid arousing excessive 
curiosity. However, the fact will not become known generally 
that there is participation in this school by representatives 
of the CP, USA. All financial arrangements for the school 
are being worked out by the CPC with representatives of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). The size of the 
budget being presented to the CPSU for this school and the 
amount that the CPSU will supply the CPC for financing this 
activity are unknown. 

Norman Freed will head this-school and will be 
responsible for maintaining its ideological standards. He 
will be the individual to meet with the CP, USA representative, 
most likely Hyman Lumer, Editor of "Political Affairs,” the 
theoretical organ of the CP, USA, for the final formulariza- 
tion of school plans. Meetings between these individuals 
Will occur’ sometime after Freed's return -to-Canada.-- — -. . — 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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we UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to "> Washington, D. C. 
File No. . 

May 13, 1965. 

(FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) CARLISLE (PHONETIC), 
GENERAL SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF . 
PARAGUAY “ΕΝ - 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late April, 1965, advised δὲ follows: 

In the latter part of February, 1965, an individual 
holding the title of General Secretary of the Communist Party 
(CP) -of Paraguay and identifying himself as (first name 

a “unknown)~Carlisle (phonetic) -arrived. in- Moscow, USSR, via _ ΒΝ 
Prague,.Czechoslovakia. He.subsequently went from Moscow 
to Havana, Cuba, but was back in Moscow during early April, 
1965, Carlisle, if this is his true name, indicated the had 
attended the Latin American Conference of Communist Parties 
held in Havana, Cuba, during November, 1964, and had gone 

_ there withthe purpose in-mind--of -picking-.up..additional..— . --... 2 | 
support for his Party in Paraguay: He also noted that at 

_ the present time there was little guerrilla activity. in - - 
his country but that it could flare up again αὖ any time. 

This: document. éohtains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It.is the. property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it-and its contents are not to.be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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ἐν . " UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL: - BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

- . May 13, 1965. 

CON AL 

TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OF THE 
LIBERATION OF THE GERMAN PEOPLE FROM | 
FASCISN, BERLIN,. MAY, 1965 ες | 

. & source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during late April and early May., 1965, advised 
as follows: 2 

The Socialist Unity Party .of Germany (SUPG), in 
connection with the Twentieth Anniversary celebration of 
the: ‘liberation of the German people from Fascism on May - 
8, 1965, organized a two-day affair scheduled for May 7-8, . 

~- 1965,.-in. Berlin,..German Democratic Republic. (GDR) . Invi- 2. ww 
tations were sent out by the SUPG, ‘to various. Communist and ~ 
Workers: Parties throughout the. world inviting them. to attend - 
and participate in théir ceremonies. The SUPG agreed to ‘pay: 
travel costs and expenses for certain of the visiting, 4616. 
gations. 

wl me στὰς 

~ 

- τ -- --- - ᾿ὕὔ.ὖὸὃὖὔ;ὺ΄.β:...-.-. 

“The text of the “formal invitation “sent out by the "~~ 
_SUPG to. the various Communist and Workers Parties in: regard 
to this Twentieth Anniversary celebration was: as follows: τ -- 

"Socialist Unity Party of Germany. 
Central Committee 

Berlin C2 - Werderscher Markt - Haus Des Zentralkomitees — 
Ruf 20 05 81 

᾿ς "TO. the Communist Party of the 

“Dear ‘Comrades, 

"On May 8, 1965, will be the 20th anniversary of 
‘the liberation of the German people from fascism, The world- 
historic victory. over fascism was the result of the. fight 
of the anti-Hitler coalition to which the Soviet Union made 
the greatest contribution. 
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TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OF THE CONE IAL 
LIBERATION OF THE GERMAN PEOPLE FROM 
FASCISM, BERLIN, MAY, 1965 

"In the German Democratic Republic the people took 
the lessons from history and established a new, socialist 
social order whose highest principle is the protection of 
peace. Thus, German imperialism and militarism were deprived 
forever in one part of Germany of the fundamentals of their 
policy of conquest. 

“In the other part. of Germany rearmament, anti- 
communism.,and revanchism have become state policy. A new 
dangerous situation in Europe has arisen through the endeavor 
of the Bonn Government to obtain power over atomic weapons, 
an atomic mine belt on the border of the German Democratic 

- Republic and CSR and the plans of the camouflaged warfare. 

"On. the 20th anniversary of the liberation we think 
of the victims of the anti-fascist resistance struggle. This 
day is also for us a reminder and obligation to strengthen 
the common fight; in particular, of the peoples of the European 

__._ continent, against _the danger of an atomic world conflagration. 

"In the interest of the solidification of the brotherly 
relations. between: our parties the Central Committee -of-the ae 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany invites a leading representative 
of your party to participate in the festivities on May 8. 

"We shall be grateful for your prompt answer, 

"With socialist greeting, 

“Central Committee of the 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany 

/s/ W. Ulbricht 
First Secretary" 

Included with the above invitation sent out by the 
SUPG was the following "program" for this affair: 

ee "PROGRAM 

of the festivities on the occasion of the 20th anniversary “of 
the liberation of Germany from fascism. 

- 2 - CON TIAL 
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TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OF THE CONF TIAL 
LIBERATION OF THE GERMAN. PEOPLE FROM 
FASCISM, BERLIN, MAY, 1965 . 

"May 7, 1965 

10:30 o'clock Festive act of the Central Committee 
of the Socialist Unity Party, of the 
State Council, of the Council of 
Ministers and of the National Council 
in the Dynamosport Hall. 

National Anthem. 

Festive address, speeches of the 
fuests. 

20:00 o'clock Festive event-in the Friedrichstadtpalast - 
Cultural program, 

"May 8, 1965 

Jn the morning ~ ~ Deposition of-a-wreath in-Berlin at. 
the Memorial Place of the Socialists, 
at the Monument of Honor in Treptow .. 
and at the Admonishing Monument of the 
Victims of Fascism and Militarism (Unter 
den Linden). . 

15:00 o'clock Start of the peace journey in Berlin 
(Jahn Sportpark). 

In the afternoon Public festival in the residential areas. 

20:00 o'clock Festive reception of the First Secretary 
of the Central Committee of the Socialist 
Unity Party and Chairman of the State 
Council, of the Chairman of the Council of 
Ministers and of the President of the 
National Council in the House of the State 

_ . Council in Berlin." . 

Among the various Communist and Workers Parties. . . — 
which received the above invitation to participate was the 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA). However, it has been learned 

-- 

-3- CONF JPENTIAL 
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ἐπε racdeded ΝΝ 

TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OF THE co TIAL 
LIBERATION OF THE GERMAN. PEOPLE FROM - oo. 
‘FASCISM, BERLIN, ΜΑΥ;, 195. - 

that because of the time factor involved and problems which 
developed in regard to securing passports, the CP, USA did 
not send,a delegation to participate. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be- distributed outside 
your agency. 



Date: 5/13/65 

Transmit the following in 
{Type in plaintext or. code). ᾿ 

Via ἀπ. REGISTERED MATL 
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ΡΠ _ —_—_—_—_—_ ππὶ πὶ πα μὰ πὶ πα 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091} 

‘FROM: SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B): 

nclosed for the Bureau are three copies and (Mey 
7 for New-York one copy of an informant's statement cap- — 
‘ ; tho "Reimbursement of Money. to Communist Party, USA 

World ‘Marxist Review' for Mailing of Publiéation ‘to 
ge-and-University Libraries and 'VIPs' in the United 

‘States. "9/6 
en oe ᾿ 

The information appearing in the enclosed 
informant's statement, was furnished on 5/1/65. by CG 5824-S*, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, t.o: SAs 
WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

“5... 
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ΝΞ REIMBURSEMENT “OF ‘MONEY TO COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ~~ 
ee το . BY "WORLD MARXIST REVIEW" FOR MAILING OF PUBLI-. - 
aes.  . | CATION ΤῸ COLLEGE AND. UNTYERSETY TLIBRARKES AND sO 
me ” BVIPS" IN THE UNETED ‘STATES  - _, ΜΙΝ 

foe > Approxitiately. a year ago, a representative of the. 
ΝΝ “World Marxist Review," official theoretical organ of the 
OF " anternational communist. movement which headquarters in Prague, 
“= τὸς Gaechoslovakia,: agreed. “that their publication would subsidize-_ 
=> >, the -Communist Party, - USA (CP, USA) for the mailling-.of- the - 
τιν oe “World Marxist Heview" to various leading college and: university 

- Libvaries as well as to ViPs in the United States. Ih line 
. With this, the ΟΡ, PSA undertook the task of such καὶ nailing 
put as of February, 1965, claimed it had never been reimbursed — 
Ly the publication Por. these costs 

- Based on the foregoing, 2 . reprosentative of the ΟΡ, 
οτος USA in March; 1965,. took -this matter up at the "World Marxist 

ΝΕ Review" headquarters in Prague, While a representative of. 
- the “World Marxist Review" clained that. there had been sone -.'- .. 

partial settlement of this matter of mailing costs of the-- ~~. 
_ "World Marxist Review" through the CP of Canada to an -unnaned - 
‘CR, USA menber, they. teyertheless agreed to reimburse the CP, 
USA at the rate agreed. upon, _This previously agreed rate 
{was $324 per month and they provided for such reimbursement 

' | for the 14 months ‘up, to and through February, 1965, As a-- 
ΕΝ .-} ‘tesult. of this,. they turned over to 5 ΟΡ, USA representative . 

᾿ the. sum of $4,542 as fuit sett ienent- ΟΣ the. cP, USA elain. ~~ 

ἜΝ Set forth below is a listing of the pertinent 
| vanforuation appearing on, the aboye-noted $4,542: ot 

a Denomination Type of Note ~ Serial No; _ Series No, “Tesuing Federal 
ΝΞ ΞΘ ae eee perenne RESErVS Bank 

Federal Rosexve ZB o1s4goap A 1984 - New York, W.Y. | 
Note 2-7 -- τ Steele So 

Ho OB 14800284 A 1950-6 _ | New York, N.¥. 
a“ ᾿ 04130701 A 1950 . - Chicago, 111. 
* J 00496681 A “1950 _ « Kansas City, Mo. 
al K 01892037 A 1950.8 Dallas, Toxdas 

. -᾿ Ἢ 06036442 A 1950 A _ Richmond, Va. — 
" Β 12186142 A 1950 B New York, NoY.. 

ΟὟ E 07682123 A 1950 Ὁ Richmond, Va: ἢ 
τὴν Β 13462761 A 1950 ©. New York; N.Y. 

ra σις. 



Series No. Issuing Fedenat 
5 . Reserve Bank. 

Denomination ‘Typé of Note Serial No. 

$t Silver Certi-y Y¥ 13266047 Ο = 4935 A patentee 
. Fieate ; . . 

ΩΣ Federal Reserve G 91972797 A 1968 Chicago, 111}. 
᾿ Note 

On. April 28, 1965, Gus Hail, General Secretary, cp, USA, was 
“advised of the receipt. of the. above-noted: money: Neceived fron. the 
"World Marxist Review." He then instructed: that this money be ten- 

' porarily retained and placed with other CP, USA réserve monies which 
are now being maintained in Chicaro. 



PECLASSTRTELT ee AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: -. 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ; 
Se τ Τῇ ~~] am? “ΕἸ ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ DATE O1-19q203g0 bre 

© RouTE IN ENVELOPE 

~~ of eft 

(I8} 200-425092 BY LIAISOYT 

2 = Liaison 
Δ - Hur, Rk. W. Shith 

( Date: Hay 12, 1965 1 =- Mr. Siew 

To: Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research \ ne 4 
Department of Stato a 3 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director we 

Subject: TORRIG] POLITICAL MATTERS — EAST GERMANY 

Duxing Zate AprviZ, 21965, on official of the 
Socialist Vaity Party o of Germany (Communist Party of 
East Germany) stated that in one of the areas close to 
tho “Borlin fazl'" the Zast Gorman authorities are razing 
‘pome oxicting budidings and the present intention. is to 
construct ὦ new building on the site. The new building 
roportadiy wil2 be one of tho taZlest buildings in the 
citys Prosont plans ¢all for tho crection of 2 very hich 

Ν \ nntenna on top of tho buiiding, which will bo Jocated in 
yD ono of the muin Vestern air corridozs inte Berlin. This 

N \ is being dono for the cpecivie purpose. of making aiz 
i flights into Lortin by Vestern powors more aattacndt and ~ 

1 YG danyorous « 
i, τὶ | 

tS The nbove information was furnd 
ch cuppiicd roiinabica Information in the past 

Beenuse ‘of t the consitivoe pature Ὁ ὉΠ source, 
" has been clacsified "Sex βδρχδξ." 

Attention: Deputy Birector PRE 

1 « Office of Countorintellirgics ant εἰ 
Defense intelligence Agency 

1 Director BY LIATSON 
Li fr Central Intelligence Agency 
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of this information, could, ταν 

could result in-exc eptionally grave: daniage to. ‘the-Nation. 

; Boe τς 
Diseetor ~ . ΕΝ 
Bureau, of Inteiiligenée and Research 

‘NOTE: 
Classified “Toy. Deer" since unauthorizéd disclosure: 

the identity of the source (CG 5824-S*) who: is of continuing value and ‘such, revelation 

Sce.CGairtel 5/5/65, “captioned "S010, 1 Internal Security - Ὁ: af, 
ως τὸ 

“τύπος, υἱδὶ 
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<fl | Dates 5/4/65, 

Trattsmit the following.in 
(Type in plaintext orgode) ΝΣ 

γία AIRTEL | REGISTERED MAIL . 1 

ΝΞ ᾿ ᾿ “(Priorty) τ΄ : — 
ee ee ee nn en ee b+ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) 

FROM CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed: herewith for the Bureau: are the original Ast 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead “kK 
memorandum entitled, "Possible Travel of Communist Party, 
USA Sponsored Youth to Cuba, Summer, 1965." 

The information appearing in the enclosed. letter- 
head: memorandum was furnished on 4/26. anid 29/65 to, SAs WALTER 
A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN ‘by CG 5824-S*, who has. 
furnished reliable information in the past. 

"“ZOR SE '" since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824~S*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would,. by its nature, tend to identify 

, CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and 

ye adversely affecting the national security, 

Σ one enclosed’ letterhead memorandum is classified if 

vo The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
sShead niemorandum was developed during a meeting held by 

CG 5824-S* with the noted individuals, which took place at 
the Cuban Embassy in Moscow, USSR, on, 3/3/65. The information 

Y was provided to DANNYSRUBIN, Organizational Secretary, CP, 
ons that the source held with him in νὴ USA, during conver 

REO 4, [OG ie Vs 6) 
2 Wr 7 New York ( Be at (Epel. 1) Ante (RAM) 
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In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D.C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D.C, 
in Reply, Please R Wee fer to May 4, 1965 

POSSIBLE TRAVEL OF COMMUNIST 
PARTY, USA SPONSORED YOUTH TO 
CUBA, SUMMER, 1965 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

In March, 1965, discussions were held in Moscow 
in which the following individuals participated: 

Olivares Sanches, Cuban Ambassador to USSR - 

Manuel Garcia, First Consul, Cuban Embassy 

Jaime Riverio, Press Secretary, Cuban Embassy 

The essence of their remarks was-as follows: ——-  ὀ ἀῬ-- 

Our country is willing to invite a number of 
Communist Party (CP), USA sponsored youths to Cuba following 

| the conclusion of the 9th World Youth Festival which will 
be held in Algiers, Algeria, during the summer of 1965. 
These youths can travel to Cuba by chartered ship which is 
scheduled to sail from Algiers after the closing of the 
festival. Since we have some problems with hard currency, 
it will be necessary for these youths to pay their own fare 
to Cuba; however, we will pay the fare of these youths back 
to the United States. Cuba has viewed the request concerning 
the visit of such youths with sympathy, but because of the 
limitations due to money we had to provide this answer. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 

property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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The Attorney General [5 “αν 17, 1965 
yy. 1-= Mr, Belmont VW Director, FBI iL‘ Hr. DeLoach. \ = | 3. He. Sullivan 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 1 - Mr. Branigan INTERNATIONAL, RELATIONS: 1 =~. Liaison INTERNAL SECURITY - C i - Mr, Shaw 

I thought you would be interested in reading the 
enclosed memorandum setting forth information concerning the ι 

“ Vietnam situation, ‘This information was.recently. furnished 
to the Communist. Party, USA, by the Central Committee, 

“, Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past, this 2 
communication and its enclosure are classified ‘Sep Sascet." 22 
This information is. also. being furnished to the. President. “a 
and other interested officials of the Government,. = 

LN | sactosur | " & & we INS fas On? me 
Ly ὦ, 100-428091 ΝΗ Ξ 
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et" because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could réveal the identity of the source 
(HY 694-S*) who. is' of continuing. value and such revelation could 
re da to Information 
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“ir, DeLoach 
Mx. Suilivan 
Mr, Baumgardner 
ifr, Branigan 
Liaison 
lr. Shaw 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ὡς a7, τοῦ 

iQ 

Pt pat et et pe et 

“Ch O3Y 
THE VIETNAM SETUATION 

“yi 2 

The Central Comittee, Communist Party of the βον ἐξ ξανθὰ, 
recentiy furnished the following information, conecrning thervagtnan . 
Situation, to the. Communist. Party, USA, AG | z = 

ἡ | λ .«-"" = iw j . = 

Backgr δα | . tenets x “5 

The Central. Connittee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union,. 
was requested by officials of the fraternal communist parties to give 
an account of the assistance the Soviet Union has rendered to 
North Vietnan,. In addition, the fraternal parties inquired as to 
whether there was any. truth: to press. statements reporting 2 Lack of 
‘coordinated action between the Soviet. Union: “ang China. An. rendering 
aid to-North Vietnan.. | | 

Vietnan Situation Important 

᾿ς The Soviet Central Committee considered it necessary to -- 
report to the fraternal parties that %t attaches. great importance to 
the struggle being carried on by the fraternal North and 
South Vietnamese people who are actively opposing United States 
"imperialisn."” Despite the fact that the United States has pursued 
2 course aimed at widening the military action in North Vietnam, the 
Vietnamese people are fuliy determined to continue: their struggle to 
defend their freedom and independence. The Soviet Central. Committee 
also reported that fraternal communist parties in capitalist countries 
vere working for solidarity with peace organizations, trade unions, 
youth organizations, and various public movements which were spreading 
the campaign of protest against United States. actions in Vietnan. 

Position of the Soviet. Union 

ὦ’ The Sovict Central Committee and the Soviet Government con- 
Sidered it their duty to openly. state their support. of the fraternal 

Teton Worth and South Vietnamese people and, in coordination with the 
i Communist Party of NorthiVietnam, to undertake necessary measures to 
oelerch—strengthon.North Vietaai!s!degense to enable 4t to repulse Ἢ 
Casha United States “ae rialist aggression.” 

τὰ πΞ τοῦ. 45809. AS ἰὸ 53 goes stefer a r e% 
Salle Group ἃ 

τοὶ ας ΠΝ ¢ pah : aes 
foie Reon L4) (SEE INOTE-PAGE 4) 
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THE VISTINAN SUTUATION 

Soviet Aid to Vietnan 

The Soviet Union has been providing ‘assistance to. 
North Vietnam "even before the recent events in that area.' For 
a number of years the Soviet’ Union has been supplying large amounts. 
of arms and combat equipment, as well. asassisting in the training of. 
niiitary personnel. For 2 long time Soviet public organizations 
‘have provided the "“patriots't an South Vietnam assistance in the form 
of medical supplies, clothing aiid other items of necessity. 

In connection with the "extension of aggression" on the 
part of the. United States against North Vietnam, the Soviet Govern- 
ment has given considerable additional assistance to. strengthen the. 
defense of North Vietnam, The Soviet Union stands ready to supply 
North. Vietnam with armament including that necessary to strengthen 
antiaircraft and (gastal defensés.: In addition, the Soviet Govern-= 
ment has consented to send Soviet specialists to "mister" the < 
supplied military equipment «. 

Measures. to Improve North Vietnam's Defensé 

- Yn accordance with an understanding. reached with 
North Vietnan,- the Soviet Union has lately been carrying out urgent 
measures dimed at improving the capabilities of North Vietnam's 
defense, In that regard, combat equipment is being transported ἕο. 
North Vietnam and deliveries ave made ‘in close coordination with 
North Vietnamese leaders who determine the size and time of 
deliveries for "various armament." The Soviet Union ‘is endeavoring 
to satisfy all requests made by the North Vietnan Government and 
will continue to give assistance of "all kinds." τῷ 

Difficulties with ‘the Chinese Amy ὦ 

‘Zhe Soviet Union has been experiencing éattacurties in - 
connection with the position taken by the Chinese who have refused 
categorically to coordinate aid to North Vietnam with the. Soviets. - 

While on a recent visit in North Vietnam, a Soviet dele~ 
gation expressed the need: for a joint statement by North Vietnam, 
China, the Soviet Union and other Marxist-Leninist countries, which 
would serve as a strong warhing to the United States. It was the — 
Soviets’ opinion that such a. statement would show that the Marxist- 
Leninist countries, including China dnd the Soviet Union, were 

δ 
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THE VIETNAM SITUATION 
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_united in their determination to repulse "United States aggression." 
the North Vietnamese leaders welcomed this idea and on February 22, 
1965, prepared and sent to. the Soviet Union a draft joint statement. 
Although the Soviet Union réadily accepted the draft statencnt, | 
China did not. The Chinese leaders stated that since joint state- 
monts in support of North Vietnam had been made by all Harzist- 
Leninist countries, there was. no necéssity for tho draft statenent. 4 
prepared by the North Victnamecso lcaders. 

Soviet Transp ort Planes Not Allowéd to Fly Over Chinese Territory 

_ The Soviet Unior also met opposition from China while 
‘endeavoring to ship armament to North Vietnam. In that connection 
the Sovict Govérnment on Fobruary 25, 1965,. requested the Chinese 
Govorrnent to permit Soviet transport planes to fly over Chinese 
territory. ΤῺ xeply, the Chinese Ministry of Yoreign Affairs sent 
ἃ note to the Soviet Government strongly refusing to permit this 
action. -In on offort to justify its position, the Chinése Gavernment 
alleged that the Soviet Government, by giving. assistance: to — 
Horth Vietnan and suggesting that some armament be transported by 
air over Chinese territory, was “endeavoring to establish control 
over Chinese and North Vietnamese territory." 

_ > In-eview-of tho refusal by the Chinese ‘to.permit. air ship~. 
nents of armament to North Vietnam, it was necessary for the Soviets 
“to. send-military cargoos by rail which. took considorably longer. If 
war materials from the Soviet Union were delivered at a faster pace, 
the North Vietnameso would have suffered fever losses. 

Chiness Refuse to Confer 

On April 3, 1965, the Soviet Central Comnittee and the 
Soviet Government, after having taken into consideration the 

. “aggravating situation" around North Vietnam, sent a proposal to 
the Central Connittee, Communist Party of China, and thé Chinese 
Government, as well as to tho North Vietnam Government, requesting 
that 2 conference be convened immediately for the purpose of 8259. 
cussing further measures to guarantee the security of North Victnan. 

_ _ On April 12, 1965, the Chinese Central Committee and the 
Chinese Government rejected this proposal stating that,on the question 
of assistance to North Vietnam, China dad the Soviet. Union should make 
separate agreenents with North Victnam.. The Chinese suggested that 
this matter be discussed by-the. Soviet. Union and.North Vietnam Govern= 
hents at a bilateral conference. The Chinese indicated that they saw 
no Heed to participate in such a conference. ὃ 
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THE VIETNAM SITUATION 

Sovict Aid Termed Insignificant 

"tn its letter of April 12, 1965, the Chinese termed the 
assistance given North Vietnan by the ‘Soviets as insignificant. The 
Soviets referred to this allegation as “Srresponsible action" on the 
part of the Chinese and noted that the Chinese had not mentioned any= 
thing about the assistance China is rendering to North Vietnam. The 
Soviets noted that very little is known about thé agsistance China 
has xendered to North Vietnam, and no information Zs, avadlable as to 
how the Chinese leaders intend to act in the future on this matter. 

Conference Botween Officials of North Vietnan and the Soviet. Union 

' In spite of the refusal of the Chinese leaders to take part 
in a joint conference, the-Central Committce of the Communist Party 
of North Vietnam and the North Vietnam Government sent a delesation 
to Moscow, Russia, and a conference was heldfrom April 10 to April 17, 
1955, with officials of the Soviet Union. This conference resulted 
in the coordination of the positions of the Soviet Union and 
North Vietnam in the struggle againat “United States aggression” and 
helped to further strengthen the defense of North Vietnam. During 
the conference the North Vietnamese officials made concrete requests 
for arns and economic aid. 

Sino-Sovict Dizfercnces Cited by Chinese 

| During the conference botween Sovict and North Victnamese 
leaders, the North Vietnamese leaders stated that they had informed 
the Chinese leaders of thelr opinion as to. the necessity to hold 
such a. Gonference.. Eowover, the Chinese leaders did not agree and 
indicated that thoix refusal to attend the conference was motivated 
by Sino-Sovict différencesy 

Chinese Action Ob ectivel ‘ Encourares A ESsors 

The Soviet. Government. on April 12, 1965, sent a letter to 
the Chinese Governnent commenting that the refusal of the Chinese 
leaders to participate in joint actions to help the North Victnanese 
Government “objectively encourages the aggressors." The Soviets ἢ 
noted that, if the Chinese had participated in the conference between 
Sovictand North Vietnamése leaders, it would have shown the world 
the solidarity of the communist ‘camp against "United States. ΝΣ 
inperialisdi," It also would have shown. the. determination to dadei 
take collective neasures to, “eool the passion of thé United States: 
military clique." ᾿ 
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THE VISINAN SETUATION 

Sacred International Duty of ALL Connunist Parties 

On April 17, 1965, the Sovict Central Committee and the - 
Soviet Government sent ‘a Letter to the Chinese Central Connittee ond 
the Chinese Government, again stressing the necessity of coordinating 
efforts to assist. Noxth Vietnam. In that Letter it was pointed out. 
by the Sovicts that the strugele against "United States asgression" 
yequired common ncasures fox guarantecing the security of 
Marxist~Leninist camp and that, today, this constatuted the sacred 
international duty of all .communist parties. Tie Chinese haye not, 
as yot, xoplied to this Letter. 

Soviet Interpretation. of Chinese Pas sition 

in tho opinion of the Sovict ‘Leaderstiap », tha; resolute 
wefusil of the Chinese Leaders θά participate iu ‘common actions 
designed to help North Vietnam is closely connected with the 
Chinese general position on the question of international unity, 
in that regard, the Soviets noted that the Chinese in their "papers" 
on the occasion of the March, 1965, Moscow Préparatory Conference, ᾿ 
‘had declared frankly that ‘as far ds the Chinese leaders disagréé 
with the political line’ of the Commmist Party of the Soviet Union 
and other. international parties, "there cannot be any question about 
common struggle against ‘the enenys no question ‘about unity of action." 
The Soviet leaders. stated that whatever. position is taken by the 
Chinese leaders the Soviet.'‘Union wlll. do its best to. seek joint 
actions of Marxist-Leninist countries in aiding. the North Vietnamese 
an ‘their struggle against the “aggressorss" ΝΣ 

, 
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, Nore: ; | 
Classified NTS Sbenek" because. unauthorized’ disclosure of 

this.information could reveal the identity of the source (NY 694~S*) 
who is of continuing value and such revelation could result. in. 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, ‘Seé memo Baumgazdner to 
Sullivan, 5/14/65, prepared by WGSspah,, captioned "Solo, Internal 
Security - Communist," phich sets forth the ‘dissemination given this, 
letterhead. memorandum. Oux Fedora informant on 5/11/65 reported a 
meeting of members of the Soviet colony in New York City was hela . 
during. the evening of. 5/4/65: at which a. leiigthy letter was read’ setting. 
forth substantially the same information. as furnished by NY 694~S*, 
See NYairtel 5/13/65,. captioned "Fedora." 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE © y ROU: ν 4 hy 
May 17, 1965 

BY xrArson, , ἰἶλΑ a 
% . 

L = Mr. Belmont ' 
1 = Kr. DeLoach 

- ~- ii. 

Honorable Marvin Watson : ~ Mr, Bauingeeaher 
Special Assistant ‘to. the President. 1 Mr. Branigan 
The White House ‘L = Liaison 
Washington, D. Ὁ. 1 ὦ Me. Shaw 

Dear Mr. Watson: 

I thought the President would be interested in read- 
ing the enclosed memorandum setting forth information concern- 
ing. the Vietnam situation; This information was recently 
furnished to the Communist Party, USA, by the Central Committee, 
Communist Party. of the Soviet Union.. x 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources which 
have furnished reliable information in the pagt, this communi-~. 
cation and its enclosure are classified “Sen πόθι," This 
‘information is also being furnished to the Attorney General 
and other interested officials of the Government, NY Ξ 

W . Sincerely yours,, 442 
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NOTE: 

Honorable Harvin Watson 

Classified iipposetest" becausé Unauthorized disclosure. 
of this. information could reveal. the identity of the source 
ΤῊΣ 694-S*)" who is of continuing value.‘and such revelation could. 
result in exceptionally grave damage to ‘the Nation. | information 
extracted from -NYtel 5/14/65 captioned "Solo, IS = C." See memo 
Baumgardner to. Sullivan, 5/14/65, also bearing, ‘the "golot Gaption,, 
prepared py WGSipah. 
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FBI ΣΤΌΜΑΤΙ DEekAeeerPCaTion GUIDE ~~ gehcey Sen aR a 
' SATE OL DER o1z QUA 

(15) 100-428002. | BY LTATSON 

Date: May 27, 1965 ἃ = Liaison 

Director 
1. = Ir. "Meehan 

Bureau of Intelligence and Résearch Ὁ = Mr. BEY es 

‘Department of State | ( 

Johix: Edgar-Hooyer,, Director δι Ao” ! | 
. | - "ὃ τος 

The folioving information was mupplied -by: sources Za ἢ 

which hove furnished reliable information in the past. Wis 

‘During lote April, and early lay, | 
,Anerican: Negra, was experien airzic es. δ 

authorities in slovakia. who has igved bic 

in Czechoslovalin ee has been ἢ to obtain the 

endorsomcnt of the € Party, USA (CPUSA). 

£9 y the ozech mithorities 4eft the 

United States. Set nd, ον Renmark 10 

‘and τ 3 cenain ed 

until Ne prow 

ceeded τι tical 

asylum, — “This 1 was 3 granted by the: Czech authorities. a 

Yost ss with the Czech authorities 
pave resulted from his oyment.. in February, 1965, he was 

discharged fron-his ἢ ο he had refused to. carry out the . 

work assigned ‘to hin: has made complaints.to vavious - = >’. 
officials of the Cze ent regar 3s alleged treat- ian 

nent in that country. 
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io 2 Saisaton BY LIAISON 

| Cam. «Sentral Intelligenga κεν 

οπιοὰ nm Attention: Deputy Direct ors 
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Excluded 

] severyer unt downarady deck: 



Director - © 
Bureau of Intelligéice and Résearch 

a - 

NOTE: 
Classified "Set«et" since unauthorized ‘disclostre of 

information. contained doultl reveal the identity of. the source. ; 
ACG. 5824-8#), who is of continuing value and-.such revelation. 
Gould result in grave damage ‘to. the Nation. CG 5824-S* 1s referred’ 
to. as “sources in. order to. further. 73 
valuable: informant. See CGairtel 5 
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Lo 3 
fit Sater τῶν a8, 1965 

i = Liaison | 

Burea of Intollasénce and Resoarch χ΄ 
Departnent of State | ig 4 oh 

Co | 4 
Fron: John Edgar Hooyer, Director A 

eubject: Xencun τε PRECAUTIONS. MN THE ΠΟΥ ET Tey 
BAST GESUNIY ALD CAMCHOSLGVARIA ; 
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a During late Apr’l and carly ay, 1985, a Source 47S 
πλοῦ hos supplied reiiabie information an the past, mo 
furnished the follaving information. ws ἮΝ 

ot . ‘yD 
gg, shore has boon a general tightening of security STS = precautions in the Saviot, Union, East Germany and > *. Czechs sidtekia.. This was partienlerly ovident in the = ™ 

not been seen for-many years. In Borlan, the ὩΣ ον, h 

a fy ing over the clty. Soviet troops in that area appoar to be 

) have cot up schooig Zor thoiz chéidron and have their ova 
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Director 
Buréau of Intelligence - πα Research 

| In the Soviet Union: the military. once apain appears 
to be in the as¢endancys, ‘The: appearance of, individuais. in. 
military uniforms'in the streets of the major Russian. cities; 
degre was formerly declining; +; is now | Anereasing to ἃ niexiked’ 

+ PEPER. 1 oat 

“Acéérding to officials of the. Soviet vaida, East, Germany 
and CZéchoslovakia; the: motivation for ‘this: mobilization . ‘48. the 
result Of the vecent actions takem by’ United. States. military. 
fosycés in Soutlicast. Asia,, There ΜῈ ‘A180: fear ‘that the  _ 
West German Government might take some military initiative" 
against the coumtries on its borders.’ Some of the Soviet, οὖ 
East. German. and Czech. officiais. have expressed. the opinion | 

| that United: States military: action ain’ Vietnan as. “just” a. 
diversion, before:'a ‘Larger biow 15 struck, by We powor's gn. - 
the western ‘part of Eastern: Hurope." 

lL - Director BY: LXLALSON 
Central Inteldigence’ “Agency: 

— Attention: Deputy: Visitor, Di 

le  Directox ‘ By LYATSON : 
National indications: Cente y 

NOTE: 
Classified " * -sincé imauthorized disclosure of 

this information could-reveal the. identity of thé:.source. , 
(CG, 5824~5*) who is of continuing value ‘and such revelation 
could result in graye damage. to the. Nation. See CGairtel.. 
5/5/65, captioned "S010; Is = ¢." 
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Pate: 5/18/65 

Transmit the following in . ΝΕ erent eure 
(iype in plain text or code) ' 

- 

via_ AIRTEL 
. ᾿ ." 

Pelority ox method of mailing} 

u TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (105-40818) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (105-14931) - 

SUBJECT:  NIKOLAI MEKHAILOVICH TALANOV 
Is -R 
(SMUN - KGB) 

As the Bureau is aware, delivery of $350,000 
in casn to the CP, USA, was to be made at 2:40 p.m. on 
5/10/65, at the Midland Bank and Trust Company bullcing 
Zocated -at the--corner of jAlberty Street..and. Washington. 
Street, NY, NY. ‘This money was to be transmitted by the 
Soviets to NY 694~s*, . . 

ο΄] ΤῺ comnectiion with the above operation, an. 
observation lookout was obtained several days in advance 
in a building located directly across the street from the 
entrances to the Midland Bank and Trust Company building. 
From this: loolteut, SAS could observe all of the entrances 
to the Midland Rank and Trust Company, and could do so 
with full security, without being observed by anyone cnter~ 
4ng or leaving the Midland Bank and Trust Company buiiding. 

5 - Bureau (RM) . - 
᾿σο.ἡοδόοτα; _ OG [- ἔλθου. ἡδορυξοο (0 O- ZBO7! 

onicIvAL FER “OS 2° 6 FS FO 

2 « New York ἧς 1 ᾿ . NOT RECORDED: 

1-100~134637 ) (SOLO) | 
bn 105-70396) (AWBEVEV) T74 MAY 181965. 

“ . 5...... . 

Sent. _M Per. 
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On 5/10/65, the permanent observation post 
at the’ MUN observed the subject and his wife, EMITLLYA, 
enter the SMUN at 10:19 a.m. It 1s noted that the subject 

is the Soviet contact of NY 694-S*. At 11:01 a.m., 
TALANOV was observed leaving the SMUN, and he was not 
observed to be carrying any package at this time. 
At 11:20 a.r., TALANOV was observed entering the UN 

building. " 

At 11:37 a.m., VEADIMI{R Ὁ, AVDEYEV, who has 

peen identified as a member of the KGB, was observed Leaving 

the SMUN in a biack 1963 Chevrolet sedan, NY license DPL 

872. At 12:40 p.m., AVDEYEV was observed leaving the UN 

puilding in the above described automobile. 

At 2:28 p.m., agents in the observation post 

in the vicinity of the Midland Bank and Trust Company 

obseryed the above Chevrolet proceeding east on Iiberty 

Street between Washington and West Streets in NYC, 

Me antomobilé continued in an easterly Givection and 

vas next observed at 2:35 p.m. proceeding east on, 

Liberty Street at West Street, ‘The car proceeded to 

Washington Street where it turned north and parked 

at the intersection in front of 158 washington Street. 

PALANOV exited from the Griver's side of the car, reached 

into the car and took cut a black attache case and ' 

entered 158 Washington Street, It is noted nat 158 

Washington Street is the address of the Midland Bank anc 

Trust Company. After TALANOV entezed the builaing, the ~ 

car continued north on Washington Street, but the driver 

of the car was not observed. 



NY 105-1493] x 

At 2:42 p.am., TALANOV was observed leaving 
158 Washington Street with a black attache case in his 
hand. He walked west on Liberty Street to west Street, 
and he was last ooserved at 2:42 p.m. turning north on 
West Street from Liberty Street. 

At 3:23 p.m., AVDEYEV was observed arriving 
% the SMUN, iving the above deseribed Chevrolet, and 

Ὁ 5:30 p.m., TALAROV was observed arriving on foot 

& the SMUN. ΩΣ ὁ. Ὁ 

Tt is noted that when TALANOV gave the money 

to NY 694~S*%, TAZANOV told the informant to acknowledge 
his safe transmittal of the money at 7:05 p.m. on 5/10/65. 
TALANOV stated that the acknowledgement shouid be made by 

Wy 694-S% calling telephone number 752-9223, and lesting 
the telephone ring three times, which is the usual acknow- 

j.cdzement signai given between the Soviets.and. the 2nformant. 

The above telephone number is the number assigned to 3 pay 

telephone booth at Chelniks Parking Iot, 120 Hast 5and Street, 

NYC, Disereet fisur coverage was afforded this area In én 
astempt to determine the identity of the Soviet who would 

cover the acknowledgement signal. At 6:59 p.m.; AVDEYEV 
was observed on the soutuwest corner of 52nd Street and 

Texington Avenue. He walked to the general vicinity cf che 

above Geseribed public telephone booth, and he was observed 

freoventiy looking at his weist wasch, At 7:10 p.m,, 
ASDREYEY Lert the vicinity and was observed walking north 

on Lexington Avene at 53rd Street. At 7:24 Ὁ... AVDEYEY 
was observed by the observation post at the SMUN entering 
the SMUN butiding. 



NY ἸσΞΌΣ 5. 

All of the above fisurs and observations were 
made using the utmost diseretion in order that the security 
of NY 6904~S* might not be jeopardized. The fisurs were 
conducted im an attempt to determine the identities of 
tne various Soviets who might be involved in the SOLO 
operation, It is noted that this occasion was the first 
time that AYDEYEV has been observed as a varticLpant 
3n this operation. 

For the inform Bureau, TALANOV is First 
secretary of the SMUN an has identified him as Chief 
of the Illegal Support Section, esidency of the KGB and 
Chief of one-half of the Political Branch of the Καὶ 
is an employee of the SMUN who works as a doorman, 
has identified AVDEYEV as a member of the Security Branch o 
the KGa, 

~ i. 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Hay 17, 1965 

BY LIAISON 

Hr. Belmont 
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Sullivan 
ir. Baumgardner: 
Mr. Branigan 

- Liaison 
Ur. Shaw 

Honorable Dean Rusk 
The Secretary of State 
Washington, D. Cy: 

foot food foot foot fo fol fal εἰ vl fre 

i thought you would be interested in reading the 
enclosed memorandum setting forth information concerning the 
Vietnam situation. This: information was recentiy furnished 
to the Communist. Party,. USA, ‘by ‘the Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past this im 

ἰ ΝΘ | communication and its enclosuré are-classified ἡθαρ σοῦ." 3 
iN This information is also being furnished to other infere ὍΣ" 
\ officials of the Government. 7 

Sincerely yours,. ris 
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βὲ she ᾿ 
Honorable.Dean Rusk - " ᾿ - 

NOTE; 
‘Classified aiSe-steres™ ‘because unauthorized disclosure 

of this. information could revéal the identity of the source 
“(NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in.exceptionaLl grave ‘damage to the Nation. Information 
extracted from NY¥tel 714/65 captioned “Sold, IS.—C." See memo’ 
Bauingardner, to Sullivan, 5/14/65, also > hearing the "Sola" caption,, 
‘prepared by WGS :pah. for 
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‘ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
wo 17, 1965 

( vo LIAISON 

Oe, - Mr. Belmont 
+ τ΄ Mir. peloach 

- ir. Sullivan 
Vice Adiiival William ¥. Raborn, a USN (Ret.) Yl a Baungardnér 
Dizector . - 1 =r. Branigan : 
Central Intelligence Agency 1 = Liaison 
Washington, D. C. 1 = Mr. Shaw 

Deax Admiral Raborn: 

I thought you would be interested in reading the 
enclosed memorandum setting forth information conéerning the 
Vietnam situation. This information was recently furnished 
to the Communist Party, USA; by the Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past, his Ξ = 
communication and its enclosure dre classified “fep- tS 
This information is also being furnished to other in erestopy τῷ 
officials of the ‘Government. FA 

mes & 
Sincerely yours,, ἘΝ Ξ Ξ 
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Vice Admiral William Ὁ, Raborn, Jr., USN (Ret.) 
ry 

NOTE: 
_ Classified “Yop Sez&Ret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could réyeai the identity of the source _ 
(NY 694-S*) who.is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in.exceptionally gravé damage to: the Nation. Inforzation 
extracted from NYtel 5/14/65 captioned, "Solo, IS.- C." See memo 
‘Baumgardner to Sullivan, 5/14/65, also bearing the "Solo" caption, 
‘prepared by WGS:pah. ὁ - - 



DECLASSIPICATION AOTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ᾿ -.. 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
DATE ΟΝ δξριβεέξεν 

Πρ ο. O wk 
_ 

/ 
Nef May 17, 1965 

\ ROUTE IN EN VELOPE BY LIATSON 
+ amy 

tir, Belmont 
Mr, DeLoach, 

Hr, Sullivan 
~ Hr. Baumgardner 

- Liaison ᾿ 
~ Hit’, Shaw ἢ 

i j t 

ow 

Honorable Robert 9; HeNamara 
The Secretary of Defensa 
Washington, D, .C. 

Dear Mr. McNamara: 

a μι μὲ et Bd μὲ 

τ thought you would bée interested in reading the ; 
enclosed nemorandum setting forth information concerning the 
Vietnam situation. This information was recently. furnished 
to the Communist Party, USA, by the Central Conmittec, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

Bg 4 

HOOY. ΕΝ ὅς "S {1 avy 

| Because, of the sSensitiva. nature of our sources. 
‘| hich. have furnished reliable. infornation in the past, this” 

communication, and its enclosure até classified, wep τὴ 
This: information ‘is also being furnished to: other interested 
officials: of the: Government. 

" a " ' Sincerely yours, 

Lie Erickomuve ὃ \/. JO” -Ξ Y/ — 49007 

: = ‘ 

| ὃ , 

| 

[ 
um io MAY 191965. y / US 
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ως 
Honorable Robert Sa McNamara. 

Nowe: . 
Classified Zep Se at" because. unauthorized -disclosire 

of this inforniation could réveal the identity of ‘the source 
(NY 694-S*) who is of continuing Value .and such revelation could. 
resuit in. exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, Information 
extracted from N¥tel, 5/14/65. captioned "Solo, IS.~ CC." See memo 
Baumgardner to Sullivan, 5/14/65, aiso bearing the. "Solo" caption, 
prepared ‘by WGs: tpah. 
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Cis} 100-428091 BY LTAISO 

Date: Lay 23, 2965 
Ζ - Adatson | 

) ᾿ - ir. G Moo τος Director “ e Me. 
Bureau of Intelligence and Rosearch i= i. R. Putnam 
Depaxvtnent of Stata ζ 

From: John Edgar, Hoover, Director pat wt 

Subject? ronsvedf Sonata BATTENS = UEXTCO aa Ws 

Tho foljewing. information was supplied by sources. 
which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

In carly March; 1905, Arnoldo Martines. Verdugo, _ 
First Secretary of the Commmist Party of Hoxico (Cpu), gave 
a briefing on the current. outlook and political situation, in 
the: Chil. Tho essence of his remarks was as follovs: | 

ΤΞ AE the- Thirteenth Cougress of. the CPU. in 1960 a 
major reorfdnization tool places Dionisio Encinas, then 
TirstcSecrétary, ag vell as most members of the Political. 
Bureatywasunanimousty xsopiaced and a revamping of tha Crit 
took place... The Congress reviowed the work of the Cpu from 
ite πυράν and found there was genera2 discontent with 
the Ioaderchip. hore had been a decline in Party member 
ship And influence. A. good number of old Party members. had 
been cxcluded frou. the londorship and o split was in the 
making. The rightic& tendency in the Party was very | 
influential and. Encinas, who was very arbitrary, was no 
iouger capable of organizing the work of the Party. 

‘In addition, the review shoved that. the membership 
of the CP was not enly diccontented, hut also distrustful. 
of the leadership.. After the Congress the unity of the 
Party inerensed along with ite infinuence.. Since 1960 the 
menbership of the CP hasigrowp ctyofold. .-ς2 “029... ff Pf, g SSO AVOROL. θῶ. (Κα 2 7, HO 

SD 20 De pige - “3, - ay OO ἡ * 

(SEE NOTE PAGE! BiBy? 
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Director 
‘Bureau ‘Of Intelligence: and. Research - 

= 

The peasant. j movérient is most important, in Mexico, 
The Independent Peasants Organization, ΝΕ ‘soite- 60; 000 members; 
gives: deadeYship “to ‘this: hhovenent ὁ τ 

“The cei’ has ‘incréased its contact. wath. the’ i masses: ‘pnd. 
hag uGt Limited ‘such ‘contact τὸ Vicente Lombardo Toledano's'” 

᾿ Partido Popular,. ‘Lombardo “Toledano has: opposed the CPil's’ growing: 
contact with the massed ‘and: has attempted to influence: the. masses 
avay from the CPI. ; 

reg. woe Fa ae ἐλ κει 1 ie ae ed 

‘The. (ame Aeined 40 create a new oigantzation known ἘΞ 
_ the National Liberation Movenonts Lazaro. Cardénas, a ‘former. - 

| President of Mexico,-is ‘participating in: Δ ΒΔΕ Organization and’ 
‘takes an Amportant role; 

{ 

CPH contacts. in ‘thé tradesunion ‘movemént a¥d Giese. 
because of pourgecisie: ana. ‘government, Anfzuence’ with. tha: : 
Jeadership: of the: ‘cxade uniongi. | 2 ΝΣ 

“Pha ΡΜ) Petdeved that. the: peead deli: δὲ texte), 
Gastavo: Diaz Orda. wilt ‘continue. the. ΟΣ ΟΣ ΘῈ of forner 

_ .President.Loped. “Mateos. with. sone-additional ei phtt tenden= 
84g. Gétieraliy the CPN is ain: Opposition: to: the regimé of 

Gustave Diaz Ordaz,. although ‘support is- given’ in regard ‘to 
-‘contacts.and relations With Cuba. 

Zombixdo ’ Toledaric- Siipports. Bud. porisies of the current 
Government of. Mexzicd,. foreign and domestic ". including. the nega~_ 
tive policy toward trade: unions and other mass’ ‘organizations: At : 
‘the sane time. Toledang: wages'a. struggle. against thd CPM. Not, all 
Of the leaders. of the Partido Popular agree with Toledano.and ὁ 
Sone want ‘unity of action. ‘WLth the. CPIM. Théxefors ;, the tactics | 
of the CPH:cali for ‘unity of action with tlie’ Bartido-Ropulay but . 
a fight, with. Lombardo ‘Toledano: ‘On: the: ideology front < 

The: pit is also: working to achieve: friendship: with 
Géneral, Yazard. Cardenas. ‘Cardenas sipports the. policies of: the ' 
present ‘Mexican Government ;: but as not, fighting the.:CPM, Cardenas, 
waits to work with the CPM’ and is receiving. its: cooperation: ny: 
Zonbardo: Toledano ig hostile: to’ thé Cardenas: movenent y the ΠῚ ὁ 
National ‘Liberation Movement, ΝΕ ΕΠ oN 

.- --. «τ ae ΗΝ --- -.- πὸ 9 Ff woe ὦ eee . ~ se ~ oe ae —a « ate - = 

τ 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

Lombardo Toledano claims a membership of thousands 
in his Party but actually it is small, In many parts of Mexico 
the Partido Popular has no paper, magazine or organization. 
Partido Popular youth are friendly to the ΟΡΙΪ and CPM youth. 

A recent nieeting of the Central. Committee, CPi, 
decided closer ‘ties with other communist. parties Were: necessary. 
As a result, the. ΟΡΙΣ 35. sending Literature to several cities in 
the United States, but it:is not known if the. Communist ‘Party 
there receives the Jiterature. CPM members on the Board of the 
new publication "History and Society," which publishes. some 
Soviet material, have offered to exchange articles with organ~ 
izations in: the "United ‘States. . 

‘The CPit. does not control thé publication "Politica," 
It ig:wunder the control of "Cuban, fomrades." The CPM is, little 
by littic, trying to influence this publication away fron 

ΝΕ "oeftisn and sectatianfan.' il ‘Politica’ plays an important 
. rolé in Moxico. At. publishes sonie dociments of the CPL, as 

well as a number of, Soviet, documents: | | 

1 Director BY LIAISON 
‘Céitral Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Pl: 

fi 

NOTE:. 
Classified "Bot since unauthorized disclosure of 

infortiation ‘contained wevdin could reveal the identity of the 
‘source. (CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such reyela~- 
tion could result in grave damage to the Natioh. CG 5824-S* 
referred to. as “sources in order. to further protect, the identity 
ΟΖ io ae Get informant, See CGairtel 5/3/65, captioned 
Solo, 18 = Cs 
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(15). 200-423094 ΘΝ (nu) LIATSON 

Date; Hay 34, 2965 ls Liaison 

‘Pos Director i> in. Ἐν Putnam ‘Bureau of Intelligence’ and. Research ἄπ 
Department. of State 

Front ‘John Edgaz Hoover, Director \ _ ‘4 J | 

Subjéct: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA \ We INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS τί 94 
INTENUAL SECURITY «Ὁ 

Tho following. information was ‘supplied by a source 
vhich has furnished reliable information in the past. 

Representatives of the: Comminist Party, USA (CPusA) > 
and thé Commmist Party of France (CPP) held a discussion in- 
ate February, 1965, in Moscow, Russia. This discussion tools 
ploce. just prior to: the Harch 1 1965, consultative meeting of τ τ 
commmnist parties 2n Moscow. The essence of this discussion 
was as follows: 

‘The CHF Lavoréd the ‘March Ἅ, 1965, meeting, It had 
very sorious objections to..any additional postponement megane 
iess of the present split in tho world communist movement, 
The CRY also favorg a, conference of 611 communist parties to. 
discuss. the many theoretical and. political problems which have 
arisen since the last conference: in 1960. While approving. 
bilateral and regional conferences botween communist partics,. 
the CPF opposes such conferences asia Yeplacenents for an intor= 
“Mational meoting, Bilateral and regional conferences. shonid 
be utilized to pRepare fox nx intermationnl: conZerence. 

a CPY representatives. noted the Communist Party of 
China (οὐοῦς lias never _Btated it was ὩΣ ἜΣ. yr 
eonference.of conmmmi Ῥ es, @ pa e 

ous το NOTE PAGE 2) 

Teles ROOT moment 

Gandy 



Director | 
Bureau: of Intelligence: and, Research 

oppose such a conzerence because it was proposed by the ‘Conmmist 
‘Paxty Of the Soviet Union. Now the CPC opposes the conference. 
alleging it will repudiate the CPC; and attempts to ridicule. it. 
by suggesting. a ‘postponement for six to ten years: 

mort Ἐ 

he: CPF believes an datemiationsl Sorizexence at “ee 

Represoikatives of the :CPUSA gctieral ly dpveed with. ‘the - 
Pear aa 

poottion of ‘the CPF. it. was: noted. ay. 2 CPUSA τα πο gion the that 

ἃ ε Binéetos > “BY EAtso SY 
"contrat  averidgence Agency " 

agalnct” aggression. 
| ao ̓ . 

Attention? Deputy Dixector,. | Plans’ 

ποτε: 
_ Classified ng Rheat" bevaiise unauthorized disclosure. of 

this information: could “xeveal the identity .ofthe.source’ (CG 5824-S*) _ 
‘who is of continuing’ yalue, arid - puck, revelation. cond result in graye 
daniage to: the. Nation; - vty 

i 



DEC LASS TI PICATION : AUTHORLTY+DRBRIVED FROM: * " _ τσ osm ᾿ ewe es ἜΝ 

- χοίρορ ες. 523265 captioned "Solo, IS ~ C," enclosing letterhead memorandum - 
‘Belmont captioned as above. . 

& REC 2 : ΠΥΡΌΣ 
ζαθροῖ a ᾿ 
alla 4... 

᾿ Contad IGS ὁ poh f 
Errol 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ; 
Ἕ QL-L?-£012 Pe 

Cs) 100=428091 ἐν χσάσθαὶ 

Date: May 13, 1965 

Tor: Directo 
Bureau. rot Intertigence mid Réeseaven 

al Department of ‘State _ | 

2 From: § dolin. Edgaiy Hooves’, Director 

fubjocti BRAZILIAN COLCAMIST PARTY 
᾿ INTERNAL. SECURITY ὦ BRAZIL 

Enclosed fox Fours Information is ‘A Mietioxrandin dated 
Uny 3, 1965, and captioned, “Soxt of "Political. Letter' Approved 
by Executive.Committea, Brazilian Communist Party, ὍΡΟΣ: 1964, 
Outlining Political Propran." 

Upon. yomoval of the classified. eiclosure, thie lettex-. 
et transmittal becomes, unclassified. 

EBnelosure 

% = Director (Enclosure) BY LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency’ 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

NOTE: 
Classified "SBecét" becatise wiauthorized disclosure of infor: 

mation contained therein could reveal the identity of thé source : 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing. yalue and such, revelation. could 
result ih exceptionally graye damage to the Nation. See CGairtel 

JOQ,* <4 2 G07 020 | 

Gh τ (6) 
Ser ae ΙΝ 868 wi afk 
‘ieee ) Ὁ μὴ72] Me “πον --- | 

Vai ROOM 1 IBS ee ΤΗΝ i aia 
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(18) 1000-42809} Goro) By Lrisgoi 
. ι Soto ᾿ Ν 

Dates May 15, 2965 1 = Liaison 

ZO: ' Director 3 
Burcau of Intelligence and Research 1 - ‘tr » Shaw 
Departnent..of. State 

yn a \ ul From: - John Edgar Hoover, Director’ . 13 do oh . 

τ Δ γι . 
θ΄ 

“ 

Subject: COMMUNIST PANTY ΟΡ VENEZUELA: - £ . 
INTERNAL. SECURITY = VENEZUEBA ὁ 

' Ss. ΟΝ Late Apral, 3965,. there was. headquartered in 
Prague, Cacchoslovakia,. ond: (first nario unknown). Honseiro, 
allegedly 2 member of. the ‘Political Bureax of the Communist 
Party of Venozucia.. Ye reportedly was one-.of two Political 
Bureau menhbers who: escaped fron. Yenezuela,. and is currently | 
one the chie? underground: leaders of the Communist Party 

oo £ Yoneztiela, In that-connection, a courier deseribed as a 
"τ τ tprizesconor- sone sort; arrived in. Prague, Czechosiovalin,. ς᾽ 1} 

by air transportation on Apri. 52, 1965, Monseiro travels TT 
freguentiy:to the Soviet. Union. and. satellite countries. He: 
ΕΣ opoxtediyvtraveled to. Bucharest, Rumania, in-Harch, 1965, 
to gitend the funeral of Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej » Fizst 
Secretary: 62 tho Rumanian Vorkers Party. 

RS YWoasolyo. cloined that the Chincss have-no infIueice. 
within the Commmist Party. of Venezuela, He indicated that 
many cOmmmist parties bold the wrong d4dea ag to the path the. 
omunist Party of Venezuela. ig following in its. struggles. 
According te Honsoiro, the methods whilized by the Comminist 
Party of Veneguela are.not limited to. armed warfare,but instead. 
the Communist Party o£ Venezuela uses vovery. possibile method, 
yo armed forces. | | y 2 O-u 2509 /-- | Ly β iy) 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and. Research 

Monseiro ‘aliso clained that the Latest so=called plot, 
and accompanying arrests by the Venezuelan Government were 
faked and carried. out by Venezuelan President Raul Leonl for the 
purpose of securing more aid fron.the United States. Monseiro 
expressed the opinion that President. Leont is worried about 
"those around: him," including the military; and; as a result, 
utilizes. such tactics to get ‘rid of his. opposition, dncluding _ 
tho anticommunist ss: 

Ἁ Director BY LIAISOW 
, entzal. Intelligence: Agency 

Attention: Deputy: Director, Pl 

NOTE: 

: ,, Classified. ἔν τς since ‘unauthorized, disclosure ὁ of this 

information could.xeveal the identity of the source (CG..5824-S*) ἔ 
Who.is of: continuing ‘value. and ‘such revelation.could.result jin. - 
grave damage tothe Nation. See. CGairtel, L 8/1/88 captioned 
"βοῖόν J IS GM | δὲ 
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ὁ Ὁ RoUTEIN ENVELOPE ὃ) 
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/ }] Date; 5/13/65 ! 

| Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via —AEGEL REGISTERED 
- ΝΞ . (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

DIRECTOR, FBI : (100- 428091) 

“1 μι fOr 
tents of the aforesaid note are as follows: 

.» 

ly May 4th, 1965. 
"Dear Herbert: . _ f 

"Received the following item from your girl ματος 
yesterday:- 'I thank you for your notes, at least I know things 
get to places, My folks don't answer anything and I am worried 
as to the whereabouts of my mail. Would you be good enough to 
convey to G the fact that I looked forward to meeting someone 
in Mecca in March as I was promised by M. It is urgent that I 
talk to. some people, ΟἹ wired the people who were in Mecca at. 

exp , δ) BUR = "ἢ Ee cas nanny 2 20: 2) δ, 2|{7 
1 - ΝΥ 134-91 (Inv) (41) wee ee SL 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41) -. A ε 

The 

~ 18 MAY 20 1965 
|  AGB:mfd 

(7) 

Approvedr Ὁ Sent eM Per —— ὁ ὃὁὲδὴὲ᾽͵͵᾽ δ, 

G5 MAY 24 1985 τον 
ee 



NY 100-134637 

"the time, no answer, I telephoned Art 5 and no answer, I 
wrote thru other channels, no answer, Now I am.up a tree, for 
I was supposed to combine consultation with a vacation, a cooling 
off, would be better said, Now if I don't come in the Spring - 
which is about past and gone, the quota for our people may be 
filled ‘and I will be left out in the cold, or rather heat. The 
people here can't do anything unless they hear from Mecca. So 
I am waiting, I an in a most difficult position, Work here 
is tough. Cne has to. keep going under conditions - of complete 
indifference, I have made some headway at least in getting 
stuff about us into the press, but if I don’ t hear from the 
folks, even the slightest suggestion can’t be followed up. I 
iknow they have their hands full, but I am not here as a completely 
free agént. I must have some: contact. I don't say it ‘has. to be 

_@ but’ someone that would acknowledge that I am alive and that 
we must consult, to push forward our relations ‘here,, I hate to 
burden you: with this Bill, but. its most important that G considers 
this matter very seriously, It not only involved whére I δὰ. 
but mny 1.86. countries with whom I have contact, But can*t 
move ahead, because there are certain actions that must be 
-taken.and agreements. reached, The harvest is very good and I 
have sent an item to the press. on it, Ail the bes. to you and 
regards to: all,' 

= 7 = 

“as ever, 

me. 7 

~ 

The following words in the above comumication are 
interpreted as follows: . 

5 

B. Bea Johnson ΝΞ 
G. GUS HALL 
Mecca Moscow-~ — 
M. MORRIS CHILDS 
ART 8. ART SHIELDS - 
"The people who were in Mecca” - CPUSA representatives. _ 

attending March, 1 meeting in Moscow 



em 
" 

NY 100-134637 

NY 694+S* requests that the Chicago Office discuss 
the above communication with CG 5824-S* and requests that the © 
latter determine whether BEA JOHNSON. is to go to Moscow under 
CPUSA quota, If so, NY 694~-S% suggests that CG 5824-S* 
advise JOHNSON to that éffect. 
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dy Date: 5/13/65 | 
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| 

Tr μι the: wing in <4 
(Type in plain text or code) " 

ΒΕ 

Via ATRIEE REGISTERED 
(Priory) | 

-.-.......................................-.-.- ......-.-.-.-.-..-.».ὕ....- ε-...,...... .... 

A) TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) { 
i 

\ FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100- 134637) 

SUBJECT: OLO 

-Ὁ 

fi 

On 5/12/65, NY 694-S* transmitted to the Soviets 
through the secondary channel, - ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, several 
messages on microfilm inserted in a Marlboro cigarette pee 
(without destructive cheniicals)., the plain téxts of whi 
as follows: A «3 Ader 

1, The following message was in ciphered-partial |’ 
Ni t - . 

vre: J ——seesides at{ 7 
New York City 4 celepnone “6237. Now finished post sradnuate 
Studies, Columbia University, working with 
taking oral tests on subject Africa, His thesas for doctorate 
will concern Africa - this autumn 1965 i 
written work was collective paper with 
resulting from visit to Africa, Former member Of our Party - 

AR 
otk BUREAU (RM) 

CHICAGO.. (134-46 Sub B) (AM RM) REC- 7 
L - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) - 
1 - ΝΥ 105:14931 (NTKOLA T-TALANOV) (341) ) foo =F fa §e 297 — | } AGE 
l= wy 100-134637 (41) - - 

~ 

ACBemfd i ws ἀξ MAY 20 1905 
ει (8) _ ον. «Ὁ eee 

code: 

pproved: ye . Sent _.. - . M Per 

ch Da ξ θα αι Agent in Charge 



Ny 100-134637 . 

iy outh ry . 

- ‘Live at ew. in past, 
most active Party members, Used t is” same~farm in past for IC 
various secret CPUSA me6tings. Now not. actix 
They lean toward Cuban, lefti 
now unknown, Descendant ο 
Family still with political 
Lives. above address, wit 

For backgroun eé NY airtel 
4/27/65. 

2. The following message was in partial code: 
“- 

"CCCRSU 

May we inquire from you if you will wish to invite 
a few of our active CPUSA peace workers who will attend as 
delegates the International Peace Conference which Will be héld. 
in: Helsinki in. July. to visit Moscow. If you. should wish to 
extend such an invitation, will you. want. these delegates to visit 
Moscow beforé or after this dntermational. conferénce, Also, if 
these. invitees: would be counted in, our CPUSA quota or not," 

3. The following: message Was in partial code:;. 

"The following is from DANNY RUBIN who writes. these ‘on 
behals of. the GPUSA youth: 

| We wish to: make: sure we understand. accurately the recent. 
proposals which seem very. generous. 

UL. There is an invitation for 10 to 15. people to come 
as guests of the CYO after the festival δῷ a group sponsored by 
the US Festival Committee, We understand the invitation covers 
travel and tout expenses from Algiers through the USSR and -back 
to New. York. 

‘We understand that this in in response toa request 
that 15 civil rights Leaders. and ‘othér prominent youth be invited, 



ee a] 

4 . 

NY 100-134637 

“Zf possible. The Ὁ 8 Festival Committee is paying their way ‘to 
Algiers, The US Festivdl is now writing a formal. request to 
Comrade TAMEKO: at the CYO that 15 bé invited: as though they 
did not. inow. of this invitation, here referred. to. There will 
be 2 or 3 Party youth in this group to help assure a good : res ponse 
to the experience. 

2. We. andérstand. there is an invitation for an 
additional- 5. youth ‘to:-come, travel and tour expenses paid from. 
NY through the. USSR and back to New York, We would finance the 
Festival stay, It is not clear whether this must be a public 
relationship ‘between the US Festival & the CYO. If so, then 
we would try. for the broadest people, plus 1 Party person. Would | 
this 5 travel with the 10-15 mentioned above, If this is what 
is proposed, ‘then it would be good if the CYO answer to the 
official US Féstival Committee. request for ihvitations also. invited 
this additional five. If this does not have to be. handled 
between the US Festival Committee and the. ‘CYO, thén: we. would 
arrange ἃ significant but left delegation of Five. 

"3, Then, we understand a Party youth delegation is 
invited to-come during the summer. We want to be sure, that we 
understand that this is an additional delegation and not, a 
duplication or ovetap with the. previous two groups. If at all 
possible, we would like this delegation to follow right after 
the Festival so that they could benefit from that experience 
also, We would pay,the cost of the Festival itself. 

OA, dé nderaand that an invitation was sent to ‘the 
Student Non-Violent, Coordinating Committee. (806) care of John 
Lewis..Chairman inviting a delegation of four following the. 
Festival and offering travel expenses from the US back to the 
US plus the Soviet tour. 

MWe want to make sure we understand correctly that these 
aré four different invitations and that the terms are correct. 

How long would each tour be in days? : “ = 

"5, We were informed that 20 youth-were -invited to 
Cuba after-the Festival, There is a problem of how to return 
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"to the USA froin Cuba; The best way would be to return to 
Prague and then. resumé theix regular. flights now booked to * 
return from Paris to the USA. The problem.is getting from ~ 
Cuba to Prague or Western. Europe and the financing of this. 
ΤΕ these youth have to pay: for, this. it will eliminate many. 
With a new unfavorable’ Supreme. Court decision on travel to- - 
Cuba, it will be difficult to. fill this invitation even if 
“travel from Cuba to Prague: is | paid for, can we hear if something - 

can be worked out on this?” >. — 

& 

| Regarding the above message, NY 694-S* stated that he 
has no information concerning the meaning thereof, He states. _ 
that. he was advised by. CPUSA functionary HELEN WINTER, that. DANNY 
RUBIN aiid. CG 5824-S* had. discussed the matters referred to in 
the said message. He therefore, réquests that CG 5824-S* 
interpret ‘this: message for ‘the benefit of the Bureau, and: the.. 
New York Office, 

A, The following was in partial code: 

hed ΕΟ _ 45/10/65. 

"Received: Ὸ τς -- 

$350°000,00 

Je BROOKS" 

The. above is a xréceipt from thé informant, to the. 
Soviets acknowledging: that he teceived fron the. Soviets. - 
$350, 000 for ‘transmittal to the: CPUSA:. : 
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i Γ᾿ Memorandum Ee IN ENVELOPE | — 
TO : Mir. W. Cy Sul DATE:. May 14, 1965 

Ay 1 + Mr. Belmont Τροιίοι τας 
FROM ; ir. F. d. ΜΝ lL - Mr, Sullivan Helnes 

2 - Mr. Baumgardner “" 
1 - Mx, ‘Shaw 

SUBJECT; Ce | 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST Rg Wey 

τὴ 
On 5/13/65 ΝΥ 694-S* received a lengthy coded microfilmed 

message from the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet. Union, 
directed to the Communist Party, USA. In this message the Soviets 
endeavored to answer an inquiry from fraternal partiés as to the assistance 
being given by the Soviet Union to North Vietnam and to explain why there 
has not béen coordinated action between the Soviet Union and China in 
assisting Vietnam. Pertinent portions of the Soviet message aré set forth 
below, .. 

Sovict Αἱ! to North Vietnam’ | * - 
“-- ἢ 

- ° ~The Soviets stated that ‘they have been providing assistance to 
North Vietnam even before the,"recent events" in that area, that for a 
number of years the Soviet Union has supplied large amounts of*arms and 
combat equipment and assisted in training military personnel... The Soviets 
expressed. current. readiness: to supply North Vietnam with armament to- 
strengthen-antiaircraft and coastal defenses, 

Difficulties Beiiig Experienced by the Soviets 

The Soviets are encountering difficulties with the Chinese, who 
have refused categorically to-coordinate assistance to North Vietnam. On 
2/25/65 the Soviets requested the Chinese to allow Soviet planes carrying 
armament τὸ North Vietnam to fly over Chinese territory. The Chinese 
refused and suggested that the Soviets desired to take this: action in an 
attempt to establish. control over: ‘Chinese territory. In view of the AN 
Chinese refusal, it was necessary for the Soviets to send. military cargoe 
to North Vietnam by ¥ail which took considerably longer. wre 

On 4/3/65 the Soviets in a letter to the Chinese requested that 
a conference be convened between representatives of ‘China; North. Vietnam 
dnd the Soviet Union in an effort to discuss measures to guarantee the 
security of North Vietnam. The Chinese by letter 4/12/65 refuséd and 
suggested that China and ‘thé Soviet Union should come to an agreement 
with North Vietnam separately In addition, the Chinese. alleged that the 

Χ 110 J 
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assistance furnished by the Soviets up to that point had been “too small." - 
The Soviets termed this as an irresponsible allegation and noted that the 
Chinese did not mention anything about the assistance they are giving 
North Vietnam, 

Conference Between Representatives of Soviet Union and North Vietnam 

Representatives of the Soviet Union and North Vietnam held a 
conference in Moscow from 4/10-17/65 which resulted in the coordination 
of the positions of the two countries against "United States aggression." 
During the conference agreement was reached relative to arms ‘shipments 
and economic aid for North Vietnam. ‘The Soviets noted that, if the 
Chinese had participated in this conference, it would have shown unity and 
solidarity against "United States imperialism" and the determination to 
undertake collective measures to "cool the passion of the United States 
military. clique." ‘The North Vietnamese representatives indicated that on 
their: own they had pleaded. with the Chinese to participate in the conference, 
but the: Chinese refused indicating their refusal was motivated by Sino- 
Soviet: ditferences. _— " os 

᾿βονῖου Efforts to Unite with the Chinese 
--- το i. f Fae a 

τος (In a letter to. ‘the Chinese dated 4/12/65 the ‘Soviets comménted ᾿ 

κι" to: “help ithe ‘North Vietnainesé objéctively encourages the ageressors, Ina 
, second ‘letter to-the.Chinese dated 4/17/65, the Soviets again stressed 
cthe necessity of ‘coordinating efforts to assist North Vietnam, pointing 
‘out’. that it. is: the Keaured ‘Loternational duty of all communist parties to 
take: common measures: to guarantee the security of the Marxist-Leninist 
camp's: . ᾿ ᾿ 

ACTION: © «© 1,,,°. — a 
- fQlt ἐν 

Letters are being expeditiously prepared disseminating this 
information to the White House, Secretary of State, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency, Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General. 
These letters are attached. . 
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(See 
1 - Liaison 

‘ i = "ὰ 1 ~ Branigan Date Yay 19, 1965 tt Wannall 

TO? Director ; οὖ - 8. Putnan 
Bureau of Intelligence and ΠΑ Ω͂ ; 
Peparinent of ‘State 

ng 
Prous. Joun Edgar Hoover, Director the ἫΝ 

Subject: FOREIGN POLITICAL MATTERS 
‘BEPUBLIC OF THE CONGO. amas at 

a 

My letter to you dated May 7, 1965, captioned 
“Foreign Political Matters - Russia, Internal Security ~ 2," 
containdd information relating to assistance boing furnished 
rebel. forces in the Republic of the Congo (Brazzaville) by 
the Soviet Union. The following additional information con: 
cerning this matter hes been supplied by sources which A have 
furnished reliable information in the past. 

Recently, highly placed officials of the. Contral 
\formittes of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union made 
the following comments: ὃ 

ὙῈ 418) REC- 58 /t0 - 2 “δ Lf 
ἀπὸ Soviet ont Will continue to supply 26674 g “ 

‘the Brazzaville rebels, Tho. vebols haye retreated because 
of a lack of arms. This rotreat will be temporary. Τί will 
end when the rebels have δόσ περ sufficiemvespons“te* 

Republic and Algeria to supply arms to the Brizsnville 
rebels by. promising. to replace any shipped to: the P<: 

een IRA LICE 

ἢ Ἢ < zesume the conflict 18 MAY 20 1965 ἢ The Hoviet Union is cncouraging tho Uaitediivab — 
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ap sake 

Director _ 7 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

_. ‘Cuba has been sending arms to the Brazzaville rebels ; 
through Algeria. A leading member of the Cuban Government has ~ 
stated that Cuba was ble to send tanks because Cuba received : 
newer tanks to replace those sent to the Brazzaville rebels. ~ ἣ 

_ ‘Because of the sensitive natiire of δὰξ sources, this 
communication is classified 'Tep-Seecet." HA. 

l« Director Οὃ6 - BY LYAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

bg 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans IFC 

NOTE: a ; ᾿ 
Classified "Yop 5 π΄ since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information. could Seveat -the identity of the source -- 
(CG 5824~8*) who is of continuing value, and ‘such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage. to. the. Nation. 
CG 5824~S* is referred to as "sources": in order to further 
protect the identity of this valuable informant. See CGairtel 
5/12/65 captioned "Solo, IS ~ C." | 

on 
ao 
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FROM ; HICAGO: (434-46) 

SUBJECT: 

Je ¢ Me: al. 

; “Re Chicago letter. dated January 15, 1965. 

Dat Recommendation ᾿ τς oF . ye -; 

ΓΙ 

services rendered and normal expenses incurred during the 

at Residencé. and Employment. | ; oo, 

MAIL ROOM 

“- =e eee wee 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 19+ ᾿ ἰτοιο όσον. 
MAY" ie EDITION " 

"Sa CON. RES. NOL: 

UNITED STATES. οὐδβενμεν. 

Memorandum 

- 

Τὸ is recomended that ‘authority. be grantéd to 
continue payments to CG 5824- S* up to $1, 500 per nionth for 

four month: period » effective- June 1, 1965. 

Vachanged. 

in: Subvérsive. Or anizations 
128 2 

τς Membershi 

ΕΝ In- December, 1961, GUS HALL, Genéral Secretary, 
Cornmunist Party (CP), USA, advised: that leadership titles: 
within the. ὉΡ, USA had been_abolished but that respettive | 
leadership responsibilities would, not be so 6liminated. He 
advised that certain ‘boards and committees would continue. to 
function aS in the past. When HALL made these statements he 
advised : CG 5824-S* that the latter" 5 responsibilities would 
remain unchanged, ' 

In view of HALL’s foregoing Statement, CG. 5824- S# 
as of the present is. considered to hold the following - 
positions within the CP, USA: . 

Exe officio member, National ‘Board, OP, USA 

Covert member ,, National Committee, CP USA 

. ° -Head-of National Review, Audit and Appeals. 
- Commission, CP, USA τς ae 

WASE 8. AHAB 

tome’ spine i ox 

ΤΣ ΞΕ: 
᾿ ᾿ 4 

εἢ ΠΗ - 

I 

᾿ . 
~ ok Ν , > 
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ΕΣ - τ Secretary of ‘Foreign Affairs 
ἦς ΝΣ Committee, cP, USA- 

᾿ . οὖ Official vepresentative of GP, USA to 
ΝΣ - (CPs of the Soviet Union, Canada, 
st, Czéchoslovakia, | Mexico, Poland, ‘German 
. τς Democratic Republic, German: Federal - OL 
er Republic, πα, ΟἿ αν leading Communist ᾿ 

- ες ahd. -‘Workexs. Parties throughout the .~. 
- εἰς World with whom ‘GP.. -USA, maintains _ eT, 
? contacts and relations. ~ = ΝΝ ἘΝ - 

In addition to the foregoing, CG. 5824<5* also 
‘holds the following positions and/or membership within the 
ΟΡ ‘of T1linois; 

_ Ex. officio member. of staff, cP: of re oe 

5 . . | Tlinioks Ὁ Bre | | oe ΞΕ a 

τς Ὁ EB officio member of State Board, _ ΝΣ - 
ee . GP of: Titinois Ν κι 

, " . ΕΣ Of Professional Section, ae a 
re ‘GP: ‘of ALidnois. ΝΣ ᾿ : - + ΝΣ 

oe Ss ἄν, Siimmary of Inforiation.. Birhished' - : ΝΣ 
__-.. Between January, 168. ‘and Ma} 15 1965: ᾿ 

ἈΠῸ ays ΠῚ * 4 τὰ 

ον απ τὶ ; During the pertinent period, ¢¢ 5824=S* has contifiued: 
Pos to furnish. top lével coverage: of the most Amportant phaséS., oo 

' both 6pen ahd covert,, of- activity : of the CP, USA. on. ἃ local» 
; “matdonat and “international, leyel, : . ' 

ΝΞ | κι Of outstanding significance during the ‘current period Ρ̓ 
_.- was the ‘sovrée's successful completion of the., Isth ‘Solo MisStion. . 

cok” which. ‘to06k place during the. period February: 15 + “ApYil 26, 1965. 
: During this Mission, the source travelled to the USSR, _ 

Czechoslovakia, and the German Democratic Republic. In addition 
to having’ contact with the top Party leaders of the three 

. » ountries which he visited, the δοὺς (ὁ also met with.a number of 
.- °"-* leaders:of-other Parties. He attended the consultative meeting - 
"τ of 19 Communist and: Workers Parties héld .in: Moscow; March. 1- 5,7 
Ν᾿ ; _ 1965; and also the: ‘March 16-18 round: table . dealing with. the role 
aa : of CPs din capitalist. countries Sponsored by the. "World Marxist. - - 

Review" in Prague. In. the ‘Soviet Union the Source met with = 



So ee rsede ὉΠ 

2 leading personalities of the Pp of the Soviet tinion which _ 
᾿ -incTuded such individuals as BORIS N, PONOMAREV: and P.. ἡ, - 

DEMICHEV, both of whom aré, inenibers of the Secretariat, 
.. ὑ- Central ‘Committée, CP of thé Soviet Union, ‘From. -these 
: - individuals he "received an up-to-~date analysis of the 

situation in Vietnam and also latest information on. “Ὁ 
relationships between ‘the CP of the. Soviet Union and the 

᾿ οὖ CP of China. He -also. secured a: briefing from CP of the o 
a - Soviet Union. officials from-which he was able: to report in’ _ 
" . detail the result of discussions which had: beén ‘carried. on | 

i an- February, 1965, at Peking between top Party leaders. of: 
. = the CP of the ‘Soviet Union and the CP of China. Thé source 

also during the course of this Mission through discussions τς 
with itfluential members of the CP ΟἹ the Soviet Union, _ 

. ,. Which. in¢luded such, individuals as TTABANINTZ, and ‘TIMUR 
το «+ ~ MTMOFEEY, deve loped what he -considered “most important | ΝΞ ΕΝ 

_< τὸς information” which dealt with an” apparent power struggle now 
"+ goitig ‘on~amongst the headérship | of ‘the CP. ὉΣ the Soviet . | 

ο Union. - ἱ 
. ~ x : : 3 

- ae - 7 τ «Δ τ 

Εν - “ 

In, visits to Czechoslovakia ‘and the German Demoévatic 
wt... Republic, source. further developed: extremely good working: 
ne conditions with representatives of those Parties. 

ΙΝ - ' AS. di. the past; CG 5824-8 ἄυζηξ. the éorrent. a 
- ρεχλδά continued to. remain. as: one of GUS HALL!s closest ΠΕΣ ces 

confidants and has held a number of covert private . <neetings " 
- + pith him. Through such contacts ‘with HALL, he has been able- 

- to furnish on a continuing basis nearly ail of the important _ 
ae inter=Party, activities and. secrets of the CP, USA. As in. the © 
ΝΕ past, inforiiation furnished: by CG 5824-S* has again placed. the 
0. ,, “Bureau in. a position ΟΕ knowing :most of the significant details 

ORS, of the cP, USA’ Ξ. current. Operation. " 
4 

- ‘In the field of funds, CG 5824-S*, together with ne 
_ NY 694=S*, has been ‘able to continue to supply detailed . 
ΝΕ information regarding distribution of CP reserve funds as 
-.- Well as receipt of such monies. : 7 

Ν ΝΣ - - ¢ 

Ls Ve Amounts: Paid ξο ὦ... ὁ" οἴ 
οι " _Servicés | and. Expenses - - 
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οὐ 184-48 

᾿ δαπθσχγν 1068. στὴ τς ὅς ΕΞ 

“ “4240. on January- 26°, 1965, used for unusual expenses - " “ἢ 
in connection with a five-day trip to Cahada, January 21-25, se 

: 1965. ‘ . ον ᾿ 

$1,000 on datuary 27, 1965, as an. award for oo 
__outstandiiie - ‘accomplishments in connection with the 17th Solo 
Mission. ' —. ἐν 

February, 1965 

$750 on February. 3, 1965, for sérvices. and expenses 

during period. January 15-31, 1965.: ΝΣ 

It 

t- $250: on “Kébruary’ ll, 1965, as: an- advance for. anuigpal 
. a, expenses. connected: with. a five-day. trip to New York City:, 2 ἢ 
Ley ake February 11-: 15, 1966. : 

- »$750 on -February 17; 1965). for 5 services and expenses | | 
February 1:15, 1965. ες τος : : τι 

- - “42,280. on. February ΤΕ 1965, ‘as. an .advance for : 
“ΕΝ ᾿ services and. expenses during the. period February 15~March 31," 

: ' " \ ΄ 

, $3, 375. on. ‘February ‘uy, i965, te pe utilized in. °°. 
coiinectiion with expenses to be incurred on 18th Solo Mission. ‘ 

which was tod.:commence Febru . _ Advance to. ‘cover ID 
expenses. of CG 5824- sf” and - ΝΞ 

March, 1965 ΠΝ ΝΞ ΕΕἊἍἝ 

No-Payrients. | a ΝΞ - ΕΝ 
+ 

April, 1965 _ 

é- $750: on April 29, 1965, for services’ and experises 
> . Aprid 1515, 1965, - ' ΕΞ ΝΣ ' πον 

- — ἐ - - Ji : τ- = 

στ ὁ Mages 1965, —_ oe πο ΕΟ 

᾿ - $750 on May 8, 1965; for services ‘and expenses Ν 

᾿ Aprit 16-30, 1965. τ΄ | : — : 
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- ᾿ς $351 on May /5,, 1965, as an advanée for ‘unusual 
“expenses in connection with.a ‘five-day. trip to Los Angeles, 

οἴ future benefit of CG 5824-S*, For the’ months of January, 
. February., March. and. Aprit ,- deposits were made to this ° 

- account, The-total money ‘which is now being held in this 

τ 

withholds ἃ. total .of $200. ἃ month of the monies paid to the 
source for use in connection: With, federal income- “tax, 

‘January 16-19, 1965 Covert meetings, Chicago, 

_ January 21, 1965 . "Meeting with’-JACK KLING, 

; Trust and Savings Bank, Chicago, contained as of May 1, 1965, 

that, approximately $600. of the. amount which is paid to him 

‘incone tax return, as filed by CG 5824-S* and which forms the. 

California, commencing May 15, 1965. 

In addition to the above, an amount.of $100. per 
month is being deposited in a special savings account 
maintained in.the name of the ‘SAC, Chicago Division, for 

special account, which is maintained in the First National 
Bank, of Chicago, and another account maintained at the Harris 

a total of $13,107.69, which inoludes. all_acctiedinterest—up 
to April 1, 1965. 

, Oh the basis of the 1964 income tax return which 
has recently been. submitted by CG, 5824~S*, it ‘has. been found: 

inonthly is expended as. normal expenses. A copy of this 1964 

basis: for the above estimate, is maintained in the Chicago 
Office.. On the basis. of the above, the .Chicago Division now 

VI , Meetings and Other Activities 

ἫΝ with GUS HALL, General 
ον τ΄ _ , Secretary, cP, USA, and: 

- meetings. with CP of TLiinois 
- _ ~pistrict Teadership. " 

‘CP of Tilinois District 
-functionary, and departure 

, from Ομλσαρο, for Toronto, 
τς Woo | Canada. 

January :.22+24, 1965 ~~. ‘Tndividual : meetings with 
oO | - cP of Canada leadership, 

ee ᾿ς ΕΙΣ Toronto, including meetings 
᾿ ᾿ - - with WILLIAM KASHTAN, General . 

- Secretary. ᾿ - 
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January 25, 1965 

January 27, 1965 

January 30, 1965 

February 1, 1965 

4g 

February 7, 1965 

February 8, 1965 . 

February 10, 1965, 

- February 11, 1965 ~ 

February. 12, 1965 ~ 

February 13-15, 1965 

Return to-Chicago 

Meeting with JACK KLING 

Meeting. with -CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, 
leading. functionary , CP of 
Illinois, and, Vice Ghaieman 
CP, USA 

Meetings with CLAUDE LIGHTROOT, 
JACK KLING; 
Telephonic contact with . 
HELEN WINTER, National Office; 
Individual meeting with 

᾿ς BELLA WEINSTEIN ΄. 

Individual daily meetings with 
CLAUDE, LIGHTFOOT and. 
(JACK KLING, 

Meetings with JAMES TACKSON,. 
“Editor of "The Worker," and. 
HENRY WINSTON, Vice Chairman,. 
P,, USA, plus’ local functionaries, 
6Ρ' of Illinois District. 

| Meeting with CLAUDE LIGHTROOT. 

_ Meeting with MAX WEINSTEIN, 
individual active in CP, USA - 
financial matters. " 

- Meeting with JACK: KLING, aiid 
-départ New York City. 

Individual ingetings with cP, USA .- 
leaders, including GUS HALL, 
CARL WINTER, ete. 

. Meeting of: National, Board, 
:CP; USA; 
Attended individual néetings 

; with numerous CP, USA functionaries 
_ including GUS: HALL, PHIL BART, 
LENA SCHERER, ete. 
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_-February 15, 1965 ΝΞ παξυΐπ to: , Chidago 

February 17, 1965 “ ᾿ “Meéting with JACK. LING. 

Febiuary 18, 1965 -  s Meeting with MAX’ WEINSTEIN 
+ 

¥ 

Ce February 19, 1965. - os ’ Departed Chicago ‘for Boston, τὸν 
an - ες ες - and commenced: 18th Solo Mission. th 

! 

February 19<April 26, 1965 On 18th Sélo Mission. — “te 
᾿ ᾿ - Met with numerous officials, 

‘CPSU, CP of Czechoslovakia, 
- Socialist Unity Party of - 

me ‘Germany (SUPG)., -CP of West , 
roo mo, _ ‘Germany, CP of France, ‘CP. of: ; 

ες τι ἢ στ τς ae ‘Italy, numerous. Latin “Américan - ἐπὶ 
“ΝΣ - a a . .. CPs, 4 BT 
; - ᾿ς τὸς ἢ 4 DO Attended “March 1,. 1965, . 

_ ᾿ ΝΞ - consultative ‘ineeting of 19 
~ CPs, Moscow ,. and. March. 16, ι, 

oe ες ΝΕ “ΒΥ ΠΟΒΊΌμ: of “World Marxist. ae 
τος : ΝΞ ᾿ Review,." Piague .. 

ΝΞ - ὦ ΣΝ 1 , ‘Made tyo: trips into theriGernan ae 
ΝΣ ΜΝ τα πο αὶ  Deinécratic: Republic where he 
5 ΝΣ ͵ ᾿ discussed. printing equipnent 

ΕΝ ε 5 . and: also political matters. with 
ar .SUPG. representatives, | - 

Apri} 38; 1965; " . Returned.-United. States, - ON κα 
Le arriving Boston. ΕΞ ΝΣ 

April aT, 1965 ᾿ το ‘Boston ‘and: Nei York - - dehriéting.. 

“Apri 28- 30, 1965 sor: | Meetings 10. New ‘York. wit h: 05. 
- . HALL and other: CP, USA. leadership ° - 

ro co, : : including DANNY RUBIN, ‘HELEN ᾿ 
ἐς : a " -  - WINTER, etc. - continued debrieting 

a . by: Bureau Agents. . . 

a May. T, 1965: 7 Ν᾿ -" Returned Chicago: " _ - ες 

May 3, ᾿98΄ τ Ὁ ὃὅτ Meeting with JACK KLING, apa” 
- telephonic contact froin gus HALLS, - 

τ τ τὶ - California. 
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May 4-14, 1965 . 

May 15, 1965 ; 

Re orts Submitted . VIT. | 

* Written” 

, ᾿ Oral (reduced. to. 
whiting)” 

VIII, Tngornation-Furnished | 
: of Unusual Value 

868 ‘Sections ἮΝ arid VI above: a 
Ir 

ΟΣ. Apbitoxinate: number of People: ᾿ ἘΝ "-" ας 
“ οὐ Whom Intormarit Furnished _. | . ᾿ : 

ἐς Coverage and thei ‘Importance τ ΝΞ ΕΕΕ Ἢ 

it is- estimatéd that during the current period Sos 
the sourcé furnished Information: on well ‘over 300 individuais .᾿ 

. including nearly ali of those. in the top leadership. of the 
_ OP, USA, as: well .as ‘matiy top léaders in the international 
communist movement «. 

. Additional debriefing. by Lo 
| Bureau Agents carried: out. 

-Norie . 4% *. t : \! 

_Appyoximately 215, of which — 

solely to Solo. information « ἘΣ 

Steps, alcén: to Aavaties infoxmant 

- As. the Bureau is: aware ;- CG 5824-- has reached that - 
point of jeadership within. the OP, USA where. there remains 

. # = - - 

Individual and joint neetings 
with CP, USA Leadership 
including CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, 

- JIM. WEST, JACK KLING, Lou 

DISKIN, etc. . ᾿ 
Also. meetings with, MAX WEINSTEIN, — 

Departed Chicago. for Los Angeles - 
to -hold. covert meetings with 7 
GUS HALL. | a 

ει. ? 

100: ox: more consisted Of 
iéttérhead memoranda and - 
informants. statements. devoted - 

3% - τ 

Ξ » > t 
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᾿ ἍΤ . 

Rae 

little opportunity. for him to. place himself ; ina higher 
organizational position without making a direct ‘political 
challenge to Gus HALL"s Leadership. or. to the leadership. 
Of some other. top. CP functionaries: To .do so would’ jeopardize ~ _ 
the current high Standing of .this informant. -In view of this, - ἢ 
‘the ‘Chicagé Office continues to direct its efforts in sich ‘a. ; 
manner that will enable CG 5824-S* to’dontinue his. high Tevet 
of activity ‘put not seeking to place -him in a. position which 
jeopardizes the ability to furnish the Bureau. with ever | 
increasing valuable information. 

and. Reliability, Stabi Lity- 

Ta: the ‘opinion of the. eontaéting agents, CG 5824-8 
‘has no personal- weaknesses. nor Aas: che: given any: indications. 
of untrustworthiness: or unreliability which. could. μὲ the source * 
of some future émbarrassnient to. the. Bureat. , 

XII, Indoctrination Against Disclosure Ὁ 6΄Ο: 
Every: effort..has ‘been made to properly indoctrinate 

CG 82 4.5} against making: atiy. disclosure of hig ‘relationship: 
with. ‘the Bureau. through δὴν. media whatsoever τος ΕΝ 

' re ΨΥ 1 

—XTIt. _Adtion Taken | On Information Furnished 

Information fiizmished by ‘CG 5824-S% has been or is 
im the process ΟΣ being disseminated and.where necessary 

appropriate: action is ‘being recommended. - 

ilisce Lianeous ve pe ot oo A: ; 
= - ἢ . Ν - = : απ 

- ΝΣ Nione. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM ci (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT:__ SOL 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's » A τ 
statement captioned, "Discussion Relating to Printing EES 
Equipment Between Representatives of the Communist Party, 
USA, and the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia." GER 

The informatim appearing in the enclosed informant! s 
statement was orally furnished on 4/28/65 _by CG 5824- 5Ὲ, το 
SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
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DISCUSSION RELATING TO PRINTING 
KQUIPHENT BETWELN REPRESENTATIVES 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA AND —  ’ 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF C7ECHOSLOVAKIA 

» - - In the latter part of March, 1935, Karl Loichtran 
of Pronapt Preas, New York City, and another representative 
of the Communist Party (CP), USA, were in- Prague, Cuecheslovakia, 

' Garrydug out an assipnment concerning availability of printing 
.  @quipsiont in the various socialist ccuntrieq. heichtman, + - 

gree an indivicual relatively well versed in printing equipient. needs, 
ἦε ᾿ at the tine renarked that Céechoslovatia produced'a vory. fine | 
“τ offect printins rochine which was imported and gold in the a 

; Vaited States by the Royal Zenith Corporation of New York City. 
. . Lelehtman felt that if this machine could be sceyred at a proper 

price that it would be en cxcollent pices of equipment. An a 
- wWebult, arraimements wore made through Mircolav Jixyaska and 

Frantcsek Kopta of the Internaticnal Department, Central 
Copmittee, CP of Cacchoslovakia, to inspect these offeet printing 

- machines and-to .cecurd a. demdistration of then. Δὲ ‘this tiné =. 
| - " - Δ was-found that these ndchines sold for approximately $5,090. . 
|.” | dn Czechoslovakia, which Loichtman suggested would be ἃ very”. 
oo good price. As a result, Leichtman felt an inquiry should be 

hace as to the possibility of the CP, USA securing several ΟἹ. 
. these machined... ee ΟΝ . . - 

4 

In view of tho foregoing, a corimunication was propared. 
"+. _ and addressed to the Central Connittce, CP of Czécheslovalsia, .: | 

|. -, dndkeating thatthe CP, USA; might be interésted in acquiring _ 
several of theze offset, printing machines. ‘While it was. pointéd 
out that this would bo a business transgaction and that the ΟΡ... 
USA, would net want the machines’ for nothing, it was sugrestdd 

: to: the Central Committee that they keep in rind the fraternal 
ἐς rolations of these two Parties in rogard to any agreement which 

'. tdght be worked out. Almest immediately, the Central Comittee 
of tho CP of CzcchoSiovakia responded te thé comhimicatioy by. 

ey noting that’ their inquiry. wis. being given. inmedlate attention. - 

7 _ Tw April, 1965, this was followed by an inquiry to _. 
᾿ _ tke Central Committee, ΟΡ of Czechoslovakia, ds to whether ᾿ 

νι there had been δὴν decision on the above matter. At this tire 
- Kopta and Jizaskd of the Intornaticnal LFepartment advised that 
 tertain defeety had been found in tke machines ahqut which the - 

"OB, USA, had inquired, and that. it was not présently practical” 

= 



ro 

for the CP, UGA, to place an order. LEowever, they both 
noted that these exrorag should be corrected within.six to 
eicht months and then this matter could be diseussed 
2reain, - . 

vubsecuently, Kopta, curins private ccdversaticn, 
adviced that reccutly an eleven=ran celepation fron 

Czechoslovakia had visited the United Ctates. Inecluted in 
this delegation was the director of the σον which 
procuecs the machines that tke CP, USA had inquired apout. 
és this celegation was preparing to return to Czechoslovakia 
thoy ctopped to Eco the Ynited States coaler for these 
offset prcgees and it was this cealer who rotifdiecd thon of 
17 mechanical cofects in this machine. The dealer pointed 
cut fiat there cofeets had to he corrected kefore ke could 
£ell them, 
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REGISTERED MAIL Ι 

(Priasity) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM :_-SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
& 

sunzecr” soxo: 
Is το 

ἐῶν 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies te 

each and for the New ‘York Office one copy each of three Ww 
informant's statements captioned as follows; K. . 

"Desire of 1 Marxist Review’ to Publish Issue 
of Nagazine Devoted to USK,” 

"Banquet for Cosmonauts, April 12, 1965, Moscow, 
USSR.” 

"Contacts with Be Castro, Vice Premier. of Cuba/ 
February and March, 1965. | 

The information appearing in ‘the éaclosed’ informant 's 
Statements was orally furnished on 4/26, 4/27 and ‘5/4/65, by 
CG 5824-S*, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD δ HANSEN. 
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DESIRE OF "WORLD MARXIST REVIEW" 
TO PUBLISH ISSUE OF MAGAZINE 
DEVOTED TO UGA. | 

Τοῦ 19, 21955, a discuesion was held at tho 
‘World Marxist Review," ofPicinl theorctical 

organ of the Anternational co:sunint™roverent, heacquarteriny 
in Pramos, Czechoslovakia, inyolving representatives of tke - 

“CSrnunist Party (CP), UWA, and Eudgeno Frantzov, Editer-in~. 
Chief, and othor members of tho colleriunm, of the “World. 

’ Marxist Review," At this time Frantgov noted that it was 
thelr cenire to devote an entire issue of their magazine to 
probless and matters related to the United States, and would 
like to co this with their icsveq numbor seven for July, 1958. 
fo co ce, bo xrevericd, they woule lite the OP, PIA, to cubrit 
nt least seven full articles for publication in this ppecipal 
issue, Tho articles sheuld be πὸ less thon 5,000 to 5,560 
words with no maxinun as to tenpth, To make this special | 
issue as suggested, Frantzev remarked that tho coadline for 
the receipt of articles fron tho United States would have’ to 
be June 2, 1935. Ie then suggested that articles for this 
special issue ef the magazine could bo prepared on the 
following. topics: 

1, United States imporialis wns a world 
sendarne (Japan, Vietnam, ate. ) 

2. The Labor movenent in the United 
states = recent chaares. : 

3. Lconomic explgitaticn < imperialist 
Ginvestrents) © 

τ 4A. Tn that countries United étates exploits 
- worners - Canada, éte., and not Linitea 

- ‘to coloninl ccuntries 

δι The conocratic ἢ πον ΒΒ. Ὁ in. the United 
ΟΣ ΓΝ 

Be Negro freceon moverent 

J. CP, UGA, and the world communist 
novenent 

ft; pr Ld af ἘΦ ΠΕ afl AS Th
 GU 
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_ Automation. and result, in, the 

.. Competition between the United States | 
δὰ USSR or. socialist system ᾿ 

United States oo 

Post-electiion United States today 

The économic and political ramifications 
ΟΣ state Honcpoly capital and. 

' eontiadietions within monopoly: capitaliqn 

Intellectual participation in; ‘recent - 
- United States changes 

14. 

-Bubiséguent to the’ above: distugsion this information 
_ Fas trans sinktted ‘to the GP, USA; -and when that Party was: 

informed of the désire of the Workd Marxist Review" to piblisk 
such a. special edition they were in. favor of thidg idéa; 
however; 2 Yequest was sent, to the "World Narxist Review" to 

.deloy this igsue to issué -fumber nine scheduled for Septenber,. . 
1935, This request for-postponenent of tha special issue was 

- agreed τὸ by the "World Marxist, Review" and accordingly the | 
deadline for the. Submission ‘of the geqired. material WAL now - 

Farners 

On ideological questions and stiuggle 
against. reaction. 



Ν ͵ Ε BANQUET FOR COSKONAUTS, —_ ; 
Te δε Τ _ APRIL 15 1965 NOSCO’, USSR_- 

od 

On the: evening of April 12, 1955, the Comunist - 
Party (CP): of the Soviet Union aid the Governinent Of the 
USSR jointly sponsored a banquet and reception in Koscoy . 
for the purpose of greeting Soviet cosmonduts Pavel Belisey 
and Alexei Léonov, the latter βοὴν the first nan to walk 
in space, Admission to the affair was Strictly by 
invitation. ‘and the number: of: ainvitations ‘was dimited.. ALL 
invitations-yverd. written and for foreign guests were proparod: 
on the basis of identification which: appearéd .on such 

individuals’ passports, In addition to. the presence of 
leading members of thé CP of the Soviet Union at this gala 
affair, there were nutoroys Russian Admirals, Marshals, nnd 
Generals present and many of these appeared. to be connected 
in some way with the Russion Space Progran, 

It. was at.-thigs ageair where Andre Urnov,,, ἃ 
representative. of the Noxth. ‘and South Anerican Seotion, 
International Pepartnent.,,. Central Comittee, CP of the “soviet - 
Union, was heard. to nake. a joke to the. ‘foLleving effoct: 

ΟΣ Gag gavin, one of tho-first Russian cosrionants,. 
recent ly had an operation on his chest. Ye underwent this. 
opferation.in order that they could widen his chest to > Fegeive 
“all. the medais ‘the > government 15" giving bin. 

| | 7 ΕἾ. ST ca 
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CONTACTS WITH RAUL? STRO,, 
. ‘VICE PRENIER OF CURA,, : " 

τὸς ἜΕΒΆΠΓΑΣΥ ἈΝ BR oi 1935. _ ve 
~ 

AS of: February 23, 4935, Naud Castro, “Vito Prine 
Minister of Cuba and a _ponbor of the Directorate of the 

was Kogeoy, USS! ‘to attend the March 1, TES, noneuitetive 
_ néeting of 19 Comiunist Parties: On the evening of that date, 

'., 7 Castro cand the remainder of the: PURS delegation participated 
| dn a- ‘panquet- arranged for by other Latin American Celogations | 

and Party represéatatives then in Hosedy. This affair was ~ 
kold in the "ship room οὗ the Contral Copmittes, Communist 
Party (CP) of the Sovict Union, hotel.- Several CP, USA 
representatives then in Moscow to attend the March 1 mecting, 
ingluding James E. Jackson, Editor of “The Worter," were - 
invited τὸν τὰ did attend this affair which. was strictly : 
ΘΟ ΔΊ in nature. Among, the others who were present. were - 
(Fixst ‘Name Unknown) Mdneeiro of the CP of Venezuela; Arnaldo 

‘Hartineéz Verdugo, Firat Secretary, CP of Mexico}. and Rudolto | 
Ghioldi.,. incre of the Central Conmittec, cp of Argentina. 

τ - ΝΞ Ort the. folléewing Saturday, February 27, 1935, 
Castro invited all of those who had been present at the Scecial 

og affair of February 23, to participate im a party to be held 
- ἀξ the villa where he was χόρλάληξ in Moscow with his wife. 

This affair was ‘to be another strictly social function. 
Present, in addition to a large number of Latin American Party — 
‘representatives, were Mikhail Suslov, ἃ Secrétary of the. 

‘ -Central Conmittee, CP of the Sovict Union; V. Korianov, Chief 
ἰ- Ῥορυῦν to Boris N. Ponomarev, Bead of the International 
a -, Départnent, and Secretary. of the Central Conmittee, CP of the 

_. Soviet Union, and a large nuber of high ranking Rusgian 
. \wititary figures. The latter inolided a high ranking Russian 

“General who was the official host to Castro during ‘his: stay 
in the Soviet Union. At the affair Castro. and wost others. 
drank heavily and Castro himself was.constantly clowning. 

“ . Pictures were taken of biti: din the course of ‘carrying out. many. | 
‘of his humerous. netions. In one instance he ‘took the ‘hat and . 

. this attire. 

7 τς “While io effictal business mas éénducted at “this” --  aeeair, castro did Tavite all Brovent, including: those. - 
-»"» 

woo aed σάλον NTE 
So Ξ-. ΝΕ | ENGLC ouUaE 

coat of his hosting Russian General and Was photographed in - 



r¢presohtatives of the CP, USA, to come to visit Cuba. He 
also. arranged to mect personally at somo future date with a 
CP, UGA representative who.was to make the final aryancenents | 
for such meeting throupk the Cuban Embassy in Moscow: Lator 

_efforts by this ΟΡ, USA representative to mate these _ 
arrangements through Qlivaxes Sanchex, the Atbassnador, - 
failed because Castro's commitments ‘and other conflicting 
matters made it impossible to set up such a meeting. 
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REGISTERED MAIL AIRTEL 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

AC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) A ἮΝ \ 
ς μβυὺ, 

βγῶ! RW SAG ή , 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 

and three copies each and for New York one copy each of three 
letterlead memoranda entitled, “Jeronimo Carrera, Communist 
Party of Venezuela Representative, World Federation of Trade 
Unions, Prague, Czechoslovakia;” "Symposium to Discuss 
State-Monopoly Capital, Rome, May, 1965;" and "(First Name 
Unknown) Wagner, World Marxist Review, * Prague, Czechoslova 

The information appearing in the enclosed letterhda 
memoranda was furnished on 5/3, 5/5 and 5/15/65 to SAs WALT 
A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG. 5824-8*, who_ has furnished 
reliable information in the past. 

The enclosed letterhead memoranda are classified 
"Speaker" since they contain information furnished by 
CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and thus 
adversely affecting the national security. . / 

a2 Lt AA». 

All of the information set forth in the enclosed 
letterhead memoranda was developed during the course of 

discussions and other neetings ὦ mt Prague, pe ah 74 

[ : πα oe 6 /°? - faboG/ — 
- Bureau (Encls. 12) "(RMD 
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CG 134+46 Sub B 

April, 1966, In connection with the information on the 
Symposium in Rome, both HYMAN LUMER and GILBERT GREEN of 
the Communist Party (CP), USA are aware of this and were 
to handle for the CP, USA. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
‘source, the enclosed letterhead memoranda have been, shown 
as having been made at Washington, D.C. 

he 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 5 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C, 
File No. May 18, 1965 

st ΛΕ ΤΥ ΟἹ VENEZUELA... wes 
EDRESENTATIVE, WORLD 

—FEDERATION.OF TRADE UNIONS 
PRAGUE CZECHOSLOVAKIA- ~~" - 
a ΩΣ 

A source, who has furnished reliable information . 
in the past, in early May, 1965, advised as follows: 

As of the latter part of April, 1965, there was 
assigned to the staff of the World Federation of Trade 
Unions, Prague, Czechoslovakia (a characterization of which 
appears in the appendix hereto), one Jeronimo Carrera from 
Venezuela. Carrera's address and telephone number. was as 
follows: | . 

Opletalova 57 
τς ~ Prague 1,-Czechoslovakia: = —-- 

Garrera isa member of the Communist. Party (CP) of 
Venezuela and works closely with (First Name Unknown) . 

»: σηβοσσο, a member of the Political Bureau and reportedly one 
εἴ τν e chief ὦ of the CP.of Venezuela who 

is now in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 
see nenarrannet casey teenie ACEC 

[O00 = Yafe 7 — 4979 
ENCLOSURD 

Ἐμπ “ 

Telephone number 22 06 62. 7 ; 



ἢ Ο O 

JERONIMO CARRERA seh 

APPENDIX 

* 

ft 

i 

WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS 

1. Cited as "part of a solar system of 
international Communist~front organizations 
which have been established in recent 
years * * *," "American supporters include 
the left-wing unions within the Congress of 
Industrial Organizations.” 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
House Report 1953 on the Congress of 
American Women, April 26, 1950, 
originally released October 23, 1949, 
pel.) 

2, Cited as "Communist-dominated." 

(Internal Security Subcommittee of the 
~ Senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook - - 

for Americans, S. Doc. 117, April 23, 
1956, p.93, also Ὁ. 59.) 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

APPENDIX 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ee 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 

File No. May 18, 1965 

spe 

(FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) WAGNER 
“WORLD MARXIST REVIEW," 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early May, 1965, advised as follows: 

There is now assigned to the staff of the "World 
Marxist Review," official theoretical organ of the 
international communist movement, Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
one (First Name Unknown) Wagner. He is a Russian citizen 
ΟΣ. German origin and about 32 years of age. He is a graduate 
of the Institute of World Economy and International Affairs, 
USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow. He speaks both English and 
Spanish well and is supposed to be in charge of work at the 
magazine which relates to capitalist countries. However, at 
the present time he appears to be devoting the majority of 
-his- time- to:.-work..dealing—with. the. Latin_American. countries. _ 

Wagner has requested that certain matérial be 
sent to him from the United States and in this connection 
provided the following ξοπξεθραζξει Prague mail address: 

Richard Kolar 
Hotel Praha 
Kralodvorska 4 
Prague, Czechoslovakia 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D.C: In Reply, Please Refer to , [ 

May 18, 1965 - File No, 

a 

SYMPOSIUM TO DISCUSS 
STATE-MONOPOLY CAPITAL 
ROME, MAY, 1965 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in mid-May, 1965, advised as follows: 

Commencing on or about May 28 or 29, 1965, there 
will be held at the Gromchi (phonetic) institute, Rome, 
Italy,.a Narxist oriented institute, a symposium on the 
topic of state-monopoly capital and the role played by the 

-- - merger. 6f private. and government capital. The symposium is 
being jointly sponsored by the institute and the “World " 
Marxist Review," official theoretical organ. of the 
international communist movement, headquartering in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia. The participation of the "World Marxist 
Review" in sponsoring this symposium was Secured in order 
-that. it—-might_assume_a.part of the_ costs involved. _ 

- τ - Various Communist Parties from leading capitalist 
countries have been invited to attend this symposium and - 
included among those invited was the Communist Party, USA. 
If such invited Parties could not attend they have been 
requested to submit papers which can be read to the symposium 
on the subject of the effect of monopoly capitalism in their 
respective countries. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal ‘Bureau of. Anvestigation. 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.’ ‘and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your, ‘agency. be - 
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(Priority) 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) el | 
Ό. 

SUBJECT :\_SOLO” 
is-¢ SS 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies each and for New York one copy each of three 
letterhead memoranda entitled, "International Department, 
Central Committee, Communist Party of Czechoslovakia;” μ 
"Comments by Representatives of the Communist Party of the Bs Π: 

viet Union on Riot at United States Embassy, Moscow, ane 
(A tazch 4, 1965;" and "A. Ziller, L. Motta, Members, Communisf— 

Party of Brazil. " 
᾿ ΝΟ ᾿ 

kis OP The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
ey: head memoranda was furnished on 4/28 and 5/3/65 to SAs WALTE 

A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG 5824-S*, who has furnishe 
EK reliable information in the past. 

if The jenclos ἃ letterhead memoranda are classified: ¢ 
*e " * and "SECRET" Since they contain information 

furnished by ca 5824-S*, a very highly placed source 
furnishing information on the highest level concerning the 
international communist movement, The unauthorized disclosure 
of the information contained therein would, by its nature, 

δ ‘tend. to identify CG 5824~S* as the source, jeopardizing his 
security, and thus adversely affecting the national security. 

™ In order to provide additional security to the ν 
\ source, the enclosed letterhead memoranda have been shown 

as having meen. made at Wi ashin bob, D 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

ik 

“nd 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C, 
File No. May 18, 1965 

INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, ΝΞ 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, eee 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA “os 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

As of mid-April, 1965, a partial-breakdown on the 
organizational responsibility within, the International . 
Department, Central Committee, Compfnist Party (cP) of - 
Czechoslovakia, was as follows: 

(First Name Unkno Chernik - currently ̓ ς Deputy...t. to... 

_ane-FEsponsipre for..relations 
‘Head"of International Department. 

““with CPs in capitalist countries. 

“thew Cp ss Acsoneensnes 

Kopta = presently on loan from Central 

working on relations with CPs 
in capitalist countries. 

It was also learned at this time that the International 
Department, Central Committee, CP of Czechoslovakia, has 
established a policy whereby all employees of the International 
Department work part-time with the Czech Foreign Ministry, in 
Prague. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
Property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed __ 
outside your agency. 

feo FAFOW ~ 
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Committee, CP of Czechoslovakia, 
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or 

> currently in charge of relations ___._ 
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capitalist countries, including 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE J 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D.C. \ 
In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. May 18, 1965 

CONESSENTIAL 

COMMENTS BY REPRESENTATIVES OF 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION ON RIOT AT UNITED 
STATES EMBASSY, MOSCOW, MARCH 4, 1965 

A source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

During early April, 1965, several leading representatives 
of the Communist Party (CP) of the Soviet Union, while discussing 
the riot which had occurred at the United States Embassy in 
Moscow, on March 4, 1965, characterized the Chinese students who 
led the riots as "dirty dogs." They remarked that two Russian 
policemen had been permanently blinded and a number of others 
very seriously injured as a result of this riot. They openly 
stated that the riot was an organized conspiracy by the Chinese 
students who were following orders from their Embassy in Moscow. 

~~ These representatives of the CP of the Soviet Union stated there-— - 
was nothing that the CP of the Soviet Union could do concerning 
the stopping of this riot. They had to dispel the Chinese 
students a number of times and finally found out that the only 
actual way to stop it was to beat. these students up, jail them 
or literally drive them off. The Russian policemen at the start 
were in a very difficuit position because: they were not allowed 
to. use their weapons under any condition, They also noted that 
in preparation for this riot, the Chinese students had been 
moving among other Orientals and some of the Africans in Moscow 
to organize their activity. While the majority of those who 
participated in this riot were, according to the CP of the 
Soviet Union representatives, Chinese, there had been some 
Vietnamese and a few African students who had joinéd then. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. May 18, 1965 

ra 
so Aare - " 
—L ΠΣ MEMBERS 5... | _ 

on MMUNIST PARTY. OF | BRAZIL 
haem PRO Ξ 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised in early May, 1965, as follovws:. ; 

At the consultative meeting of 19 Communist Parties 
held in Moscow, March 1-5, 1965, the Brazilian Communist 
Party (CP) was represented by two of its leading members, 

- A. Ziller_and L. Notta. 

Ziller is reportedly being currently sought by the 
Government of Brazil and had only recently escaped from that 
country. He is a trade union leader who is alleged to have 
spent some time in the United States during World War II. He 

_ .. + δα manin his early 60s and speaks. English very well. He 
is presently residing in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 7 

L. Motta is somewhat younger than Ziller and speaks 
English only to a limited degree. He now is permanently 
assigned to the "World Marxist Review," official theoretical 
organ of the international communist movement in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, as Brazilian CP representative. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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ΝΕ ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ (Priority) ᾿ 

ΤΌ' : DIRECTOR, FBI " (100-428691) 

FROM , CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies. and for Néw York one copy of ἃ letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Hans (Last Name’ Unknown), ‘Chauffeur 
for Cer Elorip Head of International Department , Central 
Commi ocialist Unity Party of Germany.” 

‘The information appearing in the ehélosed letter- 
head memorandum was: furnished'.on 4/28/65: to SAs- WALTER A. 
‘BOYLE. and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG 5824-S*, who. has furnished | 

' yeliable information in the past. 

oF 

Ἂς The enclosed. letterhead inemorandun. is: classified 

8 ἢ" "since it contains information furnished by 
CG: ‘5824-S*, a very highly placed, source furnishing informati of 
on the highest level concerning, the international communist 
movement.. The unauthorized disclosure of thé information 

; contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-5* as the source, jeopardizing his. security, and: ‘thus 
adversely affecting the national security. 

εν The individual identified as HANS (LNU) in thé 
-enélosed letterhead memorandum was the individual asSigned. 
‘by the International Departinent’;, ‘Central Committee, Socialist 
Unity Party of Germany ‘(SUPG), to CG 5824-S* and CG 6653-S.as 

- arth πῶ | 
on “e13 ἀσωλί 4 4). Gib | “26: ΣΑΣ 7, - ΄- fs 
1 - — New - York (100-134637) (tne es) (Info): (RM). 

| 18 WAY 21.1965 
1B? bit be 

BED 

Sent MOP 
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ad 
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δ ἽΝ ἢ τ in-CKarge. 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

their private chauffeur during -their two’ stays in the German 
Democratic Republic. HANS during this period drove the source 
in and around Berlin as well as to ‘Such places as Dresden and 
Potsdam, German Democratic Republic. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown .- 
as having ‘been made at Washington, Ὁ, Cc. 



OR AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

O Os 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D.C. 
May 18, 1965 

HANS (LAST NAME UNKNOWN), 
CHAUFFEUR FOR PETER FLORIN, 
HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, | 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 
SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY _ 

A source, who. has furnished reliable information 
in the past, durin ate April, 1965, advised as follows: 

Head of the International Department. 
and a member she e_Central Committee,,socialist,.Unity Party 
Of Germany, (SUPG), has assigned to him on a permanent basis - 
“and aS personal chauffeur one Hans (Last Name Unknown). Hans 
served in the German Army during World War II and was taken 
as a prisoner of war by the United States Army. He was 
interned as a prisoner of war at a camp located in Texas. He 
is now in his late 30s or early 40s and speaks English quite 
well. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau. of Investigation: It is 
the. property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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Ὅν" Ζ [01 td 
BY LIAISON (IS) 200+428097, 

1 = Liaison 
Date? aha Hay 29,. 1965 1 ~ Mr. Shaw 

Ta: Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Rescarch 
Department of State an 4 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director \ et | WA τ 

Subject: "WORLD UARRIST RevrEn* Ua we μ ΨΩ 
THTEGNAL SHCURITY =~ C ᾿ ; 

_ . Enehosed for your information is a-menorandum dated 
ἴον 7, 2965, and captioned: "Symposium on *Role of Comminist 
Parties in Highly Developed Capitalist Countrics,* Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, March, 1965," ᾿ 

Upon removal, of the classivied enclosure, this 

Enclosure 

2 = Director (Enclosure). BY LIAISG. 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

᾿ _ Classified ‘®ep t" because unauthorized disclosure 
of information contained in enclosure could reveal, the identity of 
the source (CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revela- 
tion could result in exceptionally grave damage’ to the Nation. See 
CGairtel 5/7/65 captioned "Solo; IS - C." | “Τ᾿ 

ae ἊΝ . 

wer re τὸς : aims : 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, "Arrangements with International 
Department, Central Committee, Socialist Unity Party of 
Germany, for Emergency Crossover from American Sector of 
Berlin to German Democratic Republic." j 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant Js: 
statement was orally furnished on 4/26, 5/13 and 5/15/65 by 
CG 5824-S*, to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and: RICHARD W. HANSEN. - 
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~ ss. ἢ KOR EMERGENCY: CROSSOVER FROM, ; / >» .'> AMERICAN SECTOR OF BERLUY vg oF 

os) ARRANGEWERT'S WITH INTERNATIONAL 
a - DEPARTHENT, CENTRAL ΟΟἸΠΙΤΥΤΕΕ, = 
ΝΣ SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY, 

(TO _GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC ὁ ὁ 

_ Ib April, 1965S, while st tho Cental Committee;-  - 
Socialist Unity Party of Germdny (SUPG), Office Building in-- = _ . 

- Bast Berlin, German Deriocratic Republic, Heinz Bixch, ὑπὸ 
ς individual in charge of United States’ affairs and relations - 

with the Communist Party (CP), USA, for the International  -. 
- Department, SUPG, discussed methods for entering into the 

. American sector of Berlin which lands at Tempelhof Airport. “᾿ς ae! 

‘and he noted that at this time a direct air flirht in fron, - 
‘Prague, Czechogloyakia, was the best method. Wowever, he 
&1po; noted that. there were regular schéduled flights into 

available to West intelilgeénce. agencies.. 
(to an x, ἢ τα ον 

German Democratic Republic by. representatives of the tP, USA. 
According to Birch, they would preFer that normal channels 
be utilized for entry into the German Democratic Republic 

+ 

East Berlin from. Scahdinavian cduntriss, which could be'’ ae 
4 ‘utilized. In regard to the latter, he did point owt that ᾿ς, = 

this method may not. be the most desirable because stch air- 
lines maintain passenfer manifests, and these could be 

τ ° - - 

εὐ τοῖς, Bibgh then went. on add vemarked that if there was 7 > Ὸ 0: 
an énergency -aA Person could take an air flight. into the Ὁ" ee 

Here the individual cold board an S+bahn train at -the 
airport and xyenain on the train until it crosses the border. 

into the Soviet sector of Berlin. At the Friecdrichstrasse - . 

τ 

stop the individual conld get off the train. Since this is 
not a normal stop for passengérs travelling between the , 

-,.. American and Soviet sectors, any person who gets off heré ae 
-. Will be stopped and questioned by security offielals..-So ὁ. -- : 

yhoen stopped-by- such ‘security. officials, the individual otal 

- Should ask for the security chief aid give to ‘him the -.~: °° 
following telephone number; -2028-29689. ‘When this ne pow 4: 

called the Central Conmittee, SUPG, will send someone over - 
to the Friedrichstrasse stop to talk to. the individual who 

_ ds. being detained by the saqurity forces, question hin,- and _ Ν 
if everything-is.all-right, provide bin with. all assistazice 
He néeds. To-facilitate things with the Central σου τέο, » ee 
SURG, BLrch suggested that the individual crossing over in 

πὴ this manner also carry with him come offigial credential of - Τὸ " 
the CP, USA. — τς eS oe ἢ - Le τς 

- ει ΓᾺ . 
- i fs Z ΝΙΝ - ἣν 
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(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ReBulet 5/13/65 and 12 page enclosure. 

Referenced Bureau letter transmitted to Chicago a 
full text translation of the Russian language document which 
had been secured by CG 5824-S* in the Soviet Union during 
the course of the 18th Solo Mission. This document was 
entitled, "Press~Bulletin of the Committee of Youth 
Organizations of the USSR," and sets forth the general 
program for the 9th World Youth Festival which had been 
arrived at at a meeting of the International Preparatory 
Committee, 12/16-18/64, Algiers. A review of the foregoing 
document would tend to indicate that it had been prepared 
for public release and that it may have been so released, 
not only in the Russian language, but in a number of other 
languages throughout the world. As this item is relatively 
extensive and since it is possible that it may have already 
been received by the Bureau, the Bureau is requested to 
advise Chicago whether it previously possessed this information 
and/or whether it feels it is desirable to incorporate the f 
text. of this item in a letterhead memorandum for gh 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 5/25/65 
᾿ 1 y che 134 ΝΕ : 

“yy ΝΙΝ 
Director, F 100~428091).— ἯΙ i+ Mr, Thompson 

neovons mer Ὁ rit 1 = lir,, Shaw 

SOLO 
INTERNAL. SECURITY. = ¢ og 

Reurairtel 5/19/65, ‘Reairtel requests the Bureai to 
advise whether the document entitled. "Press-Bulictin. of the 
Committee of Youth Organizations of the USSR" bas been pre~ 
viously received and whether. it is degirable to have the. text 
of this document. set. forth in a letterhead memoraridun. 

7 The Bureau has not previously received the above~ 
mentioned document. Since the document. bets forth the general. 
program for the 9th World Youth Festival, it.is desirable to . 
have this information set, forth in a letterhead memorandum, 
In view of the foregoing,. your office should promptly submit. 
a letterhead memorandum incorporating 211 pertinent informa=- 
‘tion pertaining to the 9th World Youth Festival, 
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2; Date: 5/19/65 

Transmit the following in 
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να. ΑΙ 69Φ ΛΧὈ᾽ ὠ ἨΞΟΊΒΤΕΒΕΡ MATE ὦ 
(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

οαυνεοτί ong) agar en wh 

| -P Wy. SAR 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 

and three copies each and for New York one copy each of two 
letterhead memoranda entitled, ‘Congress of World Federatio 
of Trade Unions, Warsaw, Poland, October, 1965," and " 
Personnel at ‘World Marxist Review," Prague," Si 

The information appearing. in the enclosed létter- 
head memoranda was furnished on 4/27, 5/5 and 5/15/65 to 
SAS WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG 5824-S*, w 
has furnished reliable information in the past. 

The enclosed letterhead memoranda are classified 
POP Shyer" and "CONPRBRNTIAL" since they contain informat; 
furniswWed CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnising 
information 6n the highest level concerning the international 
communist movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the 
information contained therein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the ‘source, jeopardizing his security, 
and thus adversely affecting the national security. 

World Federation of Trade ‘Unions was secured by CG 5824-8* 
Aen in April, 1965, during the course of a meeting with JOHN 

Ἂν \ VAFIADES, a former American now working with the World 

ψ . 
νὰ The information concerning the Congress of the / 

Federation of Trade Unions in Prague. τ εἴ el - 

ΤΙ FISK Bad fe cag eos 5 CG Qf o γα . 
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οὐ " ᾿ στ 

CG 134-46 Sub B ᾿ eee seen ; ; 

~ In ordér to provide additional security to the. 
source, the enclosed letterhead memoranda have beer shown 
as having, been made at Washington, D.C; 
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O 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D.C. 
File No. May 19, 1965 

βάρ Sa 
pepe 

Uf CONGRESS OF WORLD FEDERATION 
OF TRADE UNIONS, 
WARSAW, POLAND, OCTOBER, 1965 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in mid-May, 1965, advised as follows: 

The World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) (a 
characterization of which appears in the appendix section 
hereto) is going to hold an international congress at 
Warsaw,. Poland, during the period of October 8-20, 1965. 
Set forth below is the "Proposed List of National Unions to 
be Invited to the WFTU Congress" from North America: 

United States 

1) Albert J. Fitzgerald, president 
_ 7 ᾿ ΝΕ United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers 

of America 
11 East Slst Street 
New York 22; New York USA 

2) Harry Bridges, president 
International Longshoremen's and 
Warehousemen's Union 
150 Golden Gate Avenue, 
San Francisco 2, California, USA 

3) Al C. Skinner, president 
. International Union of Mine, Mill 

and Smelter Workers 
941 East 17th Avenue 
Denver 18, Colorado, USA 

joe—-APAfoY - Apes” 
ENCLOSURE 
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CONGRESS OF WORLD FEDERATION 
OF TRADE UNIONS, 
WARSAW, POLAND, OCTOBER, 1965 

Canada 

etalil, Olesale an epartment Store Union 

5) 

6) 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

he Boker 

13 Astor Place 
New York 3, New York, USA 

Abe Feinglass, Director, Fur and 
Leather Division 
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher 
Workmen of North America 
2800 North Sheridan W., 
Chicago 14, Illinois, USA 

Joseph P, Selly, president 
American Communications Association 
5 Beekman Street 
New York 38, New York, USA 

292 Jarvis Street 
Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada 

Homer Stevens, Secretary-~Treasurer 
United Fishermen and Allied Workers Union 
138 East Cordova Street 
Vancouver 4, British Columbia, Canada 

J. Phillips, Secretary 
Vancouver Civic Employees' Union~ 
Outside Workers 
119 Bender Street West 
Vancouver 3, British Columbia, Canada 

K. A. Smith, president 
International Union, Mine, Milli and 
smelter Workers 

1219 Queen Street W.,, 
Toronto 3, Ontario, Canada 

>t 

Ing 
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CONGRESS OF WORLD FEDERATION 
OF TRADE UNIONS, τῳ, 
WARSAW, POLAND, OCTOBER, 1965 . ap spongy 

While the above unions will receive official 
invitations from the WFTU and will be urged to participate 
in this congress, it appears now that the WFTU will not 
pay the fares of delegates from such unions to or from 
Warsaw. 



O 9, 

CONGRESS OF WORLD FEDERATION 
OF TRADE UNIONS, 
WARSAW, POLAND, OCTOBER, 1965. er ET 

APPENDIX 

i 

WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS 

1, Cited as “part of a solar system of 
international Communist-front organizations 
which have been established in recent 
years * * *," “American supporters include 
the left-wing unions within the Congress of 
Industrial Organizations." 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
᾿ς House Report 1953 on the Congress of 
American Women, April 26, 1950, 
οὐ eypatty released October 23, 1949, 
p.l. 

2. Cited as "Communist-dominated." 

(Internal Security Subcommittee of the 
senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook - 
for Americans, 8S. Doc. 117, April 23, 
1956, p.93, also p.59.) 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

- ΝΣ APPENDIX Ὁ - ἘΞ ΕΣ 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. May 19, 1965 

Deets, | 
NEW PERSONNEL AT "WORLD 
MARXIST REVIEW," PRAGUE 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early May, 1965, advised as follows: 

With the appointment of Eugene Frantzov as the 
neW Editor-in-Chief of the "World Marxist Review," the 
official theoretical organ of the international communist 
movement, at Prague, Czechoslovakia, there have been a 
number of personnel changes. One of the people who has now 

~moved in-and who acts as an assistant to Frantzoy is 
Michael (Last Name Unknown), also known as "Big Mike." 
Michael (Last Name Unknown) is a Russian citizen. and came to 
the magazine directly from Moscow. He has been a correspondent 
for "New Times," weekly journal on world affairs published by 
Trud, the Central Council of Trade Unions, Moscow, USSR. As 

τ τῷ correspondent. for "New Times,” he had served three years in 
the United States and Mexico. He iS married and his” wife, ὁ 
Lucy, is -with him in Prague. He is a very large person and 
stands well over six feet tall. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. t is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies f 
each and for the New York Office one copy each of four 

woh 

Via 

δ 

jnformant's. statements captioned, “Albert Lannon," "Sam Darcy," 
"Inquiries From Socialist Countries Regarding United States aif, 
Organization "Council of American Youth’," and "Article by ΚΕ ἢ} 
Hyman Lumer Prepared for Publication in 'Ραχίν Life,’ inner Hay 
organ, Communist Party of the Soviet Union." ; ‘i wie 

ul ἊΝ The information appearing in the enclosed informa - 

{ statements was orally furnished on 5/15/65 by CG 5824-S* τ 
SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
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| The information in the informant's statements 
ΥῚ originating from Gerhart Eisler was gathered by the source 

during conversations with him in the éarly part of April, 

Φ 1965, when he and CG 6653-3 made a social visit to his home 

in East Berlin. In regard to the matter set forth concerning 
inquiries on the United States organization "Council of 
American Youth," the individuals who had made such inquiries 

" were MIROSLAV JIRASKA of the International Department, 

3 Ss central Committee, Communist Party (CP) of Czechoslovakia; 

Σ HEINZ BIRCH, International Department, Central Committee, 
N ri Socialist Unity Party of Germany; and IGOR MIKHAILOV, North 

“yt] “and South American Section, International Department, Central 
YX 3 = Committee, CP of the Soviet Ynion. Lf 
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Gerhart Lisler, formerly a percon clcsely 
affiliated in the United States with the Communist Party 
(CP), USA, and current Mend of the Iecolorical Bepartront 
of Radio and Televicicn in the Gorman Domocratic Republic, 
in April, L955 rerarzed that ke recently reecived a 
lgtter from Al/Lonpon, an individual whom he knew well 
and had once ffyed with in New Yor: City. In thic letter 
Lonnen, who is suppesed to be dyin, acczed that he be 
permitted to come te the Gorman Denocratic Republi¢ and 
retire there, Aceercine to Tisler, thig matter had been 
taken up with the Ceelalist Unity Party of Germcsay and the 
BASWCY Was NG. 
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In. April, 1935, Gerkart Eisler, formerly a persoa 
closely affiliated in the United States with the σοξι πλοῦ 
Party (CP), USA, and current Head of the Iceolorical 
Pepartmont of Racio and Television in the German Lemocratic 
Rerahlin, advised that he recently recess. a aclior crea 
οὐ 2arCY OF Philacelyhia, a persen who was forrerly 
District Cxpenizer of the CP of Eastern Pennsylvania and 

Jelawere,., Darcy, according to his lotter, is now retircd 

s¢tivities. Ee nev wants to cone to the German Tonmocratic 
Nepublic to visit Eisler. Eisler stated ke wes unayare of 
whet Darcy wanted to como to the Gorman [emeecratic Regublic 
for and thorofere lefora ausyerii, would livre to brew Ris 
eyrront statcs and what ke is coins for the CP, USA. 
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indi catedthyt"thetr'PirtTées wore révijiving correspondence - 
fren this United Staten organigatiod but knew nothing about 
it and were concerned as to whether they should decal with. 
it. They all rogeected this ratter bo ἔα ΟΣ up with 
seneone in the CP, USA and that their Parties be informcd 
as to hey they sheuld ceal with the organization. ‘ 

. The foregoing was discussed with Panny fubin, 
current Organizational Secretary, C2, USA, in New York 

| City, on April 29, 1095, At this time Rubin romarzecd that 
while the Council of American Youth was a conservative youth 
organization, CPs abYoad should not be told to refisa to 
coal with them, Rubin rensoned that by communication with 
this conservative youth group there is always a chance of 
the Parties influencing or even perhaps changing the present 
but. Look of this organization. 
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. Sonetine during the ‘period of February-March, - 1935 at 
when Hyman Luser was in the Sovict Union for the purpose of — 
attending the March 1 neeting in Moscow, he prepared 88 
article for the specific purpose of being publishet in "Party ΝΕ 
Life," the inner ‘organ. of thd Communist Party (CP) δὲ the - ΝΣ 
Soviet Union. Subsequently, representatives of the North το ' 
aud South American Section, International Department ,! Central 
Conmittec, CP of the Soviet Union, cecidéed that publication 
of Luzer's article in “Party Life” might be bad in that it. 
could link the CP of the Soviet Union and the CP, USA too 
¢losely. As a result it. hag now been déciced that rather 
than publish the article in "Party Lite," they will publish 
it, in "The Konmtunist., the organ of ‘the Central Comiitterc, . 
CP’ of the Soviet Union, which is. openly cirtulated ‘throughout: 
the world. ᾿ 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies ΑΝ 
each and for the New York Office one copy each of three Ch ἐν 
informant's statements 5 _ captioned, "Confidential Telephone Af 
Number of diay Bia % Birch? “International Department, Central { LAGS 
Committee, SGeie list list Unity Party of Germany,” "fon. Leichtman_ D6 

1 and Activity in Hungary ΓΞ Rerarding ὍΤΟ 
! Printing Equipment,” and Raby 

‘ The information appearing in the enclosed 
% informant's statements was orally furnishéd on 4/26, 27, 29 : 

and 5/15/65 by CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE ae 
\ RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
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